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Laws, l«o?« Lweber;
A 81 Btors of Forast J ^ t s l a t lç». la NRVA .geptl*

This thesis examines the development of comprehensive 

forest management from the late eighteenth century to the 

Lands and Forests Act, S.N.S. 1926, c. 4, particularly 
concentrating on Crown lends management (or lack thereof). In 

addition, the study focusses on "the business" ot the forest 

and legislative attempts to impose order on competing forest 

uses as well as governmental responses to forest fires and 

forest pests. An analysis of various legislative measures is 

set against the context of politics and legal develo{XHent in 

late eighteenth and nineteenth century society, politics and 

legal development.

The Joe reals aod Proceedings ot the Hoaae of Aaawsbly of 

Scotia and the Statutes of Nova Scotia provide the most 

tangible evidence of that roost ephemeral of legal fictions 

“the intent of the legislators’. But by piecing together the 

Reports of the Comal s$ loners of Crown Lands, the Game 

Cojraissioners Reports, the wording of various statutes and 

other primary and secondary sources, a picture emerges of the 

economic importance of the forest and the sustained inability 

of the legislators to protect it.

The study dens>nstrates repeated failures of environmental 

and natural resources management in forest protection.
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P8EFACE

In the last thirty yt'iiin, i he env i r iMUiiein Inn. hi-eume an 

increasingly important item on the gloti.ii {Ki3tfio.il .ufenti.i. 

In a 1989 poll, eighty live {lei rent ot fan.ioiant. t-.iiii they 

believed public health war. aileot-.t tiy {uiUui ion, wliile 

eighty-one percent star.ed they twlieved ;mllut ion ftiohlemt. 

threatened human survival. Seven t y eight cent ot ( anad iann 

indicated they were willing to |Kiy lot the env;tournent , 

including its protection and clean up. Sixty six percent ot 

Canadians stated they did not believe gr eot <!r euvi t iuuihmji ,r I 

safeguards would mean job lonr.eH. Kiglity six {ye;cent o! 

Canadians indicated they would be willing to {my mote each 

week for less environmental ly harm in 1 pnxluctn. Kighty 

percent of Canadian Automobile Association member n f;np|Ktrt«*d 

the development of alternative fuel vehicles that fjoiluic 

less.’

Among other consequences, this increasing interest in 

environmental and ecological matters has launchrxi a whole new 

field of historical study: environmental history. In thin

study, the forest environment has been selectfKl \tn review, 

examining in detail the nineteenth and early twentieth century 

legislative measures effecting the Nova Scotian forest. This 

study attempts to discern how a variety of legislative 

measures, and the i m ^ t u s  motivating or necessitating them, 

affected the forest. It w?li further examine the result of 

these legislative measures and, for that reason, m>iG
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ftry f,*vnntfi and legislation will be referred to on

occflfi i o n .

Sonnj discucsion of the social, legal and political 

rout ext. is necessary in order fully to address forest 

iffgi.'.Jat ion in Nova Scotia. To understand why legislation is 

passed in the form it is, the climate and context of the times 

which surround the legislative framework must be reviewed, and 

to this end, a holistic approach is applied. In other vwrds, 

iin ecological approach is applied to the history of forest 

législation. The Lincoln et ml, dictionary of ecology, 

evolution and systematics defines ecology as the study of the 

interrelationships between living organisms and their 

environment. Unlike a biologist, who may study an organism in 

isolation, an ecologist is concerned with an organism's 

activity in relation to its environment and energy flows 

through the ecosystem.^

Oeltoloffie was first used by Ernst Haeckel in 

Kprj^wlogle in 1868 to refer to the web linking organisms and 

their surroundings, thus defining the relationship W t w e e n  

flora and fauna and their natural environs. In addition to 

its biological meaning, oekolooie encc^saseed the Greek word 

o e k A w m i e . referring to the proper functioning of a household 

unit, the oekos. The w e l l - o r g a n i z e  household unit was as 

self-sufficient as possible, husbanding resources end avoiding 

waste and disorder. This well-functioning household was, in 

turn, the basis of the well-ordered state. In 1749, the
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Swedish naturalist Carrolua Linnaeus, wtote t lie "Oecenomy of

Nature", applying to the environinent this eonoept of the well
ordered state. For Linnaeus, the natutal wot Id exejn^jli f led

the values of a well-ordered state: nothing wan wanted, theie

was no disorder, and nature functioneii self nut f ioient ly

without humanity's intercession.^

As used by Linnaeus, Qekoaowie encompasiuni a t heologicaI

meaning in addition to its biological and Aiintof elian
political and economic meanings. The Latin prçomimia, (tuvd'a

dispensations), merged with the Greek root word and in the

seventeenth century oaeonoay was often used to indicate diviiu?

government of the natural world. By the 1700'a, o e c o m w g  wan

used to denote:

... the grand organization and government of life 
on earth: the rational ordering of all mattnial
resources in an interacting whole. GtwJ was seen 
both as the Supreme Economist who had denigncKi t he 
earth household and as the housekeeper who kept it 
functioning productively.*

“Environment", in contemporary political and popular 

culture, is a more recent and more anthropocenlr ic term. 

Environment is "... the global biological and physical system 

and endowment on which man depends for his existence and well 

being, and which be may modify with impunity only within 

certain limits". Lincoln at «1. define environi^nt as the 

ccxgplex of biotic, climatic, edaphic (pertaining to or 

influenced by the nature of the soil) and other conditions 

M k i n g  up the immediate habitat of an organism, the physical, 

chemical and biological surroundings of on organism at any
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qivfjn time. Af. employed by politicians and economists, the 
iint JirotJOCRiit Î i üm f>l “environment" is readily apparent. 

Ind j vidufj ] elements of the environment become "natural 

rofitJurceK' and we speak variously of environmental management, 

environmnntflI protect ion, resource development, renewable and 
non renewable resources.^

Political ecology, an analytical model treating the 

reiat:on«hip between people and their environment as an 

organic interaction is in sharp contrast to liberal political 

economy, which places humanity outside and above its 

environment. Adam Smith defined political economy as the "art 

of managing the resources of a people and of its government". 

Smith's liberal economic model promoted capital accumulation 

in an ever expanding growth economy. In this econtmic model, 

the natural world is a .storehouse of raw materials and a 

convenient dump for the by-products of development". The 

political ecologist, alternatively, is sensitive to the 

cyclical nature ot ecosystems, including macro and micro 

economic systems, and is as concerned with energy recapture as 

energy expenditure. In two recent papers, Michael Clow 

discussed the limits of o r t h W o x  political economy when 

studying the interaction of the biosphere and husain e c o n ^ i c  

development. Like Jeremy RifKin, he perceives one of the 

limits of liberalist philosophy to be its central assui^tlon 

that growth is infinite and can continue even in the face of 

static or declining energy consumption.'
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If political economy : s pi en, i ne J on continuiiui jenouice 

exploitation, political ecolooy balancm: pimtiutiini with

conservation. Clow denerihen political ecoivsqy ,u. a tine 

balancing of all costr. of product ion, inciudimj the conf n to 

the environment, with the Itenefit of coitt i nui tuf tu ittcfeane*} 

production of goods and services. Howeve;, poli' it a 1 ecoJmjy 

is a relatively new concept and in the pant tew, if any, Nova 

Scotians deviated from orthodox p o 1 :t ica1 and economic 

liberalism. Even the politician» labelled an fontuti vat i vi> 

were unconcerned about ecor.yntem connu: vat ion and 

preservation. Simply put, their dii teitunreii with on

natural resources matters have revolved around hm# and not if 

exploitation should occur or continue.

Environmental legislation may be de!in»fd an that 

regulating the complex of condition!-, makituj up i he human 

habitat. It includes any législation modifying, :eguI at i ng o: 

ameliorating the environment and should not bo viowed at; 

confined to environmental protection ntatutof;. Nitudccnth 

century politicians and government!; tended to advocate hum,::, 

ingenuity as a panacea for resolving all difficult iei, from 

agricultural productivity to low prWuct ion ieve 1 , ( rom

resource depletion to pollution; thus it is impressibie to 

limit a study of the evolution of legislation affoctirjg the 

forest environment to resource protection statutes. The 

perceived need to endure the environmental side effects of 

economic growth, combined with the assumption that technical
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"îàxcT,' woulfl <i*;V(;ltjped to ensure continued growth in the 
}fir:r; oj envj rofiment o 1 ! imitations wan inherent in a broad

î»inije ui login la! ion and thin ntudy wiJi attempt to define the 

rniationnhip N d w e e n  various human laws and habitat across 

this Icginiaîivo spectrum.^

Acnordinq to the Society of American Foresters, a forest 

ifi an ecosystem "characterised by a more or less dense and 

extonnive covci a plant conununlty predominantly of trees and 

other woody vegetation growing more or less closely together". 

Nova Scot ia'H 21,000 square miles, set in the Appalachian 

Koqion, are within the Borderlands ringing the southern 

f»«rt Ion of the Precambrian Shield. It is an Acadian forest 

within the Southern Mixed Forest Region. Softwoods comprise 

af>proximate ly 2.2 mil j ion hectares of the forest cover, with 

1.2 million hectares of mixed wood, and 700,000 hectares of 

hardwood. The most prevalent softwoods are red and black 

spruce and baicam fir while the most c o m w n  hardwjods are red 

and sugar maple and yellow birch. Fourteen forest habitats 

1 rum spruce taiga to human made habitat have been identified 

in the piovince.®

Ecosystems develop in a series of stages or orderly 

progressions known as "seres" which continue until "climax" is 

reached. After this, change radically decreases as the 

ecosystem hae achieved equilibrium. Factors such as soil and 

site conditions, including shade and moisture, affect tree 

growth and diversity. A forest, like any other ecosystem, is
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not static and will, ovci time, cî.aniv at. it aijt*;;, Ttn'ia- 

stages of change, or f̂ uocetJt. iann, ai*« man i {at-t ad not tiimply in 
cider trees. An a loier.t agen, loi a m  « om;ion i t ion avolvan . 

Nova Scotia fotests iQiigr f i oin the largely coniteiou:; At 1 ant ic 

Uplands region covering ovet hall the pi ov î nee to the nitia i J 

Cobeguid region which ie the chittj ieni.iining ha;dwood aiea. 

Generally, Nova Scotian noils are pooi and ftagile, with 
little topBoil accumulation. Bedrock is clone lo the miiface. 

Therefore, in many areas of the provjnre, eon i teioun 11een 

with large root systems branching out ovei a wide atea have an 

advantage over taprooted deriduonn treec.'^

The contemporary Nova Scotian forent di I l*?rn gi eat I y ) rom 

the pre-European contact foiest. In r.oaie at e,n; t e}w«at ed 

burning and lumbering have burnwl of t and eroded noil cover no 

that large areas formerly for est covered ate now tmit enn and 

bogs incapable of sustaining large, high denn11 y forent n. 

Forest cover loss has also resulted in wildlife ions, Kt>t 

exan^le, elk and caribou which were once common in Nova Scot ia 

were gradually pushed off the mainland ami Caf»e Hr et (iii froth f«y 

increased human settlement (and ovei hunt itig) and by ton'; of 

habitat.
Successlonai forest cover is influenced by natural 

factors including disease, insects, and fires, and ,>y such 

human activity as logging, human-made fires, homesteading and 

road building. Before the arrival of European colonists, 

forest inhabitants, including humans, made eosentla 1 ly twri
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on t.h« foroGif;: shelter and food. Large scale

exploitation of animals and plants for commercial profit was 

not part of the forest life cycle, whether human or non-human. 

Kuropeon settlers and the native North Americans drawn into a 
cash economy placed increased demands on the environtwnt, 

seeking revenue from the forests in addition to sustenance and 

shelter. Animals were hunted and trapped to provide a 

financial return in addition to fulfilling inajediate needs. 

Timber was cut to supply lumber not just for the colonists' 

shelter and to heat their dwellings, but also for overseas 

sale and military use. Later Europeans would be attracted to 

the forests for pulpwood as well as lumber, end later yet 

rhristraas trees would provide a cash crop. Forests were 

cleared for agriculture, even in poor soil areas. Animals 

which were "profitable" were hunted for their furs and those 

con: id e red “noxious" were hunted to exterminate them. These 

increased demands also emphasized the importance of certain 

successiona. stages over others, and European forest users 

would attempt to manipulate forest growth.

However, even before Europeans arrived in North America, 

forests were not entirely "natural". Amer-indiens h«i been 

altering their habitat to suit their purposes for generations- 

-aIthough not on the scale that Europeans would later 

practice. Both Michael WilliasK, and William Cronon have 

detailed extensively the methcxis used by a W r l g i n a l  North 

Americans to clear ground cover for planting and to provide
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habitat for game such as deer

Some early European descriptions of Nova Scots an îoietsts 

have survived. Nicolas Denys, who founded the first sawmill 

in Acadie, sailed the Nova Scotia coastline desciibiisq the 

land he saw. In the first decade ot the nineteenth cent ut y , 

Titus Smith Jr. completed an inventory of the Nova Scotian 

forest at the behest of Governor John Wentwoith, In the 

eastern and northern parts of the province, Smith clanuiliml 

the forest as largely pine, barrens and some hardwood. On hit; 

western tour, heading down St. Margarets Bay and beyond, he 

again described poor land, predominantly soltwotxl standi; and 

a great deal of wind damage. At the lower end of a large lake 

on the main branch of the Port Medway River, Smith found 

thirty acres called the "Indian Gardens", an intervale 

formerly cultivated by the Mic Mac. This plantai ion was 

located in an area of good land, with a large hardwotid 

population. On his northern tour heading toward Cumber land. 

Smith catalogued more hardwood than on his first two 

surveys.

Varying types of forest cover are ooth symptomat ic of and 

a cause of varying ecosystems. For < ample, the Highland 

Taiga habitat in the Cape Breton Highlands is p r e o /minant1y 

dwarf spruce. The area has a very short growing season, harsh 

c l i ^ t e  with extreme wind exposure a..d many blanket bogs and 

barrens. The Highlands prov'de moose with summer habitat and 

shelter to small mammais such as shrews, red-backed ^ l e s  and
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Kome lynx. In the Triassic Lowlands, comprised of the 

sandstone and shale soil of the Cobequid Bay fringe and the 

Annapolis-Cornwallis Valley, the climate is nilder then the 

Highland Taiga, with a warm early spring, hot and often dry 

sunmers, and cold moderate winters. Skunk and fox are common 

residents. Wet meadows and salt marshes provide a for

Arctic shrew and breeding and staging areas for waterfowl and 

migratory shore birds. Muskrat end mink are plentiful as are 

pheasant, snipe, woodcock and short-eared owls. Before 

extensive cutting, red spruce and hemlock predt^inated. Red 

oak and Bed maple are also common.

With European settlement came European societal norms. 

W w s ,  including ecosystem regulation, reflected European 

biases. From the earliest restrictions forbidding cutting 

white pine suitable for ships' roasts to the 1986 For— t 

BthaadWMMSt a c t . (now R.S.N.S. 1989, c. 178), an 

anthropocentrism prédominantes. It may be labelled 

‘imperialist*, as liberal linear orthodoxy, or as a biblical 

supr^Racist view of nature and humanity's place in the 

biosphere. Generally, the regulatory schemes reflected what 

Michael Clow has labelled an "environmentalist m a n a g m m n t  

perspective* in contrast to whet may be latwlled an 

"ecological perspective". The environmental management 

perspective viewed human disruptions of the ecosystem as 

acceptable side effects of econc^ic activity, and not as 

irop«li^nts to economic growth. Where ecosystem destruction
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was recognized, most lawmakers and scientists assumed that the 
deleterious effects of economic activity were subject to 

■technical fix solutions that [did] not interfere with ... the 

growing appropriation of nature through human labour the 

essence of growth--and the development of the means and tot ces 

of production". The ecological perspective, however, viewed 

hunmnity as but one species anajng all those in the biosphere 

"and explicitly rejects any notion either of human primacy or 

the separation of humans form (sic) the rest of nature, and 

any possibility of humankind achieving mastery over nature 

through "progress" in science and technology".

This study will highlight the application of the 

environmental management approach to forest regulatory regimes 

and the results of that management system. Most changes to 

the Nova Scotian landscape have been caused by human activity 

in the last two hundred years. While taking note of these 

changes, this study will focus not on the nxxiifi cat ions 

themselves but on the legal mechanisms that contributed to

Most changes to the Nova Scotian landscape have been 

caused by human activity in the last two h u n d r W  years. While 

taking note of these changes, this study will focus 

not on the nidifications themselves but on the legal 

j»cbenisms that contributed to them.
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By the late eighteenth century, with increasing intensity 

scientists were examining their world and its elements more 
critically and t!K>re intensely. They sought ever to extend 

human knowledge and progress. Eighteenth- century and early 

nineteenth-century scientists developed theorems and 

explications within a Christian world view, but gradually 

religious considerations lost importance in scientific study. 

Technological advances affected how the environment was viewed 

by humanity and the uses to which it was put. It is against 

this societal and scientific background that forest regulation 

must be gauged.

Like his English contemporary Gilbert White (1720-1793), 

who wrote of the Hampshire countryside, Carrolos Linnaeus was 

a natural theologian. White, an Anglican vicar, viewed nature 

as an expression of G W s  ingenuity end magnificence while 

Linnaeus saw nature as a carefully ordered universe in which 

the Creator had endowed each organism with the necessary tools 

to function well in the general "economy*. Early naturalists 

and ecologists viewed the biosphere as the joyful expression 

of God's compassion and cleverness, to be enjoyed, studied and 

célébrat«j as such.^

In Canada, Philip Henr^* Gosse published the first popular 

account of Canadian naturalism, Tk* Kataraliet. in

1840. Catherine Parr Traill's 1885 S t e d l w  of Plant lAfe I» 

CMMribi described the flora of Canada (although her sister,
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Susannah Hoodie, in Roughing It in tiMi 8uah was loss awestruck 
and portrayed the Canadian environment in harsher and more 

realistic terms). One of the greatest Canadian natural 

theologians, William Dawson--a Nova Scotian geologist devoted 

himself to investigating fossils in the Cundmrland Basin. 

Dawson believed knowledge of both the natural and the divine 

essential to an appreciation of the natural world, "it was, 

he was fond of saying, a barren and fruitless science that 

sees the work but not its author and a narrow piety that lovem 

Gtxi but not his works." Natural theology, however was less 

aï^ut nature than about humanity elevated place above and 

beyond nature. While natural theologians celebrated the

natural world, they had no doubt of their favoured place in 

Creation, somewhere above nature and below God.^

The natural theologians' pre-eminence was challenged by 

the increasingly widespread acceptance of Charles Darwin's 

1859 Origia unlike the naturalists, Darwin

suggested God had nothing to do with the number and variety of 

animal and plant life forms. Natural complexity, Darwin

asserted, was the result of the gradual evolution of earlier 

primitive life for^s to later, more highly advanced organisms. 

Just as the Whig historian viewed the history of h u M s  society 

as a linear progression from primitive to 'advanced', so 

Darwin saw natural diversity in the modern world as better or 

more highly developed than what had existed in an earlier, 

less diverse age.^
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Darwin's evolutionary theories were compatible with the 

writings of Adam Smith, Voltaire, Francis Bacon and Jeremy 

Bentham. Voltaire defined the linear nature of liberal

thought with its emphasis on "progress", and envisioned human

evolution as a succession of societal models, each an

ii^rovesent on the last. This "progress" was the i^inspring 
of human life, "anir^ting historical analysis'. Thomas

Babington Macaulay, the Victorian historian, a f f i r ^ d  

Voltaire's view of history and 'progress' and in writing 

history presented the past in such a manner as to justify 

linear liberal orthodoxy.*

Liberalists viewed human societal development as a linear 

progression from more primitive antecedents to a 

sophisticated, highly developed conte^jorary society. The 

present was always the epitome of human development. For JUiam 

Smith, society was intensely competitive and self-interested. 

Left alone, the marketplace was self-correcting and there 

should be as little interference with it as possible. In 

environmental terms, this t r a n s l a t e  into reluctance to place 

curbs on industrial expansion.

Darwin's theories in concert with more general societal 

trends, gave rise to professional science and a secular 

anthropocentric view of the natural world. Arcadian natural 

historians gave way to dispassionate, professional scientists, 

relegating ecological and holistic science to the fringes. 

New scientific disciplines were created and a new scientific



tradition, obsessed with classification and experimentation, 

gradually overshadowed the field-oriented natural sciences. 

This new science was more selfishly anthropocentric, alfirming 

T.H, Huxley's view that humanity's destiny was to control and 

manipulate the environment. As the new rationalist approach 

overcame the pastorallet's gentler, vitalist approach to the 

environment, Huxley's view gained precedence and began a now 

scientific tradition.^

The struggle between theologists and evolutionist a wan 
not without victims. Wiweon, one of Darwin's imtst virulent 

critics, published three refutations of Darwin in 20 yearn 

and, consequently, was denied publication by the Royal Society 

of London in 1870, In 1877, the Society turned down his 

request for a grant to continue his excavations in the Nova 

Scotia coal beds. His refusal to modify his natural theology 

views ia face of the new' scientific tradition was solely 

res{H}nsible for his ostracization by the controlling members 

of the scientific community."

Although the popularity of natural theology waned, 

professional and anateur scientific activity and interest 

continued to grow. In Canada, as in Great Britain, Germany 

and the United States, there was a pronounced interest in ail 

branches of science and scientific activity manifesting itself 

la science education, the growth of scientific societies, 

mechanics institutes and a culture of popular science. In 

a<Wltion to Dawson, a number of Canadian academics devoted
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thejDselves to furthering scientific education in Canada. 

Daniel Wilson, of McGill, and James Beaven and James Bovell of 

Toronto -like Dawson -clung to natural theology, while others 

like William LeSueur embraced the new evolutionary theories 

eagerly. William Macphaii, medical doctor, journalist, and 

critic prominent in the early decades of the tirentieth 

century was throughout his career a fervent critic of 

'progress'. Others, like Adam Shortt, who began his career 

teaching chemistry and botany and became one of Canada's first 

social scientists, epitomized the spirit of academic critical 

inquiry, unfettered by religious chains. Shortt received his 

early education at a Mechanics' Institute--which perhaps 

accounts for his commitment to progress. The establishment of 

the Royal Society of Canada in 1882 which fostered growth in 

science as well as the arts and humanities, further encouraged 

excellence in scientific study.^

In Nova Scotia, the Pictou Academy, founded in 1816, and 

Dalhousie College (1838) both promoted excellence in 

scientific education. Thomas KcCulXoch, the A c W ^ y ' e  

founder, (and possessor of a renowned bird collection) began 

a tradition of scientific and academic training felt well 

beyond the Academy. McCulloch, a product of the Scottish 

Enligbtment, was a Secessionist educated at Glasgow, where be 

studied some medicine as well as divinity. Se arrivai in 

Pictou in 1803 with his wife and three children. In 1833, 

Audubon visited McCulloch and was presented with son»
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specimens from McCulloch's collection, Unloitunately, 

Mcculloch's collection was broken up when he was forced to 

sell it, even though Audubon and others urged the ptovinciaî 

government to purchase the entire collection. Other 
Academicians also rose to prominence. Rev. James Ross became 

Principal of Dalhousie College in 1663, while Alexander RacKay 

was Principal of his alma mater from 1873-1889 and lafet 

Provincial Superintendent of Education in Nova Scotia.®

Scientific interest was not confined to the academic 

community. The first Nova Scotian ucientiot of note was the 

gentleman farmer, botanist, and land surveyor, Titus Smith, 

Jr. (1768-1850). Smith, born in Massachusetts ot Iroyalist 

parents, emigrated to Nova Scotia in the first mass exodus of 

Loyalists from Long Island in 1783. Educated in his early 

years at home by his father, who was a Yale-trained clergyman. 

Smith spoke and wrote English, Latin, Greek, German and 

French. In addition, he was well educated In chemistry, 

botany and other natural sciences. When his tether was 

presented with a complete set of Linnaeus's botanical works 

about 1790-91, Smith devoted himself eagerly to botanical 

studies.

In 1801-1802, Smith was commissioned by Lieutenant 

Governor John Wentworth, another Loyalist (and, incidentally, 

the BWn who gifted the Linnaeus volumes to the elder Smith) to 

survey the Nova Scotian forests. Smith's survey diaries «mre 

the first detailed study of the Nova Scotia forest. Smith
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altio coiieboraiod with C.H. Alderson in preparing a list of 

iiidigenouo plants for a publication entitled "A General 

Description of Nova Scotia" and himself wrote one of the first 
ecological treatises on Nova Scotia which was published in The 

of in London in 1035. Smith was a

friend and neighbour of John Young, a Scot who bad emigrated

to Halifax in 1815. Young, more jwpularly known by the

preudonym “Agricola", wrote an influential series of articles 

in the Acadian Hecordag on agriculture (which were also 
published separately)

Smith warn followed by others such as Andrew Downs, a 

zoologist with an international reputation, who established 

the first zoological gardens in North America just outside 

Halifax in 1847. He began with five acres but by 1863 had 100 

acres at "Walton Cottage" near Dutch Village on the Northwest 

Arm. When he visited Europe in 1864, Downs took 50 live

specimens and two cases of stuffed birds and stuffed moose to 

present to the London Zoo. In exchange, he received 70

specimens for his collection. At one time Xing Victor 

E m a n u e l  of Italy received 25 live moose and caribou fr<as 

Downs for his zoo, the "Garden of Acclimatization", at Pisa. 

Downs dismantled hie collection in 1867 when he went to New 

York to take charge of the Central Park Zoo, But after a 

dispute with a hiring committee member he returned to Halifax 

and re-established his collection at a property adjoining his 

old "garden". When he ^ v e d  to Agricole Street, he built a



natural history museum annex to his home. Down*; wan aim» a 

member of the Halifax Mechanic Institute, the lîoq, plqtron and 

Poultry Club and the Nova Scotia Poultry and FloiiculturaI 

Association.

Andrew Downs’s zoo was not unique. His nelijhiHuii , .lo!m 
Matthew Jones, owner of the "Ashbourne" estate, and relative 

of Lieutenant Governor Mulgrave, also had an extensive 

wildlife collection. In 1866, Jones' private museum at 

Ashbourne held some 7,000-8,000 specimens. Jones, like Downs, 

had an international reputation and he manaqed the Nova Scotia 

fishery exhibit at the 1862 international Exhibition in 

W n d o n . Jones was a member of the Llnnean Stic 'ty tif W n dtm,  

a Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada and one oj th«

founders and for a time president of the Nova Scot i,m 

Institute of Natural Science, In 1866, while President, Jones 

led a pilgrimage of Institute members on t,ne o( their fittst 

field days to Titus Smith's grave where he read an account, «} 

Smith's life and achievements.’'

The Nova Scotia Institute of Natural Science, estabi inhed 

in 1862, had 134 Bmmbers by 1897. The Institute KjKJnsored 

lectures, seminars and public presentations of scientific 

papers and its Bulletin circulated to 734 scientific

institutions, universities and libraries through North America 

and Europe. A broad cross-section of the professional and

micfaiie classes, including military and naval officers

stationed in Eastern Canada, supported the institute of
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Science. Two medical doctors, William Sommers and Edward 

fiilpin, were lonq time Institute stalwarts as were Captain C. 

Hardy, R.A., William Gossip, printer, and Harry Piers, 

longtime curator ol the Nova Scotia Museum. In 1869, Campbell 

Hardy published Forest Life la Acadia. Hardy, who retired a 

Major General In Dover, England, remained interested in Nova 

Scotian natural history throughout his life and in 1915 wrote 

to J.A. Knight, Chief Game Commissioner of Nova Scotia, about 

the fitate of the caribou in Nova Scotia. (Knight remarked 

that he believed Hardy to be the last surviving member of the 

1853 Fieh and Game Society.) In 1903, Robert R. MclÆod's 

Warklaad or Nova Scotia Its Htetorv, Hatural ReoowHxi# and 

9*tlye Beauties was published by Markland Publishing Cmopaoy, 

incorporated by Professor Rev. E.M. Kierstead of Acadia 

University and S.C. “Chip" Parker, Secretary of the Nova 

Scotia Fruit-Growers' Association.^^

The Halifax Mechanics' Institute, founded in 1831, 

included among its members Joseph Howe. The Halifax Institute 

was toi lowed by others in Sydney (1837), Antigonish £1840), 

Liverpool (1841), Windsor (1842), Dartmouth (1842), 

Guysborough (1843) and Pictou (1866). A Literary and 

Scientific Society was started in Pictou in 1834 and in 

Halifax in 1839. William Silver, later concurrent treasurer 

of the Institute of Science and of the Fisn and Game 

Protection Society, was the first Vice President of the 

Halifax Society. In Pictou, many prominent scientists read
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papers, including, J.D.B, Fraser, the first person in North 
America to use chloroform in childbirth.’’

In 1853, the first game society in Canada, and second in 
North America, the Provincial Association for the protection 

of the Inland Fisheries and Game of the Province of Novo 

Scotia, was founded in Halifax by Captain William Chearniey of 

the British Army under the patronage of Lieutenant Governor 

LeMarchant. Established to protect large and small game and 

game fish to assure continued hunting and fishing, the 

Association's constitution declared it the duty ot every 

member to report to the Society any unlawful obstruct ion of 

any river or stream or any breach of the Game laws. As with 

the later Institute of Science, the Protection Society's 

membership list read like a roll call of the provincial elite. 

The founding membership of 181 included, in addition to a 

number of Army and Naval officers, Thomas Annand, three 

Besmishes, a Chigman, W.R. Cogswell, John Doull, W w r e n c e  

Hartsborne and a Sarjeant Grant.’*

In 1874, the Society reconstituted itself as the Game and 

Inland Fishery Protection Society of Nova Scotia end its 

stated objective was "the adoption and carrying out of moie 

stringent Rules and Regulations for the preservation of game 

and inland fish". The reformed Society, like its predecessor, 

was composed of the provincial elite. its few surviving 

Annual Reports do show its membership to include the ever 

present military and naval officers. Senators, Judges and
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medical doctors. The 1906 Report of the Society noted that 

the Society had met with delegates of the People's Fish and 

Game Protection Association (with a Bi«abersbip greater than 

BOO, in stark contrast to the Society's mend^ership of less 

than 100 at the time) to discuss merging. The People's 
Association, which began outside Halifax, was much a»re 

popular and had greater oR)ortuoities for public «location 

than had the small, elitist Provincial Society. In 1912, the 

Game and Inland Fisheries Protection Society incorporated 

itself as the Nova Scotia Game Society.’’*

Other fish and game societies end clubs were formed in 

the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries such as the 

St. Lawrence Angling Club founded in 1890; the Petite Riviere 

Salmon Club in 1903 (which included among its objects the 

direction to take whatever action necessary to protect, 

preserve and conserve fish); the Amherst Gun Club ("the 

preservation and conservation and breeding and stocking...of 

game on the land and fish..."); and the Sydney Gun Club ("the 

preservation and conservation and breeding and stocking uiuier 

the laws of this Province..."). These societies' members had 

a genuine concern for the environment, although as with the 

later bucks Unlimited, there was a large measure of self- 

interest in their agitation for stricter environmental 

regulation. The sporting clubs and societies wished to 

preserve and propagate those species which provided good 

hunting and fishing,^
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la addition to the sjwrting enthusiasts, there were 

others sympathetic to conservation and preservation. Georgian 

Romanticism evolved in the nineteenth century into a "scenery 

end wildlife" m o v ^ e n t . Thoreau, Audubon, Emerson and 

Landseer all preferred unspoiled nature in a pro-technology 

age and agitated for wilderness preservation. The Audubon 

Society was formed, and the Sierra Club (founded by John Muir) 

was established to preserve the western American forest, the 

last untouched reserve of wild land in the U.S. Muir's 

preservationist ethic stood in opposition to the 

conservationists who promoted 'wise forest managenœnt' and 

scientific lumbering. Forest reserves were created by the 

efforts of many including Gifford Pinchot, U.S. Forest Service 

Chief, and President Theodore Roosevelt, an ardent outdoors- 

man. Roosevelt's own Boone and Crockett Club would later face 

o f ^ s i t i o n  from Pinchot for its attempts to prcaK>te forest 

reservation for game breeding--efforts which conflicted with 

the aims of Pinchot's backers, the livestock owners, who 

w a n t ^  the reserves open for grazing. National parks were 

created worldwide, including the designation of the first 

Canadian national park in Alberta in 1885. In 1902, the 

International Convention for the Protection of Birds Useful to 

Agriculture was signctd by 12 European countries and a North 

A f r i c a n  Migratory Bird Treaty was signed by the United States 

and Canada in 1916.^^
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These measures, however, were often no more then 

manifestations of industrialized nations' anthropocentrism. 

Environmental value was frequently perceived in relation to 

its use and enjoyment by humans. Political action, if any, on 

the environment originated in the liberal mainstream and 

generally reflected liberal views of nature as raw notarial to 

be managed and exploited. Michael Williams's exhaustive stutfy 

of American forests and forestry practices notes that forest 

regulation was generally accepted only after it became clear 

that continued 'cut and run' would decimate all forest 

reserves.' This evolution in attitude was also evident in 

Nova Scotia. Here, as elsewhere, the involvement and interest 

of the general public in naturalism and science waned in the 

twentieth century. Scientific issues became more complex, and 

scientists increasingly professionalized and isolated from 

their academic colleagues and the general public. Interest 

in, and concern about, the environment did not abate entirely. 

The Nova Scotia Wildlife Federation continued to function and 

amateur ornithologists continued to study Nova Scotia's birds. 

Amateur scientific societies and Mechanics' Institutes, 

however, disappeared. The Institute of Science becan» more 

and wore the exclusive preserve of professional scientists and 

the "natural" was d r o p p ^  from its name.

Amateur wildlife managers ajul regulators were r ^ l a c w i  by 

professional foresters and managers. Game law enforcei^nt was 

taken frcmi the Inland Fish and GaiM Protection Society and
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assumed by the provincial government. Hunting guides, 

licensed since the late nineteenth century, became 

increasingly professionalized and in 2920, the Nova Scotia 
Guides* Association was incorporated with the following stated 

objectives:

...to pronK)te the interest and welfare of the 
licensed Guides...and to assist in the prevention 
of illegal Killing and taking of the Game birds, 
animals and fish of the Province.”

A decade later, the Association, together with the County and

District Fish and Game Protective Associations and other

groups, took part in the formation of the Nova Scotia Fish and

(^use Protective Association.®

In 1926, the Department of Lands and Forests was

established end Otto Schierbeck, a dedicated naturalist, was

s p l i n t e d  Chief Forester. Schierbeck created the first Nova

Scotia Wildlife Sanctuaries, conducted the first moose census

and administered the enforcement of the provincial ^ m e  Jaws,

all the while etten^ting to professionalize forest management

in Nova Scotia and make it more scientific.^ In 1923, Frank

Barnjuffi, millionaire lumbers»n, established the Barnjum Forest

Foundation which included 2,300 acres in British Columbia and

over 14,000 through Nova Scotia. Barnjum, born in 1858 in

Itontreal, had moved to the United States shortly after

beginning his w r k i n g  life. George Barnjum, his only son, was

a qualifiai provincial land surveyor for Nova Scotia, and

livKi for years in Maine before retiring to Québec. Frank

Barnjum, known as the “Canadian Forest Crusader" after
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retiring in 1923, devoted the last decade of his life to 

loreat protection. Following his death in 1933 in Paris, his 

heirs dissolved the trust and sold its Nova Scotian assets to 

the Mersey Paper Company. It was Sarnjus's agitation on 

behalf of bis friend that secured for Schierbeck the job as 

Chief Provincial Forester. Another Danish forester and friend 

of Barnjum'a, Axel Gold, was a j ^ i n t e d  superintendent of the 

first provincial tree nursery in lawrencetown.®

The Depression and World War II hastened the decline In 

interest in environmental and ecological o t t e r s .  More 

important economic and political considerations d i s p l a c W  what 

small measure of environmental concern existed. Post-war 

reconstruction, led by the United States, was driven by a 

determination to ensure rapid economic growth. The 

environment was a giant pool of raw materials for ever- 

increasing industrial production. The post-fforld War II 

economy was in the words of Jereray Rifkin, "a kind of ghoulish 

testimonial to our violation of the past". National economic 

iwlicies, the Marshall Plan, African and Asian decolonization 

stimulated unceasing demand for raw materials and f i n i s h ^  

products, conspicuous consumption, and planned obsolescence. 

The world became a throw-away society: the very antithesis of

efficient or oeCTBWsle.^

In Nova Scotia, prominent environmentalist, Susan Holtz 

dates environmentalism's resurgence from the 1962 {mblication 

of Rachel Carson's Silent gyring, which detailed the effects
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Of chemical spraying on animal and human 1ife--almomt single 

handedXy raising public concern about the environment. One of 

Carson's most chilling examples of pesticide and herbicide 

dangers was Canadian. In 1954, millions of acres in the 

Hiramichi region of Uev Brunswick were sprayed with DDT to 

c c ^ ^ t  the spruce budworm. Within two days ot the first 

aerial aj^Iication, dead salmon and brook trout were found on 

stream and river banks. In the forest, birds were dying. In 

1959, the entire Hiramachi watershed produced only 600,000 

smolt (young salmon)--less than one-third the salmon runs of 

the three previous years. Carson's book helped put an end to 

the DDT spray programme although not an end to the aerial 

pesticide spray programme .̂

Silent Spring, initially ignored or denigrated by other 

professional scientists, helped foment a global reawakening to 

ecological and environmental concerns, including the dangern 

to the biosphere of unchecked economic expansion and rampant, 

industrialism. The îW38t-i960 ecologists differed radically 

from those of the inter-war period. The close allegiance of 
the National Socialists and the ecology movement had tainted 

ecologism at the end of the Second World War. The regrouped 

and renewed {»>pular ecologism of the second half ot the 

twentieth century denied the links between fascisa and 

ecologism of the 1920's, 30's and 40's, allying itself with 

causes e ^ n a t i n g  from the left
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In 1970, two young Nova Scotians used an (Opportunities 

for Youth grant from the Canadian government to organize the 

Ecology Action Centre, a loMoy group ensuring that the 

envlronmenta1ist viewixjint found articulate voice. In Europe 

in the 1970's a number of "green parties' « w r g e d  out of 

socialist politics as an ecological ethos began to find its 

way into the political mainstream. These new ecologists 

confronted everything from proliferation of nuclear weapons 

and power plants to soil erosion. By the mid 1980's, it was 

clear that environmentalism and environmental concern could 

not be ignored by politicians seeking election or reelection. 

The growth in environmentalist groups indicated the strength 

of environmental concerns. By the end of the 1960’s, the 

Canadian Wildlife Federation bad 78,008 members. Ducks 

Unlimited, the lobby group that saves marshes to shoot docks, 

had 100,000. The radical environmental activists. Friends of 

the Earth, k^asted 12,000 Canadian mœabers.^

The m)Bt significant international developsent in 

political environmentalism in the 1980's was Norwegian Prime 

Minister Gro Brundtlsnd's study of the worldwide state of the 

e n v i r o n n â t  end recommendations therefrtm for ensuring that 

h u ^ n  econc^ic and social activity did not destroy the 

biosphere. The twenty-one m^iber commission held bearings 

throughout the world, including Nova Scotia, and in 1987 the 

CMmission's report. Our C o— ipp r a t w s , was made public. Its 

content, and the publicity surrounding its release, made
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environment and ecology international Issues, The report 
urged all governments, industries, and individuals to change 

their econcnsic decision-making, and to integrate economic and 
environmental factors into a 'sustainable development" 

approach which was defined as development meeting the needn of 

the present without compromising future generations' ability 

to meet their needs.^

In response to the Brundtland Commission, the Canadian 

Council of Resource end Environment Ministers e s t a b l i s h ^  a 

National Task Force on Environment and Economy which 

rectnamended establishing an economic and environmental 

advisory body composed business, public and private sector 

representatives. In October 1988, the Prime Minister 

announced the creation of the National Hound Table on the 

Environment and Economy and that same fall Nova Scotia created 

its own provincial Round Table. However much vaunted as the 

answer to environmental management questions facing 

contemporary society, sustainable development, as an economic 

growth philosophy, hwi limited applicability to the problem of 

resource depletion, pollution, ending hunger and Third World 

economic woes, especially given the pressure to avoid lowering 

the standard of living in the industrialized nations.*

Until the late 1960's and 1970's, it frequently appeared 

that scientific concern about the environment and the 

{Kïlitical process existed on parallel courses, never 

intersecting. Linear, liberal progressivism espousing
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BKxJernisjs and technology as "progress" so dominated {Kslitlcal 

and economic thought throughout the nineteenth century and 

first half of the twentieth, that any suggestion that the 

biosphere was more than a source of raw iwterial and a sink 

for society's offal was lost in the wind. Laieeez-faire 

liberalism e ^ h a s i z i n g  econtnsic growth did not easily 

assimilate concerns about scarcity and conservation.

Science itself was partially to blame for liberalism's 

domination and its legislative expression. The

professionalization of science and the sequestering of 
academic disciplines increasingly isolated each discipline 

from the others. Within the scientific cojasunity ecologists 

and environmentalists were marginalized. Professionalization 

created more and more subdisciplines, and the ecologists' 

holistic and integrated approach to research fell into 

disfavour. Scientists continued the fiction that humanity and 

technology could overcwse any natural barrier.

Nova Scotia's reference for forest management policy 

depended ufKin long-established legal principles and 

legislation. As early as 1774, legislation was enacted 

reserving the Saint John River and Cape Breton Island timber 

stands for use as masts and ships t W ) e r s  for the Royal 

Navy.^ The imperialism in such an order was tirafold: the

pine trees were exclusively reserved to the King to preserve 

British military and economic b e g e ^ n y  and further 

demonstrated human hegemony over "lesser" life.
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Early Nova Scotian land management policy rollected a 

pastoralist exploitIvenesa. Commissionern of S e w e m  wen* 

appointed to oversee the dyked marshland and regulate 

continued marshland clearing for farmland.® This European 

view of nature as something to bo fully tamed and controlled 

by humanity differed from the Amer-indian view of humanity as 

but one element in the ecosystem. Nature's sole value was as 

provisioner of romnwditiee and factors of production tor 

spurring econtmic growth. Even where conservation and 

systems integrity preservation reached into the political 

ethos^ it retained anthropocentrlc. Grahame Beakhurat's 

argument that conservation (now known as sust 3'.liable 

development} "requires the highest level of protection of the 

rights of property, a minimal protection of the environment to 

permit continued profitable production, and sufficient 

gestures toward the people to keep them quiet" echoes Clow'a 

"environmental managssent" a b r o a c h  and was amply deBK>nstrated 

throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.*’

Fostering continued econmsic growth has been an 

inç>ortant— if not the paraaajunt--element of political decision 

making for the last 150 years. Greater accumulation and 

generation of wealth s p u r r ^  all governments and only with 

great reluctance %»ere economic growth controls instituted. 

Human health and environmental protection, and resource 

conservation end replenishment, lagged far behind the 

industrial engine. Economists, bureaucrats and politicians
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rarely considered the environmental impacts of their decisions 

except where modifying the ecosystem was seen as beaeficial-- 

Buch as when woodland was converted into farmland.

Assuming the role of environmental protector was difficult for 
governments also expected to facilitate or even drive economic 

growth. When government did become an environmental 

regulator, it was not always in a manner best guaranteed to 

protect and conserve the environment. Herbicide spraying of 

Nova Scotia forests, for example, may not be viewed by all as 

sound environmental management. Environmental regulation was 

ill understood and even when it blatantly a j ^ a r e d  necessary, 

government was often unwilling to act: either because of an 

orthodox liberalist belief that left alone the marketplace 

would correct itself or because the scientific validity of the 

conservationist and preservationist arguments was 

misunderstood.

Early Nova Scotian environmental legislation was usually 

more reactive than active. For example, fish ad game 

legislation prescribved colonists fr<xa hunting partridge, 

snipe and woodcocks from the first of March to the first of 

Septe«ü>er of each year^ and also emgwwered the Legislature 

to set a moose hunting season.”  Over hunting nécessitât*! 

both ^ m e  bird protection legislation and moose seasons. When 

in 1861 small birds urere added to the protected species list, 

naturalists %fere permitted to kill game birds and protected
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email birds regardless of the seaeon am long am they were 

catching and killing for natural history purpomem,'*

Not surprisingly, there is an interrelation between 

forest and water legislation. The 1919 Water Act’*’, one ot 

the first comprehensive environmental management initiât iver. 

in the province, stripped individual property ownerm oi their 

common law riparian rights and vested all waterways in the 

Crown. In keeping with prevalent pro-industry governmental 

attitudes, however, the Act's primary objective wan fostering 

greater economic gro%#th, not riparian protection.

No law exists in a vacuum. Any regulatory legiint* in 

shaped by its antecedents and the conceptual fromewoik in 

which it rests. Nova Scotia, as heir to the Btitinh Imjal 

tradition, employs both common law and legiulat ive i *m )u l.it oi y 

measures. Government policy is generally exptj;n!!»rd thimigh 

legislation duly passed by the legisiative chamlxtr and 

assented to by the Crown; and through rcgulatioiifi and nfdi'in 

in council of the executive branch. In addition, (ho 

judiciary may interpret legislation or regulation» when t he 

same become the subject ot court action. Any such 

interpretation may become part ot the law oi a province or 

country.

Nova Scotia was held in law to have become a British 

possession with the conquest of Acadie by General Nicholson 

and the subsequent ceding of Acadie to Britain in the 171 f 

Treaty of Utrecht. Lord Mansfield estabiinhed Royal authority
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ov«r conquered and ceded territory in Campbell v. Ball (1774), 
1 Cow;,. 204, 98 E.R. 1045 (H.L.) but the Blackstone

(.'cHiunentarien, a highly intiuential statement of English co^ion 

law, added the proviso that in conquered and ceded territories 

which already had laws of their own, those laws would continue 

ill full force and effect until changed or supplanted by the 

conqueiing power. In Acadie, renamed Nova Scotia, it m a t t e r ^  

little whether the regime was common law or French civil law 

for the colony was largely ignored until the mid-eighteenth 

century. Forest regulation was ignored even longer.*

Nova Scotia was one of only five colonies acquired by 

Britain by conquest from any of the European powers. While 

Beamish Murdoch argued in 1863 that Nova Scotia should be 

treated ms a colony by conquest, the prevailing view treats it 

generally as a colony by settlement. In 1717, the Imperial 

Board oi Trade determined that the 1604 Virginian constitution 

was an appropriate model for Nova Scotia. The Massachusetts 

miwiel, the Board felt, gave too much authority to the elected 

assembly. However, Nova Scotia was politically insignificant 

and its population largely French, and thus scant attention 

was paid to the colony by its British roaster.

Then in 1749, Governor C'*rnwallis and 2,600 colonists 

were sent to Halifax, to raise the British presence on the 

mainland in face of the threat of Fortress Louisbourg. 

Governor Cornwallis' 1749 commission from the Crown authorized 

him to establish a council of twelve members, a legislative
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assembly and a judiciary and court b . Cornwallis wan 

empowered, with the advice and consent of the Council and 
Assembly to

make, constitute and ordain l<aws. Statutes s 
Ordinances for the Public peace, wei fat e s, qood 
government of our said province and ot the }-*eople 
and inhabitants thereof and such ot ub our heirn & 
Successors, which said Laws, Statutes and 
Ordinances are not to be repugnant but as near as 
may be agreeable to the Laws and Statutes ot this 
our Kingdom of Great Britain.

Although Cornwallis's instructions abandoned the viiqinian

legislative model, a 1750 report of three Counci lor n

recommended Nova Scotia's Government and Counci 1 and courts of

inferior jurisdiction be patterned on Virginia's genet a j

courts and county courts respectively, ensuring the Virginian

judicial model and precedents survived.*

The early courts had t*fo important ctlaclr, on the nhaf«'

of Nova Scotian legislation; it was the judiciary who

facilitated the first election in Nova Scotia and it was t he

courts which declared which British laws were received in Nova

Scotia. It took three Governors and more than nine yearn

before the first Legislative Assembly was convened. in that

nine year period, Governors Cornwallis, Hopson and Lawrence

issued proclamations and orders in council without convening

an elected legislative assembly. It was not until after Nova

Scotian Chief Justice Belcher ruled that the Governor in

Council had no authority t- pass legislation that Nova

Scotia's first House of Assembly was convened in 1758. In

that first session, the Assemblymen voted to create local
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governments on the New England pattern, vesting municipal 

functions in proprietors' town meetings and officials elected 

at the town meetings. The A s s ^ b l y  passed a bill creating a 
president and common council to regulate local affairs. The 

Legislative Council, the appointed Chamber, did not
approve of such democratic institutions and after lobbying and 

discussion, local government was placed in the hands of a 

Virginian style grand jury. Municipal authority was placed 

jointly in the hands of justices in sessions, a p ^ i n t m i  by the 

Governor in Council and grand juries composed of "substantial* 

proprietors chosen by drawing lots. The justices and grand 

juries continued to achsinister municipal affairs until 

municipal reform in 1879 and their legacy of parsiiK>ny and 

erratic enforcement would overshadow forestry policy until 

well into the twentieth century.**

From the first, the Board of Trade in London and the 

colonial government in Halifax shared a reluctance to draw 

funds for governmental activity. It was not that the I s ^ r i a l  

or Nova Scotian government were intent on impeding progress in 

the colony; it was simply that neither government wished to 

pay for it. Money, imnaging the provincial debt, and 

provincial expenditure remained central to Nova Scotian policy 

before and after responsible governa^nt. Often, necessary 

measures were left un ta ken to avoid increasing d ^ a s d s  on the 

provincial treasury or raising taxes.
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Taxation was a troubling question. As early as 1833, 

London offered to turn over to Halifax the quit rents and 

casual and territorial revenues (excise, import and export 

taxes, duties, etc.) if in return Nova Scotia assumed 

responsibility for the salaries of the governor, the 

Provincial Secretary and the members of judiciary whose 

salaries were paid by the annual Parliamentary grant to Nova 

Scotia. The Legislature could not agree on appropriate salary 

levels for the officials and the matter was shelved lor o year 

when quit rents were commuted to an annual payment of 2,000 

pounds to be applied to the governor's salary. The Members 

agreed to the cmmiutation, 'barken[ing] to the pleas ot their 

constituents not to let the tax gatherer loose among them". 

Nova Scotians were not taxed onerously and determined to stay 

that way. (Indeed the first attempt in 185r> to encourage 

incorporation of counties failed when it was realized taxation 

levels would rise appreciably to cover increased local costs.) 

In 1844, the casual and territorial revenues were finally 

surrendered to Halifax.*®

Colin Howell suggested in 1979 that Nova Scotia ' u 

financial difficulties stemmed in part from inadequate 

municipal institutions incapable of financing local works, 

thus forcing these expenditures on the central treasury. The 

grand juries and later town councils refused to i^jo&e the 

taxation levels necessary to pay for local works such as 

bridges and roads and thus the provincial yivernment built and
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maintained not only the grand highways but also the local

roads. Many other necessary measures such as enforcing game

lews, were sacrificed to these local measures.*^ This
impasse -a provincial government which held the dollar dear

and a local government which refused to tax— resulted in the

tried and true legislative solution to many difficulties: do

nothing. Nowhere would this be more evident than in forestry

and wildlife regulation. The provincial government was

reluctant to develop any kind of c o ^ r e h e n s i v e  regulatory

regime that might cost imaney. Only where palpable and

ccwpelling evidence for government intervention existed would

the Legislature demonstrate any initiative. For exai^le, An

Act to prevent the Forestalling, Regrating and Monopolizing of

Cord Wood, in the Town of Halifax, 18 Geo. 3, c. 5 (Î776),

protecting Haligonians and later residents of other

municipalities from unscrupulous cordwofxi merchants was

relatively easy and inexpensive to enforce as the public would

readily complain about any cordwood sold at a price aixjve the

legislatively mandated amaunt.

While local and provincial governments were generally

timid about spending money, there was one area where the

provincial government was prepared to finance policy

initiatives. As Rosei^rie Langhcut wryly noted:

(gjovernments after all, dole out »>ney according 
to the priorities they establish, and spending can 
be expected to reflect s»re clearly than rhetoric, 
the value an administration attaches to any 
particular policy area.
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Langhout'B etudy and other dlscusBions of Nova Root W  w 

railroad policy argue that while inertia may have enervated 

the provincial government generally, it was quite prepared to 

act aggressively and expend a great deal of piovincial (and 
federal) revenues on railway expansion. Money spent on 

railroad expansion was money unavailable for other public 

endeavors such as forest regulation. When the 18h4 

Reciprocity Treaty broadened trade o i ^ r tunitieu with the 

United States, even more efforts were made to extend railway 

links within and without the province, leaving even less money 

for other activities.*^

Railways dtminated the mid century government agenda. 

Railway links had been a requirement for Nova Scotia's entty 

into Confederation. By the 1875 session, Liberals and 

Conservatives were in a bidding war for the Cape Breton 

meEÜ}ers' support. The Islanders, more interested in fdeel 

tracks than party labels, played one side against the other in 

an effort to get railroad links to industrialized Cape Breton. 

P.C. Hill, the Liberal leader, %fon their allegiance with an 

offer to any railway coi^>any of $5,000 per mile, 300,000 acres 

of Crown lands, and $5,000 for a ferry at Canso to construct 

a line to Louisbourg, This Crown land give-away was just one 

of many, and the cumulative effect of these land grants was 

disastrous for Nova Scotian forests.*^

In 1877, Hill appointed the Comniissioner of Crown W n d ,  

Alonzo J. White as Attorney General, replacing Otto Weeks.
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Hill's government, suffering the effects of a recession begun 

in 187 3 and compounded by the c<ming termination of the 

federal "better subsidy" and payments under debt guarantees to 

the Western Counties Railway, the Nictaux 6 Atlantic and the 

Eastern Extension, sought to reduce expenditure by reducing 
ministers from five to four. White's cross a j ^ i n t m e n t  became 

an amalgamation of the Department of the Attorney General and 

the office of Crown Lands Conmissioner, despite (%M)sitioa 

charges that the new department would save no more than $2,000 

per annum.**

This cost-saving measure had repercussions for forestry 

policy. As the Attorney General had to be a lawyer, the 

Commissioner of Crown Lands was also a lawyer and whether by 

happenstance or by design, the succeeding Attorneys General 

and Commissioners were invariably men who, in private life, 

were either in business with, or legal counsel, to lu^>er 

barons and pulp and paper co n ^ n i e s .  Consequently, their 

views tended to favour a “business as usual" approach to land 

and resource management or in more p r o g r e s s i f  Instances, a 

minimal conservation for future exploitation ethic.

By 1878, when Hill was defeated by Conservative Simon 

Holmes, the accumulated deficit had risen to $318,000 and 1879 

expenditures were expected to outstrip revenues by $200,000. 

To staunch the hemorrhage. Holmes préparai and pushed through 

"The County Incorporation Act", 42 Vic., c. 1 {1879)

transferring all non-judicial duties of the sessions courts to
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elected county and district councils as well as a number of 

provincial responsibilities, including the most expensive 

local measure: road and bridge construction, (s. 69) By
relieving itself of expensive construction of local endeavors, 

theoretically the provincial government would now have funds 

available for projects of a more general application nature, 

such as comprehensive land use regulation.

Municipal councils were also awarded jurisdiction ovei , 

iatar alia, weighing and measuring wood, lumber, logs and 

t i ^ ^ r ;  regulation and management of booms and log driving; 

regulation of brush burning and other land clearing 

activities; river bank preservation; regulation and 

measurement of boards, shingles, lathes, lumber, cordwood and 

other fuel, and; abatement and removal of public nuisances. 

(B. 84) Thus the municipalities continued to bear major

responsibility for forest policy and as long as the provincial 

government allowed the burden to be borne by local government., 

little active resource management was undertaken in Nova 

Scotia.

The jurisdiction transfer forced counties to introduce 

direct taxation, including forest land taxation, to finance 

their new resj^nsibilities. So began a long standing 

d isgrun t l e ^ n t  about lend tax that would sporadically erupt 

into rhetoric and revolt until land tax reform in the 1960'b 

and 1970's. Owners of large tracts of timber land would argue 

its worthlessness to taxing authorities while touting its high
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value to investors--a practice followed throughout North 

America. Land tax difficulties united all North American 

lumberman who objected to tax regimes and stumpagea fees 
whatever the region.*®

In the 1880's, Nova Scotia appeared to recover from the 

1873 depression. The industrial sector burgeoned, in part as 

a result of the National Policy. But the traditional market 

for Nova Scotia lumber. Great Britain, was shrinking and the 

lu^oer industry continued to struggle. Although the export 

lumber market had gradually returned after 1873 it was never 

again as healthy as it had been. The Anærican Civil War 

spurred the iron ship industry and although siwller coastal 

trading vessels and fishing boats continued to be constructed 

of wood in local shipyards, the days of large o c e a n - ^ i n g  

wooden vessels were numbered. The common Maritime cos^laint, 

however, that the decline of "wind and sail" unduly affected 

the local economy was inaccurate. The A f r i c a n  lu^^er 

industry similarly suffered from same reduced markets in the 

last quarter of the nineteenth century.**

In the last quarter of the nineteenth century, a new 

market opened to replace lumber: pulp and p^pex. By the

first decade of the twentieth century pulp and p ^ w r  

represented seven percent of Maritime w o o d l a M  production. By 

1925, it was fifty-five percent. In the same period, fiscal 

conservatism finally, if belatedly, had a beneficial effect on 

forest management. Long after other provinces. Nova Scotia
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realizing that there was more revenue for provincial coffers 

in renting rather than in selling forests, finally passed 
timber stand leasing and licensing legislation.*^

Increasing prosperity, railroads and industrial Ir.at ion 

consumed nineteenth century politicians and governments. 
Forest resources were, if not ignored, at least neglected. 

The differing emphasis on the importance of land resources in 

Nova Scotia and in other colonies is well demonstrated In the 

scholarly record. In HacHutt's pre-Confederation history ol 

New Brunswick, the interrelation between the forest, and 

^rvernment occupies a great deal of the author's attention, as 

forests were considered integral to New Brunswick's economic 

well-lining. Beck's ctmplementary study of Nova Scotia ignores 

the forest and forestry, focussing instead on railways. Kven

A.R.M. Lower ' s tJb» Nortb M m r i c a m .  Asmautt ̂  Caoadia# 

Forest, deals with Nova Scotia in an appended essay by s.A. 

Saunders. In many ways what did not happen is as important as 

what did haK>«n and the legislative framework for forest 

%tnagmneot or lack thereof should not be ignored as marginal 

or unimportant.

The British, and by extension Nova Scotian, land holding 

and land use system is based on the feudal system imposed on 

England by William the Conqueror in 1066. William pre-ei^ted 

extant Saxon law and decreed trom henceforth all real property 

(land) was owned by the King and only he could grant land. 

Gradually, freeholds evolved but the Crown continued to hold
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all ungranted land including ungranted colonial real property. 

Even after Canada became a country, most ungranted land 

remained provincial Crown land.
In 1867, some provincial jurisdiction was transferred to 

the d(minion government, including, inter pile, fisheries, 
navigable waterways, interprovincial trans^rtation, criminal 

law and jurisdiction over all water beyond the high water 
mark. Later, Ottawa assumed jurisdiction over aeronautics and 

by extension, interprovincial or international air movement. 

Certain elements of agriculture, such as pesticide regulation, 

also fell within the federal purview.

The provinces were awarded jurisdiction over land 

transportation within their borders, including highways, 

public health and welfare, property and civil rights, and all 

matters of a purely local or private nature. In environmental 

management and protection, a complicated regime of federal and 

provincial legislation grew which at best was cooperative and 

complementary, and at worst, confused and contradictory. This 

study, which is focussed on provincial legislati^w measures. 

Bakes only occasional reference to Imf^rial or federal 

regulatory schemes.^

In law, property is much broader than singly "things" 

such as land, n » n ^ ,  or clothing. "Property* defines a series 

of coj^lex legal relationships bet%feen people and between 

j^ople and their ^ w e m m e n t  concerning the prt^rietor's rights 

and responsibilities in the use and enjoyment of her or his
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property. If someone has a propriété1 Interest, then by 

definition there existe a series of rights of the owner vie m 

tàét that property which must be respected by the rest of 

society. Property and respect tor private property--that is 
non-interference with an individual's use and enjoyment of his 

property in any manner he or she sees fit--is central to the 

C(mmx)a law. Limits on absolute ownership developed in part to 

avoid conflicts between property owners as where one owner'h 

use and enjoyment of property conflicted with another's. 

Other limits, particularly those imposed by législation, 

prescribed the incidents of ownership for the general good of 

the public or to preserve certain Crown prerogatives, such as 

public rights over land which "...Jare] confined to those 

natural rights vested rn the public generally that any member 

of the public may enjoy"

The first limits on propriété1 rights were established by 

courts but over time some common law public rights over lend 

were replaced by statute. Although some legislation 

cf^plemented and extended c o m w n  law doctrine, more frequently 

it replaced common law. Private property and the near 

absolute nature of propriété1 rights had a significant impact 

on resource iwnagmsent policy development and legislation in 

Nova Scotia.®

Common law was not a feasible environmental regulatory 

tool. Riparian rights, strict liability, public and private 

nuisance, ami trespass were inadequate defences to concerted
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action by government and industry. The difficulties in 

effecting environmental management and protection through the 
courts were legion. Few had the financial resources or time 

to devote to often-complicated court proceedings. Large 

corporations with deep pockets could afford the costs in tiiw 

and money associated with litigation while few private 

individuals could match the dollars necessary for expensive 

lawyers and experts. Traditionally« courts were reluctant to 

"create law" and often considered themselves bound by 

precedent. C o m w n  law judges were reluctant to limit property 

owners' rights and were often unwilling or considered 

themselves unable to create "new rights".

Any environmental management end protection, including 

forest management, by co«aa>n law can create "checkerboarding". 

In forest management, aw)st measures require universal 

application over a broad geographic area and a judicial ruling 

is only immediately applicable to the parties before the 

Court. Judicial law making is reactive not active, and thus 

a court ruling cannot initiate environmental or resource 

management. While it may prevent further unwise resource use, 

using courts to stop potentially harmful activity may 

reinforce "checkerlxaarding". If adjoining landowners agree on 

an econtMnically and environmentally esqjloitive activity, then 

it will not be stopped by private action. Judicial law smking 

places the burden of policy developsent and the cost of 

environmental management and protection on the individual when
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those costs may be better borne by the state, often, Indicia! 

inactivity was a jurist’s way of teliincj leqiolatorn that the 

question before the court was one more appioptiately dealt 

with by the legislature. The fol lowing i-hapt ern cuncenit aie 

on executive and legislative policy making with tenu tefniencn 

to judicial law making. This chapter hau provided a hi ief 

review of the political and scientific theories «! ecology and 

environment, providing an overview of the context in whtcli 

environmental policy-making was conducted.
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pr^ xcss

This chapter will explore the history ot the 

administration of Crown lands, waterways, exp4>rts, and tiee 
preservation. It will demonstrate how a him ien o! 

consistently short-sighted legislative measures rent r Lbutetl to 

the general forest malaise still afflicting Nova Scotian 

forests.

The first Nova Scotian forest protection leqiHlai,ion wan 

An Act to prevent waste and Destruction of Pine or Tirolwt 

Trees, on certain reserved and ungranted landn in the 

Province, 14-15 Geo. 3, c. 3 (1774), which preserved pine and 

Other trees suitable as masts for the Imperial Navy. Anyone 

convicted of taking or cutting reserved trees wan liable to a 

fine of up to one hundred pounds or six months imprisonraent. 

Ad arson conviction was a felony conviction. These severe 

penalties indicate the constant and pressing need for Naval 

timbers. Although the Act exempted firewood collection and 

wood us0 i in the fishery, it was not broad enough and in 177b 

the Act was amended to permit Cape Breton fishermen to cut and 

use all wood necessary for fuel and the fishery.’

From its inception. Crown land policy promoted «mail 

agricultural settlements over silviculture or forest 

preservation. Unlike other Canadian provinces, Nova Scotia 

retained c o n t r a t ively little Crown land. Seventy percent of 

productive forest land currently is in private hands: far
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iw>re than the national average of six percent. A R M .  Lower

blamed Crown lands alienation for terrible consequences:
...the forests of the province have been 
mercilessly exploited, in great part by innumerable 
small owners whose methods and foresight have left 
much to be desired —  Nova Scotia's forest history, 
consequently, has been a rather sad and snuill story 
without the wide sweep of development that has 
marked most of Canada or even New Brunswick.^

For many years both the Imperial Parliament and the Nova

Scotian government sought to alienate land for settleasent and

agriculture. From 1759 to 1800, 1.2 to 1.5 million acres were

granted per annum in Nova Scotia (which until 1784 included

contemporary New Brunswick). Crown lands were conveyed for no

consideration until 1827 when Earl Bathurst, Colonial

Secretary, intr<xluced sale by public auction as the chief

means of conveying Crown lands throughout British North

America. However, lots up to 200 acres could still be

occupied on a quit rent equal to five percent of the land's

estimated value or of its purchase price. Thus, land could be

purchased outright or rented on t e r ^  very similar to a free

grant.*

Four years later, in March of 1831, Lord Goderich, now 

occupying the Colonial Office, reformulated Imperial pwlicy to 

stipulate that all Crown land conveyances in British North 

Aiœrica were to be public auction. Quit rents were 

abolished. The Colonial Office desired both to emulate the 

successful American land granting system and to is^l^sent
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Edward GiWx)n Wakefield's schemes to transplant English 

hierarchical society to the colonies. Wakefield's vision 
involved transporting unemployed British labourers to the 

colonies, thus alleviating Britain's unemployment difficulties 

and populating the colonies with immigrants who, in time, 

would bee (me landowners. But Wakefield and his colonial 

Office supportera did not wish British immigrants to become 

landowners too quickly and in 1832 a minimum upset price of 

2s. Id. per acre was set. This amount was criticized bitterly 

by colonists as too steep and too restrictive. FrcMB 1831 1848 

the two priaary objectives of Imperial colonial land policy 

were to foster settlement and to increase Crown revenues.

In the first six years after public auctions were implemented 

as the sole means of conveyancing Crown land, 116,824 acres 

were sold off in Nova Scotia, 694,180 in New Brunawick, 

371,075 in Lower Canada and 95,775 in Upper Canada.*

Not all immigrants were willing to spend a perifKl as 

waged l«l»urers in the colonies before purchasing their own 

land. Coa^»ared to home, there was so much land and ,o little 

enforcement. Many ignored the requirement of obtaining title 

to land and simply squatted on and began to clear uninhabited 

land. By 1840, the colonial government was forced to pass an 

Act to establish sundry Regulations for the future disposal of 

Crown La M s  within the Province of Nova Scotia, 3 Vic., c. 12, 

acknowledging that settlers had entered onto and cleared Crown
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lands, and built homes, Land Boards were necessary is each

county to deal with all title applications for u n g r a s t ^  Crown

land on which applicants had settled.* Upon payment of the

amount set by the Lend Boards, title to the properties would

be perfected. The Land Boards were also e s ^ w e r e d  to fix the

price of unimproved land, provided that the upset price was no

less than Is, per acre. In keeping with Lord Goderich's

policy, iote were sold to the highest bidder at public

auction. In addition, the Boards were:

to transmit from time to time, to the Lieutenant-
Governor, or Commander in Chief for the tia» being,
all such information, applications and reports, as 
to the value and price of ungranted lands, 
accompanied with such remarks, as in their judgment 
will tend to facilitate the acquiring of title by 
bona fide and actual occupants as aforesaid, and 
the settlement and improvement of such portions of 
land as are fit for cultivation, and the sale for 
the best price of Timber Lands within each County 
respectively...(S. 1>

Proimïting agricultural settlement and h o m e s t ^ d i n g  was an ill-

conceived strategy for Nova Scotia, since tsost of the province

was poorly suited to agriculture. Only the Triassic areas of

the Annapolis Valley and Cobequid region were especially

arable. Much of the rest of the province was jKJorly drained,

with poor soil, and had an uncertain grcwing season.

The Crown Lands Board legislation was renewed ami amendai

in 1843 when the sale by public auction was replaced sale

at f i x ^  price.^ The Lieutenant Govenx»r, on the advice of

Council, was empowered to set the price of ungranted.
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unimproved land, provided the upset price remained no less 
than Is. per acre. The Lieutenant Governor also approved 

individual property sales, (s. 11) Purchasers were entitled 

to a grant in fee simple— but only after the land had been 

surveyed and the survey plan and surveyor's report returned to 

the Surveyor General's Office, {s. II) Section III of the Act 

e^Kxvered the Lieutenant Governor to reserve to the Crown on 

any conveyance "...the land or the Timber or Wood thereof* or 

any Quarries or Mines thereon, or other benefit or enjoyment 

to be derived therefrom...". This provision was little used 

and the government continued tor schbc years to alienate Crown 

lands to homesteaders and to forestry and lumber operations 

without timber reservations.^

Not all the British North American colonies alienated 

Crown lands for forestry as well as homesteading. In Rritinh 

Columbia, the 1865 Land Ordinance estopped the conveyance of 

Crown land for lumbering, substituting licenses, leases and 

cutting agreements for transfers in fee simple. New 

Brunswick, with forestry cover similar to Nova Scotia's, 

retained far more control over Its timber resources albeit 

m)re for revenue than for conservation. British Columbia 

policy makers were preoccupied by the belief that the ‘public 

interest was best served by continued Crown maintenance of fee 

single ownership and the provision of limited cutting rights 

to private interests* and those in New Brunswick were
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preoccupied with the notion that the public purse was best 

served by continuing Cro%m control over forests.®
When the disposal of Crown lands statute was again 

renewed in 1846, the Act was further amended to forbid Land 

Boards from conveying water lots without the Lieutenant 

Governor's permission.^ One year later, the Act was again 

amended,’® this time to lower the price per acre to 

homesteaders from is. 9d. ^ r  acre to Is. per acre, (s.l) 

Many settlers found the previous price too expensive and, as 

the preamble asserted, a lower price “ ...would promote the 

settlement and improvement of the Country, by the native youth 

of the Province as well as assist and encourage the 

irniigration". Anyone purchasing in excess of 200 acres was 

still required to meet the upset price of Is. 9d. The 

Surveyor General and Commissioner of Crown Lands for Cape 

Breton were merged with the respective mainland officers in 

the same year.”

In 1851, the scattered pieces of Crown Lands legislation 

were consolidated into one piece of legislation, Of the Crown 

Lands A c t , and the offices of Surveyor General and 

Commissioner of Crown Lands were c o n s o l i d a t e  into one 

fHDsition.” In a s<xsewhat surprising display of legislative 

indecision, the 1851 Act was almost i i m ^ i a t e l y  r^>ealed and 

replaced by an Act relative to the Crown Lands Department.^ 

The Act lnq)osed new duties on the Commissioner including
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surveying all Crown land within ten miles of each side on any 

railway line and laying off lots of 100 acres along the tines. 

Where railway stations were proposed, lots apptopjiate t m  a 

town were to be laid off. (s. II)

The Ct^jissioner was also charged with prt?|wif inq phinn nt 

all land already surveyed, designating and showing all 

railways, roads and the price of all lots. (s. 11) These

plans were to be sent to emigration agents in Great Britain 

and the C o ^ i s a i o n e r  was to assist the agents in promoting 

land sales in Nova Scotia. (s. II) He was to collect and 

assess the labour needs predictions prepared annually by 

deputy surveyors who assessed the nuj^jei of tradesmen, 

mechanics, labourers, and apprentices needed throughout the 

province, (s. II) Finally, the Commissioner and the deput im; 

were designated legal guardians of any minor landed in the 

province with the sanction and at the expense r*f the 

government. (s. IV) As legal guardians, they were author izwi

to bind the minors into indentured service until they reached 

twenty-one. The Crown Lands Commissioner could also sell or 

lease Crown lands including sale or lease of timber, quarry, 

or mineral rights and was especially empowered to sell crown 

land to any British subjects who wished to form an association 

to build a Halifax to Quebec Railway.

The Immigration officer and Official Guardian duties 

i]^>OBed on the CoBsnissioner of Crown Lands underlined his role
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an chief promoter of forest exploitation, not of conservation 

or preservation. Crown land was not viewed as a public trust 

held by the government and managed for the benefit of all 

present or future Nova Scotians. Rather, government was 

perceived as promoter of private property and econcm)ic growth. 

Economic growth was to be fostered through population growth 

and greater agricultural production for export and internal 

consumption. This, in turn, would increase demand for

services and goods, and foster greater secondary production. 

Crown land alienation for agriculture meant new farms 

providing fuel for the engine of growth.

The 1851 legislation rationalized Crown land surveying

and administration. The Land Boards were abolished and

Cabinet was charged with setting both the price for, and the 

manner of acquisition of Crown land. (s. 7) Deputy surveyors 

administered the land conveyances on the local level. The 

Lieutenant Governor was still empowered to reserve tisdser and 

mineral rights (s. 10) but this provision, like its

predecessor, was little used.

In the 1859 revision,’* deputy surveyors were directed 

to map railway routes and the lots on these routes and forward 

the coi^leted maps to overseas emigration agents, (s. 2) In 

acWition, the deputies were to map all land r g u e s t e d  by 

hcxsesteaders (s. 6) and, under the Of Trespasses to the Crown 

Act,’̂  the Commissioner of Crown l^nds and deputies were
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charged with protecting Crown landn trom tiPBpaHBctw c m t i n q  

timber without permiseion. By 1854, the Commis » ioner wan 

finally relieved of immigrant and minor appientice overneet 

duties but Crown land policy continued to promote aqriculiu*al 

settlement,’’* t o  prevent land speculation, grant n wer e 

limited to 500 acres and any larger conveyance required 

cabinet approval, (s. 16)

Seven years later, the government pushed it» land 

alienation strategy to its furthermost limit by re inntii ut iiu| 

grants of free land to homesteaders. Individual

conveyances were limited to a maximum of 100 acres. Unlike 

the adverse a s s e s s o r s  of thirty years before, the (kjhl ÎH7 1 

settler was only required to clear and plant the land. There 

was no consideration for title, (ss. 3,5) Previous attempts 

to attract new settlers had been largely unsuccesHtul and the 

free land gambit was intended to bring settlers flocking to 

the province. While the small grants {100 acres or less) net 

out in the 1071 Homestead Act, were unlikely to promote large 

scale lumbering operations such as those in New Brunnwjrk, 

they did exemplify the land-holding pattern which was to have 

repercussions for forestry for over a century. In the same 

year, "Of the Crown Lands' Act was amended (34 Vic., c. 9) to 

permit lumberers to lease a maximum of two square miles at 

forty-four cents per acre for ten years. (ss. 3,10) Tnis 

rather sensible provision to lease rather than sell Crown land
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waij replaced in 1872 by legislation permitting the sale of up 

to two thousand acres for lumbering at a price of sixty cents 

jxo acre {15 Vic., c. 4, ss. 2,3). Anyone leasing land under 

the 1871 statute was allowed to buy that land at forty-four 

rente per acre (c . 10).
None of the restrictions forestalled the lumber barons. 

AgricuJtutal land vss purchased through nominees, and lumber 

land through dummy corporations. To prevent these

subterfuges, the 1871 amendments required all applicants for 

agricultuial land grants to swear an affidavit that the land 

in question would be used solely for agricultural purposes. 

( n . 5 ) Evert the Crown Lands Office became suspicious about the 

number ot applicants for "agricultural” land in Nova Scotia. 

Years later, an audit of the “Encouragement of Settlement on 

Farm Lands Act", S.N.S. 1912, c. 10, revealed land the 

government repurchased after 1912 and resold to farmers was 

again abandoned, without exception, by 1925. The government 

lost $118,118.25 on the programme including $7,738.99 on loan 

guarantees to Eastern Canada Savings and Loan Co. and 

$36,044.22 on overdue mortgage payments brought current by the 

government to avoid foreclosure or. the farms in question.^

Although the Free Grants and Homesteads Act, supra, was 

repealed in 1877 (40 Vic., c. 16), land sales for lumbering 

and settlement continued. In 1879, Cabinet was authorized to
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grant land which was "waste, unproductive or covered with 

water" provided the applicant was prepared to pay the cost of 

survey and to "...expend money and labour in the drainiiit), 

dyking and in^rovement of the same..."^’ Eight years later, 

Still desperate for settlement, and in recognition ol 

increasing migration, government agreed to accept less than 

the legislatively mandated S40 per 100 acres where the set t 1er 

was prepared to pay part of the cost of land in I about on 

roads leading to or passing through the homst eadet ' 

settlement.^ As late as 1901, when the first neriour. t irolM-t 

leasing legislation was finally passed, agricultural quality 

land (“land suitable for farming") up to 200 acres could be 

exempted from timber leases for farming purposeo.^’

This settlement oriented Crown land diveetment strategy 

had continuing repercussions. As A.R.M. Lower lamented, even 

if the land alienation strategy had encouraged a lew big laud 

holders rather than myriad small land holdings, then it might 

have been possible to create and implement a comprehcm;ive 

land use and resource management strategy. Currently about, 

seventy-three percent of forest land is in private hands, held 

by circa 30,000 individuals in parcels averaging less than 200 
acres. Over fifty two percent of privately held land ir, in 

200 acre or less lots with a median lot size of 100 acres. 

Goderich's Crown land divestment scheme was fj^irtially 

successful, for Nova Scotia's land ownership more closely
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rescrabîes New England's than the rest of Canada's. As so much 

land was privately held, however, the government's ability to 

manege the forest effectively was forestalled.^
Most attempts to impose some discipline on unrestrained 

cutting were half hearted. In 1834, the Council and Assœsbly 

forbade the cutting or injuring of trees or underbrush 

"growing between the Road leading round the Bedford Basin and 

the water on said Basin at any place on the Eastern side of 

said Road" . Even in 1834 the Legislature could recognize 

the effects of erosion, although one suspects that had erosion 

occurred any where but on the main road between Halifax and 

Bedford, it would have escaped legislative notice.

This measure was not extended nor was more comprehensive 

erosion legislation passed, but in 1864 legislation was 

finally passed forbidding trespass on Crown lands.^ The Act 

provided that no one could enter Crown lands to cut, reaœ>ve or 

destroy trees without a license from the Crown. Two years 

later the Act was given some teeth when the Commissioner or 

his designate was authorized to seize illegally cut logs and 

dispose of them, thus depriving the trespasser of revenue.^ 

This, it was hoped, would stop large-scale illegal cutting on 

Crown land. Although the legislation was passed to protect 

governmental revenues, not prevent forest devastation, 

effective enforcement could have forestalled the loss of large 

forest tracts. Unfortunately forest protection was not a
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priority and the government was not prepared to pay lor 

adequate enforcement.

Finally, in 1899, after years of fruitless at tenait s to 
increase agricultural land use, legislation promoting leasing 

rather than sale of timber lands was enacted.^ Twenty year 

timber leases, with provision for a twenty year extension, 

were mandated, (s. 1) Leases were to be awarded at loity

cents per acre but if there were competing bids for the same 

piece of property, then the lease would be awarded to t he 

highest bidder at public auction, (s. 2) The government had 

finally recognized that earlier conveyances had provided cheap 

tiiîü^er land to sawmillers and pulp and paper companies rather 

than fostering continued agricultural exj«iiision. And, by 

alienating those lands at very low prices, the {>rovinciaJ 

coffers bad been denied substantial contributions.

This 1899 legislation, after lumbering had fjeen carried 

on since the 1600's, enacted the first conservâtjtm raeasute 

limiting lessees to timber in excess of ten inches in 

diameter. Anything less could not be cut except in aT«ms 

where timber was generally of a smaller diameter (s. 4) thus 

protecting immature trees and ensuring in future there would 

still be trees to cut

A  lease could include the right to erect d a m s , sluices 

and other mechanisms for floating timber on streams in the 

leased land, (s, 6) The Governor in Council could repurchase.
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for no more than twenty five cents per acre, any land 

previously granted for lumbering, (s. 7) (The government 

continued sporadically to repurchase Crown land into the 

present although this particular provision was replaced in 

1910).*

Leasing did not entirely replace fee simple conveyances 

of Crown timber land and provisions for both leases and sales 

CO existed in the 1900 revision of the Crown Lands 

legislation.*’ Almost as an afterthought, “The Crown Lands 

Act", was amended in 1901 to provide that agricultural lots 

within the metes and bounds description of land under lumber 

lease could be conveyed in fee simple to bona fide purchasers 

for value without the lease encumbering the land. The 

government would refund to the lessee that amount paid for 

land now unavailable to the lessee.*^

As late as 1952 it was still argued by some that much of 

the vacant land in the province could be settled or resettled 

for agi iculture. G.H. Wilson, Progressive Conservative mea±»er 

for Hants West, argued that "formerly cultivated land" could 

be successfully brought back into production. Flying in the 

face of geography, Wilson argued that many farms a b a n d o n ^  

thirty years before were deserted because the individual farms 

were often located far from urban centers and thus these farms 

were "marginal" not because the land itself was "marginal" but 

because of geographical location. With rural electrification.
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telephones and better roads, in some cases those farms would

no longer be "marginal" and could be resettled. In t a d ,  many
of the pioneer farms of Nova Scotia were "maiqina1" because

the soil was marginal. The most suitable agricultural soil

areas, the Annapolis Valley and the Went worth/Co1chest ei

region, were long settled with little room for furt hei

agricultural development. Most of the rest of the province

was suitable only for forestry,**

The Crown Lands Acts consolidation ol 1910, enacted the

first absolute prohibition against fee simple conveyancer, of

Crown timber lands (s. 15) and empowered Cabinet, on the

Attorney General's recommendation, to reserve and net an:de

Crown lands for the:

maintenance and preservation of the forent;;, tor 
the planting and cultivation of trees, foi 
protecting and regulating the flow of water within 
the lands so reserved and set apart, and for the 
developing of water power to be derived thcfetrom, 
and for the protection and preservation of g a m e .
(s. 16)

This first comprehensive forest management and conservation 

statute aptly demons.:.rated the difficulties exfwrienceri in 

drafting all protection and management legislation: it cow Id

only aj^iy to Crown lands, which were by now a very small pari, 

of the total land m a s s . However, it was the first leg is I at ive 

att t to deal comprehensively with Nova Scotia's forest 

resources. Even when conservation measures were authorized, 

however, the endorsement of conservation and preservation was
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equivocal. Conservât ion was mixed with a co^sitment to 

resource exploitation and the enhancement of econc^ic growth 

even though the government was warned that forests were being 

consumed and wasted far too quickly and irresponsibly to 

provide for prolonged or sustained forestry.^

In addition to provisions permitting repurchase of Crown 

land (s. 84), the Act provided that the Crown could

expropriate barren land exhausted by man or natural causes to 

re seed and cultivate trees, {ss. 18,19) The Commissioner of 

Crown Land was authorized to sell or lease siwll lots of Crown 

land encircled by private holdings and farmers and fishermen 

could be issued permits to cut and take dead, down or mature 

timber for building, boats, charcoal or other necessary and 

ancillary purposes to farming and fishing, (ss. 29-30)

More significantly, timberland leases were r e s t r i c t ^  to 

lands "...upon which the trees are chiefly spruce or fir, and 

are scattered and of indifferent or scrubby growth,..", and to 

hardwood stands where the lessee undertook to construct and 

operate a sawmill or pulp mill. (s. 34(2)) On all other

properties, tinker leases were replaced by timber licenses. 

Whereas a lease is a grant of real prof^rty, a license is a 

personal right. Typically, a lessee is granted exclusive 

possession of the property under lease and unless the lease 

reserves certain rights to the grantor, the lessee has all the 

rights, privileges and aj^urtences of the owner for the
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duration of the lease. A lessee may assign his interest to

another party while a licensee may not.

A  license, in contrast, is not a property right. In

effect, a license is a grant of permission by one person to

another to engage in conduct which otherwise would not be

permitted or would be unlawful. Timber licenses permitted

cutting on Crown land and were granted at the discretion ot

the Commissioner. Licenses were limited to two years, with

multiple one year renewals, {ss. 4 2 5 8 )  The ComaisGionrr

could also sell standing timber on Crown land by public

auction, (s. 59) Licenses and standing timber sales provided

greater provincial revenue for the provincial Crown and tar

more Crown control over the remaining provincial forests. The

ban on Crown land conveyances {except for agricultural

settlement (s. 26)) together with the replacement of leases

with licenses was the first concerted attempt to strengthen

Crown control over renewable resources.

Finally, the Governor in Council, was empowered to:

...prohibit the export to foreign countries ot 
pulp-wood or timber or wood cut or removed from 
lands belonging to or held under lease or license 
frcm the Crown, to be used in the manufacture of 
pulp or pulp products, (s. 84)

Although designed to expand Nova Scotia's secondary

manufacturing capacity and increase provincial employment,

this provision effectively prevented wholesale cutting as
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prohibiting raw wood export slowed down cutting rates on Crown 

lend, although not on private property.

The first significant restructuring of forest œainag^ent 

was contained in the 1926 "The Lands and Forests A c t " T h e  

Ccmmissioner of Crown Lands became the Minister of Lands and 

Forests. (5.3) A newly created civil service position, that 

of Chief Forester, was charged with administering Crown lands, 

(ire protection duties as well as those of Chief Scaler, Chief 

Provincial Surveyor, forest and game conservation, and 

responsibility for reforestation and "scientific forestry". 

(S. 4(2)) For the first time fire protection, wildlife

management and Crown lands policies were brought together and 

co-ordinated. The Minister of Lands and Forests w u l d  oversee 

the management, lease, sale and other disposition of Crown 

lands, conservation and protection of all forest lands, 

(whether Crown or privately owned), and the survey and 

recording of all forest and wild lands in the province, (ss. 

3(a), (b), ( O ) .

Otto Schierbeckf appointed first Chief Forester, had 

previously been awarded the $5,000.00 first prize for his 

spruce budworm essay in a forestry essays contest sponsored by 

Barnjua. Schierbeck, at the t i ^  of taking up the provincial 

appointment, was «sploy«i as a forester in Quebec, and was a 

technocrat, believing strongly that technology and science 

answered all forestry questions. Whatever his inspiration.
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Schierbeck'8 commitment to improving Nova Scotia's torents was

unquestionable. He saw the forest as a renewable résout ce, to
be subjected to truly "scientific management":

Nowhere in Canada today has there been anything 
done towards treating the forest as a crop, we are 
still mining our forests without any thought of the 
future...everybody agrees that forestry is 
necessary, and that the proper treatment of our 
forests should be undertaken at once, but 
everybody, although agreeing in the abstract, 
losses the buck when it comes to putting the 
theories into practice.

As Chief Forester he implemented a tree plant :ng ptnqnim by 

which twenty-two Boy Scout troops planted 122,000 conifeiii in 

1926, rising to 300,000 trees by 1928. (By 1989, thijty 

million trees would be planted.) In 1932, one year before he 

would be dismissed by a newly elected iJbnial govet nment, 

Schierbeck gloomily predicted that, based on a calculation ol 

continued current wood consumption. Nova Scotian for enta wmr 1 d 

be exhausted by 1953. To counter this anticipated disaster, 

Schierbeck established the first provincial forest nursery at 

Lawrencetown, Annapolis County, which provided nursery stuck, 

free of charge, for reforestation and to municipa 1 itieu i,o 

beautify parks and public places. The nursery seedlings were 

provided at no cost by Barnjum, as part of his ceaseless 

c a ^ a i g n  to improve Canadian forests.

Schierbeck worked hard at upgrading employee quality in 

the forestry ano fish and game services, but he paid the price
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both of his eothuGlasm and of a perceived alliance with the 

Rhodes Conservatives. His mentor, Barnjum, had m n  for the 

Conservatives in 1926. True to the ideals of partisan 
politics, Schierbeck and most of his professional foresters 

were dismissed by the new Liberal ac^inistration after 

Rhodes's defeat in 1933,

Fortunately, concern about exploitive cutting practices 

did not end upon Schierbeck's dismissal, and the 1935 Crown 
Lands Act consolidation retained provisions banning C r m m  land 

conveyances, encouraging reforestation, and authorizing 

expropriation for reforesting of land exhausted by forestry, 

fire or other reasons.*’ By 1937, as a result of 

overcutting, a ban on cutting on Crown lands was instituted, 

and remained in effect until well into the Second World War. 

A witness before the 1944 Economic Rehabilitation Royal 

Commission indicated a belief, “ ...based on clearest evidence 

obtained from years of intimate contact with the forest 

industry of Nova Scotia, that the forest resources of this 

province have been recklessly and wastefuliy exploited." The 

Royal Commission observed that the “many wasted acres" in the 

province were stark testimony to “ ...the folly of placing too 

much reliance on any laisse» f a i »  policy". It was 

Commission's opinion that only the State had sufficient 

resources and "...sufficient power to compel the sacrifice of 

private to public interests"; in other words, the resources to
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implement a comprehensive conservation strategy. This may In.* 

the first expression in Nova Scotia that the environment 

constitutes a kind of peblic truet. inqjosinq on the State the 
duty to manage and use resources ijLj^cust tor the public, both 

current and future generations and to further place on private 

property, as well as Crown property, the obligation to use 

natural resources not only for private gain but also in a 

manner mindful of the common weal

The 1944 Royal Commission was particularly concci jurd te 

preserve immature trees and urged continued aqgicooivo 

reforestation, citing a 1939 Department of Lands and Forests 

Report which concluded that over half the trees being cut 

annually in Nova Scotia were immature, requiring another ten 

years's growth before cutting. Continued over heivest 1ng, the 

Commission stated, would have six disastrous results:

(i) a large part of the current tindaer 

industry would pass from the 

province,*

(ii) a great number of Nova Scotian 

residents would thus lose an 

important source of income;

(iii) a marked decline in fish and game 

in the province;

(iv) an increase in flooding and wind 

severity;
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(V) a lessening of agricultural

productivity; end

(vi) a disa|^>earanc8 of natural

beauty.*’

The 1942 Small Tree Conservation Act (still unproclaimed 

in 1944} was discussed in detail by the Commission, The 

tangled history of inscature tree conservation and protection 

legislation in the province illustrates the conflicting 

demands on Nova Scotia forests of economic exploitation and 

growth on the one hand and conservation end long term 

management on the other. In 1938, "The Lands and Forests Act 

1935", S.N.S. 1935, c, 4 was amended*® to prohibit cutting on 

Crown land of timber of a lesser diameter than that specified 

in the license or lease, (s. 1, being in part the re-en. s. 

68) The new s, 69 provided that the Minister, whether or not 

a prosecution was brought, could by notice in writing to the 

lessee oi licensee forthwith terminate absolutely the lease or 

license in question if the cutting restrictions were breached.

While enhancing the Crown's ability to protect immature 

trees on Crown lands, the provision did nothing to prevent the 

si^ll w o W i o t  owners or forestry c o n v o i e s  from clear cutting 

their respective properties regardless of the size of the 

trees. The S ^ l l  Tree Conservation Act, S.N.S, 1942, c. 6, 

was designed to correct that problem. It defined small trees 

as hemlock, pine, or spruce trees of less than ten inches in
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2 (1)) and forbade cutting any tree that fell within the 

definition. It applied only to lar.dholdingr. in oxfenn oi lOOU 

acres, however, which represented only forty t*«>nl oi the 

private landholdings at that time. While assented to, the 

Act was never proclaimed. As the War continued, with its 

insatiable demand for raw materials, pioolamation was 

continually delayed.**

In 1946, the Government responded to various nut m a t  im; 

including those of the Royal Commission, and a m*w

Small Tree Conservation Act** which removed the 1000 acte 

qualification, replacing it with a provision that small tiees 

(same definition as in 1942) could be cut only under Crown 

license on any operation producing 100,000 board feet per 

annum, (b . 2(2)) Amended in 1950 and again in 1952, the Act 

was extended to any operation producing a minimum of 50,000 

board feet or 100 cords per annum or the equivalent of tîithei 

measure.** The Act did not apply to small trees cui in 

putting in a road or "...for any other purpose necessary to a 

properly conducted lumbering operation".** Although never 

tested in Court, this was the type of loophole in which 

defence lawyers delight. The Act die* not define "a properly 

conducted lumbering operation" leaving any definition to the 

Courts. Enough obfuscation, a sufficient number of expert, 

witnesses, end the Act would be rendered meaningless.
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However , t.he Act vhr, not challenged even though the penalties 

oi: conviction ranged fron a $100.00 fine to one year's

impr if.onnioiit,'̂ '̂  in part because of less than enthusiastic 
enf orccment by the Department. The Act was thus largely 

! no t feet i vn . ̂

The 1946 Act remained in force until repealed and 

I'ipJaced by the Forest Improvement Act, S.N.'î. 1965, c. 7,

preîiareci with the ass i if ta nee of the Nova Scotia Institute of 

lot est ry and modelled on European legislation. Improved 

fuient management by private landholders through continuing 

eiluration was emphasized. The government hoped to end 

hiu vesting of immature woodlands, foster natural regeneration 

of "(ief;ii able species", and enforce an obligation to plant 

trees where the natural regeneration proved insufficient. 

While acknowledging the replanting provisions in the 

legislat ion presented to the House were less strict than those 

recommended by the Forestry Institute (and would not come into 

force until the expiry of a ten year grace period!) the 

Minister argued that the Local Foiest Practices Improvement 

Boards established under the Act would encourage "scientific 

management" because the Boards, composed in part of the small 

wood lot owners, "...would have a deep interest--a selfish 

interest if you like in maintaining and improving forest 

I econdi t inning"
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In fifty years forest conservation had travelled trow 

lalBTO» faire (pre 1910) to the attempted imposi" ion oi a

con^rehensive regulatory regime, (the 19] 0, 19:'6 and ! 94 s

legislation) and to the 1965 guasi regulation, ( ompiehein;ive 

regulation and management were abandoned in l a v o m  *»t lor.il

control by the very actors who were p e r c e ivtrd as the soutoi* ot

the difficulties they were now assigned to correct , Such a 

measure portended poorly for the future of Nova .'i-otia's 

forests.

To exacerbate the situation, the government manipulated 

the operation of the legislation to render any concept of 

environmental management and conservation ut ioicstiy 

resources meaningless. As Ralph Johnson, ftomcr cliid 

Forester for Bowater M e r s e y ,not mS in a mode I ot 

understatement: "...the act itse 1 f , ,, pi oved ne it h(»r jHipulai

nor workable in Nova Scotia". The Kor<;;;t I mpi ovement Ac! , 

S.N.S. 196b, c. 7, received Royal Assent 10, M.uch, 196’,. 

Section 1, the definition section, s. 6, dec ignat i iig "ItMcsi 

districts" under the act, s. ? providing lor .ippu 1 nt imcd ol 

Local Boards, s. 8 detailing the Boordn' dut ic-r., n. jl 

regulatory jxïwers, s. 14 punitive provisions, s s . r, 16 

prosecutions and appeals, s. 17 establ inhi ng t he 'I'inJx;; Loan 

Board, s. 19 the -itation section and s, /O repealing tJ,e 1946 

Small Tree Conservation Act, and the nevei proclaimed 196^ 

Forest Irtprovamen Act, S.N.S. 1962, c. b, were procjaimetl in
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force on the 19th of October, 1965, effective 15, October, 

1965- On January first, 1966, ss. 2-5 regulating Buyers' 

Certificates and Licenses were proclaimed in force followed by 

the proclamation s. 12 dealing with tree cutting near highways 

and rivers on 1, October, 1966.

Hut it was not until 16 November 1976 that s. 9 

regulating cutting of iimnature trees, s. 10 requiring 

commercial operations to comply with cutting practices 

established by the Local Boards, s. 11 stipulating that all 

wood, including tops, stumps, etc., was to be harvested and s. 

18 setting assessment procedures on reforested lands were 
proclaimed in force, effective 8 December 1976--eleven years 

after the repeal of the Small Tree Conservation Act. For 

eleven years there was no regulation of small tree cutting 

practices. During the eleven year hiatus, neither the small 

woodlot owners nor the large forestry companies voluntarily 

complied with responsible cutting measures. Thomas Raddall, 

in the shamelessly congratulatory company-produced The Mersev 

Story» intimates that Mersey and later Bowater Mersey were 

singularly responsible forest harvesters, but Ralph Johnson, 

who joined Mersey in 1928, and was the ccwapany's Chief 

Forester from 1934 until retirement in 1965, stated that the 

:946 Act was ignored by virtually all forest operators save 

Mersey and a few others who practiced s w »  shelterwood and 

selection cutting. After the Act's repeal in 1965 Bowater
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Mersey, Scott and others reverted to universal cleoi 

cutting.^

From 1976 until its 1986 repeal, the Forest 1mpiovement 

Act set standards for felling lumber and pulp wotul. Unlike 

its predecessor, the Act did not set a universal minimum 

diameter. Rather, on application from a forest operator lot 

permi:vSion to harvest, the L^cal Board was empower ml to 

determine whether or not a stai was immature and to set the 

terms on which a cut could be conducted, (s. 9(2), (1))

By the early 1980's, it was apparent that, the lontj 

established Lands and Forests Act was unworkable. Ittcreaued 

clear cutting by the major pulp companies, and budwoira 

infestations, highlighted the lack of workable conseivat ion 

measures or protection and resource management meanureu. The 

1984 Royal Commission on Forestry that recommended t he 

government adopt a conservation policy and initiate <t 

reforestation and forest improvement prograitmie with a S2U 

million initial annual expsenditure, to Iw npont on f;chedii 1 ing, 

allocation, and marketing of forest product.s and siIviculture 

and protection activities. In addition, the fomtni ns ion 

reco®aended the quality of saw logs be improved, low grade 

biomass recapture improve and that protection be improved by 

new species development and budworm eradication. Good 

forestry, the Commission declared, required "...bioltxjica1
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reeponsibility and an understanding of the business realties 
and social and political processes involved"-*’

The conservancy policy recommended by the Commission 

belied its name. For the Co^issioners, a conservancy 

strategy would lead to a substantial increase in the annual 

allowable cut of soft and hard wood. Softwood production, the 

Commission declared, would rise from 1.5 million cords to 1.8 

million cords and hardwood production would rise from 600,000 

cords to 900,000 cords, «employment in the woods, in indirect 

and direct industries wojld increase by 10,000 person hours. 

The strategy was not about conservation but about increasing 

exploitation.*^

In response to the Royal Commission, the provincial 

government developed a new Lands and Forests policy and 

legislative package, part of which was the Forest R ahaaceaent 

Act, S.N.S. 1986, c. 9, now R.S.N.S. 1989, c. 178. The tot's 

six objectives ranged from promoting wildlife and recreational 

uses of the forest to doubling foreet production by 2025. (s. 

2) The Department consulted widely while developing the new 

policy initiatives and was considerably assisted in the 

diatting of the new legislative package by a committee of 

volunteers led by Alan Shaw, prominent Halifax industrialist, 

on behalf of the Voluntary Planning Board. On February 3rd, 

1986, the government released its new forest policy. The 

second goal of the new policy, right after the achievement of
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a healthier, more productive forest, was “ encoiu i luj the 

development and management of private foiest land as the 

primary source of forest, products tor industry in the 
Province"

If the consultative process was intended to garnet 

support for a new forest management scheme, it was not 

entirely successful. Liberal Leader Vince MacLean expressed 

skepticism about the Act and questioned whether its eftect 

would be any different from that of the Forest Imp?overaent 

Act, it was replacing.^ The new Forest Advisory Council had 

a broader membership than the Provincial Forest Pract icer. 

Improvement Board it replaced^^ but remained an advisoi y IxMly 

to the Minister. MacLean reminded the gover nment that a 

former Conservative minister of Lands and Foiest n, who had 

disagreed with the advice given by the For est pi act ices 

Improvement Board, had fired the Chairman (a 1 so a Toi y) and 

aï^îointed himself head of the Board which was supposed to 

advise him.®* Advisory bodies were only as effective as the 

Minister receiving the advice would permit.

The Ast itself contained mixed signals for the lut.ure. 

While it required the Commissioner of Forests to develop 

forest management programmes which would be irtandatory on Crown 

land and " recoEusended " for use on private land (ss. B , V ), the 

provision for appointing the Comini ssioner was

discretionary.®^ The forest management programmes and
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techniques were to promote inter alia, scheduled harvesting, 

‘i ! Ivicu 3 ture, insect and fire protection programmes, and to 

■fMjrwit considération of the size and configuration of areas 

to be clear cut where circumstances warrant". <s. 9(b))

The legislation highlighted the difficulties in forest 

management and conservation occasioned by the previous 

promotion of small land grants: on private property the

government could only recommend that proper forest management 

techniques be instituted. Rather than implement an aggressive 

"buy back" and escheat programme, to increase Crown holdings, 

the government continued to promote private woodlots. This 

flew in the face of the Nova Scotian historical experience, 

where the high incidence of private woodland ownership made 

large scale forest management, necessary for coherent planning 

and use by competing industries, difficult if not 

imposs i ble

While the management technique changed, forest management 

philosophy changed little. The earlier laissez-faire attitude 

to lorestry was replaçai by an activist, interventionist 

approach. But the intent remained the same: increased

economic growt.h. Where environmental protection and econcmic 

activity clashed, then the victor was always perceived 

economic benefit. The perceived monetary gain from “better” 

forestry and laud use was preferred to real, non-economic 

benefits of conservation and preservation. Emphasizing the
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“highest and best economic nse“ ot toretns w o k  on 

anthropocentrism not according other toi ent usei r. oiui 

residents an equal right to subsistence an had humanity to 
exploitation. Indeed the government was pre^xii ml to abiidge 

private rights to further forest exploitation lot iuautiiaie 

economic benefit.

Not only land ownership patterns shaped the state and 

composition of early provincial forests. ttr eat Hi i ta in's 

domestic and colonial needs also assured croni inued 

exploitation of the forests. in common with ot liei Htitish 

colonies with timber holdings, Nova Scotia's eaily foiest 

product export regulation was geared to pnxiuciiiq the mast s, 

lumber and timber requirements of the Mot hifi Count ly.

Although A.R.M. Lower has argued that in every province id lie; 

than Nova Scotia, the square cut timbei wan the genesis of 

forest policy, in the early years, square cut timliei < f ; ee

trunks squared along their length) speci f icat ions demi nal etl

provincial export regulations. In 1728, the imperiai

government directed the Surveyor of W oixIb in Americ.i to

preserve white pine. In 1728, the broad arrow made an 

appearance in Nova Scotia and by 171^, spécifications loi 

timber ex$x)rts to Britain were in f o r c e . A m e n d e d  in 1793, 

they were repealed and replaced in 1814 by logj s i.it ion sotting 

out the size, quality and length of hard and soft, wofxi 

lumber.® Three years after the founding of Halifax, the
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colony tiad developed sufficient secondary manufacturing to 

require regulations setting the size of barrels, staves, 

hoops, boaids and other lumber exports as well as unfinished 

products such as cord wood. When that Act was amended in 

1816, the preamble stated that it was because of "...frequent 

acts of in justice.. .to the Purchasers (of cord «food]".*’ As 

lumber production tor internal consumption increased, mast 

exports declined. By July, 1762, Charles Morris, the 

Surveyor-General, reported to England that there were very few 

pine trees left in Nova Scotia fit for naval masts.^

The most significant increase in the Nova Scotia lumber 

trade was during the Napoleonic Wars and the ensuing blockade 

which denied Baltic timber to British wood product producers 

and shipyards. Fir timber exports from Nova Scotia increased 

1roffl bfoS loads in 1800 to 28,059 loads in 3818- Thirty-nine 

ship loads of oak left Nova Scotia in 1800, 133 in 1804, 56 in 

1812. In 1804, forty-nine ships with 5,845 tons of lumber 

cargo left Nova Scotia ports and in 1814, 181 ships with 

26,101 tons of lumber cargo sailed for Britain.**

Nova Scotia also shipped lumber products to the British 

West Indies. Whereas all square timber cut was sent to 

British mills for refinishing, lumber was sent to the West 

Indies. Return cargoes consisted of salt or E*)lasses. When 

the Navigation Acts were repealed in 1849, the trade e:q>anded 

to non-British islands and South America.**
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Nova Scotia was also a transshipment point tor Ball io 

timber until Great Britain closed that loophole in 107!,. 
Betmmen 1831 and 1835, Baltic merchants ship}>eti 38 vessels of 

7,172 tons of Baltic timber to Nova Scotia, where, by virtue 

of having been on a Nova Scotian quay, it became Nova Scotian 

timber and thus could be shipped into Britain at the colonial 

tariff rate, not at the Baltic rate.^

The Nova Scotian ton timber regulations were amended in 

1835, stipulating that spruce and pine timber was to be a 

minimum of sixteen feet in length and hardwood was to be a ten 

foot length minimum. Merchantable timber was a minimum ten 

square inches. In addition, the legislation prescribed 

dimensions for deals and plank wood.** By 1849, thiouqh 

various add!cions and amendments, the Legislature had ej(t«fndtxj 

its regulatory regime to cover wood products frcm high quality 

lumber and shingles to rough hewn wood/'^ In addition, 

shipbuilding continued, severely depleting and in sthse areas 

wiping out entire cedar end hackmatack stands for “ship's 

knees". By 1869, patents were taken out for a shirjqJe 

^ n u f a c t u r i n g  machine and a resin treatment and application 

process. Hemlock bark, used to tan leather, depleted hemlock 

stands. Often only the bark was used and the logs were left 

to rot in the woods. Even after Confederation, the provincial 

government continued to regulate cordwood, lumber, shingles, 

hogsheads, barrels, clapboards and iathwood.^
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The growth of other Nova Scotian e x e r t s  also affected 

the forests. Wood was the most counnon packing material in the 

nineteenth century. Therefore, agricultural products, fish 

and manufactured products all required wood. For example, 
from 1841-18b0, salmon barrel exports averaged 4,635 per 

annum in addition to tierces, halves, kitts and other 

packaging sizes. The growth of the apple industry increased 

the demand for apple barrels and in the early twentieth 

century, before cardboard replaced wood, the Provincial 

Nursery at Lawrencetown embarked on a willow growing venture 

to provide wood for apple barrels

By setting length, width and quality standards, the 

government, in effect, dictated which trees would be cut. The 

ton timber and other product standards often led to high 

grading, taking all the best trees and leaving poorer quality 

trees to reproduce and repopulate the province's forests. By 

1871, the premium virgin pine forests of south western Nova 

Scotia were gone. The earlier settlement of mainland Nova 

Scotia {in contrast to New Brunswick), the differing land mass 

(over 5 million more acres in New Brunswick) and differing 

geography (more large navigable waterways penetrating the 

interior in New Brunswick) s»ant that Nova Scotia more quickly 

exhausted its accessible quality tinÉ>er, forcing Nova Scotia 

to develop a iwsie diversified econœny iKjre quickly than New 

Brunswick, which could continue to rely alm)st exclusively on
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production long after Nova Scotia's lorentP 

exhausted.^

Upon Confederation, Nova Scotia lost juriadirtion ovoi 

e x ^ r t  standards to the federal government although it 

retained jurisdiction over property and civil rights. This 

enabled the province to exercise some control, aliveit very 

little, over exports from the province's woodlands under its 

control of property.

From the earliest European settlement saw mills were 

establisbed in Nova Scotia, and until the 1840'n water powei 

drove almost all the mills in the province. In the middle of 

the nineteenth century, steam began to replace water although 

as late as 1936 thirty percent of the power generation loi 

Nova Scotia's saw mills continued to be water. Even alter saw 

sills, and later pulp mills, relied almost exclusively on the 

steeus powered portable mills, and boilers with t ire boxes, 

developed in the 1880's, waterways continuerl to Ix* an 

important resource. Rivers and streams continued until the 

1950's to be used by many companies to drive logs to 

stationary mills. Sluices, flumes, canals, and damn were 

often built to facilitate the movement of wood to mi ils, and 

example was the flume built by the Mersey company from Hof,i 

Lake on the Jordan River to Little Tobeatic Lake on the Meiney 

River.”  The first riparian r^ulation, in 1818, lor bade
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placing ot obstructions on rivers on which logs were 
floated.'* Drivers were cautioned to do as "little damage to 

the owner or owners of the soil adjoining such rivers as 

possible" and were empowered to remove all obstructions such 

as trees, stones, logs, or rubbish (but not mill dams) to 

drive their logs (ss. 1-2) The local Courts of Sessions were 

empowered to regulate log driving and to Impose penalties on 

those who breached the rules, (s. 3)

The 1818 Act was c o n t i n u é  several times and in some 

areas special regimes regulating the river traffic were 

established. In Shelburne a "keeper of fish and timber gates" 

was appointed whose duty it was to superintend the fish and 

timber gates on the Barrington R i v e r . I n  Queens County, 

"log rustlers' were active and a fine of five pounds was 

imposed on an>t>ne fraudulently cutting off or altering the 

original marks on logs or tind>er in the rivers or dams in the 

county. Fines collected under the Act were split: half went

to the river and dam supervisors and half to the cost of 

re^Dving obstructions from the county's rivers.^* In Digby 

County, perhaps as a reflection of its longer settlement by 

Europeans, the general river obstruction legislation was 

amended to permit the mill dam proprietors, rather than the 

River Commissioners to erect sluices and wing dams on their 

dams on the Meteghan, Salmon, Bear and Weymauth Rivers. While
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the Commissioners oversaw the process, they were not , .m 

elsewhere, to do the actual construction.^

By 1851, river driving legislation had in'come more 

complex than the earlier rather straight forwaid Htatntee, As 

with earlier legislation, the 1851 Of the Convey ing ol Timlw! 

and Lumber of Rivers, and the Removal ol o h m  jm-t ioun 

Therefrom,^ permitted municipal it ion to regulate local i i ve; 

use for economic purposes. Twenty 11 celiol<iern with landn 

bordering a river, or interested in lufi iiuj ot diivitig logt:, 

could petition the local Court of Sessions to appoint t hiee oi 

five River Commissioners and to establish their givwp aphi c 

jufiediction. The Commissioners so apj-ioiiucd were- «*ro}M»wcj t-d 

to remove all obstructions, to const i net wing damn, and to 

enter on public or private propen y as long as no unnecessary 

damage was done to private properly. They were ah.f>

authorized to regulate log driving and placituj booms on 

fivers To finance their work, the Cornraisuiosei s could

borrow money and charge tolls on their comp I et ird woiks. In 

1854, the Commissioners were additionally emtjowcied to 

regulate riparian quality, preventing mills liom throwing 

slabs and other refuse into rivers. (17 Vic., c. 21, a. 1) 

In Nova Scotia, when the Nova Scotia Power Curpivoation shut, 

down Dam Number 5 on the Mersey River in ]‘>H2, ' h r r t y year s 

after log driving had ceased, about 5000 cords ol wor*d were 

found on the bottom of Deep Brook. Water jkjIIu*. ion and river
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contamination were not solely Nova Seot ian piobloms. Upj>ei 

and Lower Canada and New Brunswick a 1 sn qiappltni with t ifMt i.ui 

pollution caused tiy saw mills and loq dt iviiiq.'*’’

In Onto'io, the saw dust debate was luouqht lMd*>te the 

Courts by one Antoine Ratté, who pin chased a waieiîiont lot on 

the Ottawa River in 1867. Ratté was deeply distuitnal by t tu- 

mill waste and other refuse 1 lowing into the water and, 

finally, after many years and many dollars he won his |wiid in 

the Courts. In New Brunswick, the lumber barons compla i tied

that it was economically prejudicial to iin|nna? jm»! ltd ion

controls on them when their uprivet competitorn in Maine weie 

not similarly regulated. The problems occasionori by the mills 

were not simply questions of acsthct. icr;, Ktllueni and r:aw 

duBt pouring : nto rivers choked oft the oxyijen supply, kill i luj 

fish and other river life. In New Brunswick, ! i shermes 

complained that once-fine salmon rivers couId no longer

support any life forms, let alone the dejicate salinoii.

Charles Hallock's, The Fishing Tourist, published in 18V'1, 

stated that while every Nova Scotian stream had trout, the 

saii^n had very nearly been driven out of the streams and 

rivers. The LaHave and Petite rivers had been almost ruined 

for fishing by dams and log driving although since 1868, the 

federal government's aggressive salmon restocking had 

attempted to bring population levels back.^
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Thu "obstruction of rivers" legislation, with minor 
flunendinoiitH*®, remained largely unchanged for over forty-five 

year!!. After Confederation, the Act was amended in 1873 to 

provide that it was not to be construed as contravening any 

latra vires federal legislation®^ (although this proviso was 
omiited from the 1884 revision).®^ In 1899, the Act was 

amended to solidify lumber's supremacy over competing water 
Under the Act, the E.D. Davison lumbering concern 

created an elaborate system of dams and sluices at Gulley 

Brook near the Lunenburg Kings Counties borders. Archibald 

McMullen completed a six mile sluiceway from his mill at Great 

Village River, East Branch, to the Londonderry Iron Company's 

mill; and his brother, T.G. McMullen, constructed a seven mile 

sluiceway to service his mill on the Debert Mountain.

By the turn of the century, the number of both saw mills 

and ground wood pulp mills had grown steadily, their supply 

assured by log drives from the interior. Although not dealt 

with in the Crown Lands Commissioner's Reports, the effect on 

the beaver population of all of the new sluice ways and river 

diversions must have been significant. Presunwbly many of the 

"obstructions" removed were, in fact, beaver dams. As the 

province was instituting close seasons on beaver by 1874, one 

can only assume that constant removal of beaver dams by 

lumbermen, in addition to trapping, had bad a deleterious 

effect on the population.®*
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At roughly the same time as the pttiv’iiu-»* began to 

acknowledge its folly in alienating vast t i act s. ol ( t own la mis 

front Crown control, the governjiient movetl to hand gieatet 

authority to the lumberers to move timber on the t i vet s . 

While on the one hand the legislators' at t «tmpt ed to c m  b the 

hegemony o. the forest industries, on the other they extendrnl 

the authority of the lumber barons and puipwomi pi tHiueej i., 

tilting the balance to the liberalist economic giowth view. 

The 1899, 62 Vic., c. 19, amendments to t he r ivei i»hst i u< l ion 

legislation permitted the lumberers to move their Imp: by 

river in spring, summer and autumn in all rivers whet e 

Commissioners had not been appoi nted and iurthei emfw)w».*i «*<1 

lumberman to remove obstructions and construct dams, slides, 

gates or booms as necessary provided they caused no 

unnecessary damage to the river, (s- 1) A 11 hough the

lumbermen were forbidden to alter, injure or dojbroy an 

existing dam, or to do unnecessary damage to the tiver fjanks, 

if they constructed their own dams and n Iuic es, t hey would Ix- 

entitled to retain water behind the dam if necessary to float 

logs or to run a mill, (ss. 2,4) Thus an upstream landowner 

might find his land flotxied for lumbering purp^jses and a 

downstream landowner might discover his water supply lessened, 

all in the name of economic progress.

Even more significantly, lumbermen were given the right 

to the use of and access over river banks to float their Jr^gs
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and to retrieve grounded timber, and the legislation specified

that the lumbermen would not be liable for;

any but actual damage done to the banka of rivers 
by the floating and transmission of said saw logs 
and timber, nor for any discoloration or impurity 
of the water caused by the floating or transmission 
of said saw logs or timber, unless the same shall 
be caused by their wilful act. (s. 3)

While the Act cautioned it was not to be construed as

vitiating recovery by riparian owners and others by reason of

water storage or escape or back flow, in effect it did limit

attempts by owners abutting the river to impose environmental

standards on the lumbermen. Limiting a potential plaintiff to

proof ot actual damage rendered an action in trespass

nugatory. An actual deleterious change to the environment was

required before the plaintiff could bring an action, and even

then the plaintiff would probably be limited to money damages

rather than physical restitution of the land to its previous

condition. Further, any recovery by a riparian owner under

his common law right to clean water was also limited for,

unless caught in the act, it would be difficult to prove, even

on the less stringent civil balance of probabilities test,

that water quality was wilfully damaged. However, on occasion

the Courts agreed with a plaintiff that a defendant lumberer

had exceeded his statutory authority.

The general legislation was occasionally euf^lemented or

limited by private Acts. The incorporating statute of the
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Cumberland Driving Company, tor oxamplo, war. umondod in IHHO 

to provide that if the company t-cuir.oti tiamiup* t the noil oi 

land of another owner abut ting the î ivei , it rmild tie itHjuited 

to construct breakwaters or take ot hei pinteet iv'e meanui e n . 

If it did not do so, the injured owners eou hi eonst î net i tie 
necessary protective devices and sue t tie eoinp.iny to reeovei 

the cost
In Campion  v. Dickie (190?), ih N.S.K. 40, the Sujn erne 

Court affirmed the lower court 's decision t li<a t Jie deteii<iani 

lumber company could not evade liability to the plaint ill liy 

claiming that an independent contractm engaged by t tn- 

defendant had actually caused the damage to the plaint iti'n 

land. Damage had been done and the plaint ifl was cat it leti t ». 

compensation from the lumber company. in a lartualiy 

complicated case, Coc* v. ^ v l s o R  Lusber Co. (19?0), '« «

N.S.R. 375 (S.C.A.D.), the Court found for the plaintiff,

stating that the defendant had not the right, ntatutoiy oi 

otherwise, to flood the plaintiff's land. The Court was 

apparently influenced by the fact that the plaintiff had tIn

land in question under agricultural production, leaving open 

the question of whether its decision would have been the same 

had not the land been "productive".

The paucity of reported cases for damages to river banks 

demonstrates legislative efficacy in promoting industrial uses 

of resources over alternatives such as fishing or preservation
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.iiiti f.-onf;Hr Vci! iofi. By putting up obstacles to potential 

plaint prfJiiiot 1 iuj continued economic exploitation of

not.uial icr.ourccn, and by limiting the availability of common 

J.iw reiiiedjci;, even legislation which did not directly regulate 
{«reutry practices or wildlife could shape the very nature of 

the forent.

The iumbei and pulp companies were even further Insulated 

from accountabi1ity in legal disputes over their resource use 

when riparian législation was again amended in 1902 to remove 

damage disputes from the Courts, (which had power to grant 

injunctions as well as damages), and placed riparian rights 

dir.putos before arbitrators appointed pursuant to the Act.®^ 

As arbitrators did not have equitable jurisdiction, they could 

only grant money damages, not injunctive relief. Therefore, 

should an arbitrator find against a lumber company, the 

damages awarded could be calculated as a cost of doing 

business -not a way of shutting down business altogether. The 

limitation period imposed in 1903 obligated the plaintiff to 

seive the “person responsible" with a detailed statement of 

claim within two years from the date on which the damage 

occurred.®® Determining who was res^xansible where only one 

lumbering concern was using the river might be relatively 

simple, but determining which company or proprietorship was 

responsible where there were multiple users would be 

difficult. !f the plaintiff could not show with certainty



that one ucer lalhei î nan anot ht’i v.uüu-d '.ht- piohlem, then t tie 

plaintiff could be non nnited..

By the beginning nf the F i n d  Wet id Wat , «-iiTt t ieit y wa;; 

becoming the most import ant tanuee of dement i c and itidutdi ial 

power and the government pasr.ed the t iist hyih*; elei i i ie pewe; 

legislation®’ marking the liint lukndantial nhitt et 

provincial policy from promoting piiinaiily 1 umluM i iig m.e el 
waterways to promoting another use aUieit one which wan even 

more heavily industrial and more likely to change i ipvit ian 

geography. But hydro electricity wan not eiitii ely divoi red 

from forest exploitation. Many h y d m  electric plantn wet e 

tied to developing new, wore ntndem pulpmill.n. When in 

the Rhodes government announced that î.W. K i 1 lam i nt ended i (» 

build a large, modern pulp mill on the Mersey Hiver, it was 

also announced that the Nova Scotia Power Commission won 1*1 

build three new power plants at Upper Lake Falls, Lower Lak : 

Falls and Big Lake Falls on the Mersey River lo supply fKJwer 

to the new mill. The plants would Ije built by another Killam 

company, the Foundation Company oi Canada. The ftowei cont racT 

between Killam and the Power Conmiission had a 1 luct uat, ing raU; 

rather than a fixed rate per kilowatt hour, Killam's new 

ccmpany, the Mersey Paper Company, would pay the monthly cost 

of operation and maintenance of "he dams and the capital cost 

repayment was amortized, without interest, over forty years. 

As ThCMsas Raddail noted, the earlier pairing of the forestry
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inriuïjtry witli vm.r.T t n JJoat logs was now reinforced by the

need tui elect:ic power to run a modern mi 1i .^
In 1919 and 1920, the final vestiges of riparian rights

wein stripped irom private property owners by the Water Act’’

which provided that:

notwithntandiny any law of Nova Scotia, whether 
statutory or otherwise, or any grant, deed or 
transfer heretofore made, whether by the Crown or 
f)therwise, or any possession, occupation, use or 
«jpfitruction of any water course, or any use of any 
water by any person for any time whatever, every 
water course and the sole and exclusive right to 
use, divert and appropriate any and all water at 
any time in any water course, is declared to be 
vested forever in the Crown In the right of the 
Province of Nova Scotia, {s. 3)

Cabinet could authorize the use of eny water course and water

on whatever terras and conditions it chose to set (s. 4(2)).

The 1920 amendment was occasioned by S t a a f o N  v. Imperial Oil

Co. (1919), 54 N.S.R. 106, wherein the Court found the 1919

Act insufficiently clear to strip an injured plaintiff of his

right to damages caused by a defendant operating under a

permit issued pursuant to the Act. Thus s. 4(2) was repealed

and replaced by a provision stipulating, j.ater alia. that

except as set out in the Act:

no action, process or proceeding whatsoever shall 
be commenced or issued in any Court or before any 
tribunal by or against any person authorized by the 
Governor in Council to use such watercourse or any 
water therein conditionally or otherwise.

While the amendment did not affect pending litigation (s. 2>,

it effectively forestalled any further actions which could
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have awaided an Injunction i nnt a del rndant opr: ,il inq iiiuloi 

government license.
Many years latei , the Watet Act w.m tuic<-»*(if!î n liy 

challenged, although on a very narrow in Corktua v.

LOhae# (1979), 38 N.S.R. (2d) 417, alt'cl (1981), 4 1 N.S.R.

(2d) 477 (SCAD), the plaintiff';; well wan cont ami nat ed when 

the defendant built a road which cronntni the brmiK feeding t he 

plaintiff's well, rendering it unfit tor hunwin connumpt ion. 

The well was fed by percolating water by natural coutiinin from 

the brook. The plaintiff sued. The defendant aiguiKl, inter 

alia, that the water Act barred the plaint i f f  s action. The 

trial judge disagreed. While agreeing t hat the Act vest »nl <il I 

waterways in the Crown, he did not agree “...that thi:. ntafe 

of affairs confers an immunity to contaminai «; oi pollute mich 

a source when it is actually in use except were (nic) a right 

of that kind is actually conferred by a 11 censf; undej f Jmt 

Act." (p. 425} His Lordship stated that he read n. i(J) of 

the Act to mean that if the polluter was carrying out 

activities authorized by the Minister, then the plaint ill wan 

limited to seeking compensation in the manner net out, in the 

Act. In the case at bar, Lohnes' road construction and 

consequent interference with the plaintiff's water supply wan 

not done under licence and thus was not protected, (p. 425) 

Further, he stated:
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{ijfi spite 111 the loose assumption that riparian 
riqhtt; have been entirely extinguished in Nova 
Scotia by the W a t w  , I am of the opinion that, 
where there is no Crown use or authorization, 
private individuals making actual use of a natural 
water supply should be in no worse position than a 
person who made use of a common reservoir of ground 
or percolating water under ancient principles of 
the common law. (p. 426)

On appeal, the learned appeal judges affirmed the trial

judgtî's décision, stating that while they were satisfied that

ground water included percolating water, the wording which

included ground water in the definition of "watercourse" in

the Act war, not to be construed too broadly:

Î do not think that it was the intention of the 
Legislature to vest in the Crown water percolating 
at random below the surface of the ground not being 
a "bed or shore" under s. l(k) [of the Act), (p.
482)

As public concern about the use of provincial natural 

resources grew in the last quarter of the twentieth century, 

the Water Act became a tool in the environmental protection 

arsenal rather than an instrument promoting economic growth. 

By the mid 1980's, the Minister of the Environment was charged 

with the Iesponsibility of laying charges under the Water Act, 

against those caught deleteriously affecting water quality.

The earliest specific reference to delegating control of 

provincial forest resources to private industry was in 

legislation promoting improved passenger and commercial 

transportation, not lumbering,® In 1851, the provincial 

government passed legislation providing that any group of
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twenty British subject i; who i;o could jnuch.tr.o ,uid

improve 50,000 acrou of Crown land aloTUi the pi <>po.;ed f t iiiik 

railway route from Halifax to Quebec and won Id obtain, 

complete jurisdiction over all land;: purcii.ir.ed (except toi 

mining rights) but including the right to "a! ; fdamJiug 

timber, mill sites and watei privilege:.,." (n. ;*) iti keeping 

with the expressed Imperial and colonial land net t le«u*td 

policies, the land companies were to lay off 100 at*TO loin loi 

settlement along the course ot the (.u opor.ed lailway, (u. 

l(4th)j
Nova Scotia's forest induct rite: continued to grow and by 

1861, there were over 1, 300 saw mills in Nova Scot ia. Aft «g 

the invention of a paper-making piucen;; un ing wooii pulp fibie 

rather than linen or rag. Nova Scot ia' n nof twiHwf nt ainfn iH-t ami- 

increasingly importent. Because of tfieir loncp't iitmi;;, 

conifers are favored in pulp m a n u factu;ing. Spiuce in ixMd loj 

papermaking for its color is close to wfiit.e, whicti nkikam lot 

“bright" paper and its long fiber» give pjjKîi t«;n*;i l«: 

strength. Unlike the sawmills, most of wfiich wen- locally 

owned and operated, the pulp companies were (ariadian or 

foreign-controlled corporations. By 1934, when pulpwcMxl 

to eclipse lumber and hardwood sawmilling, there were id 111 

483 sawmills in the province but only four puipmllln and only 

one pulp and paper mill. After World War ] i, the economic 

i s ^ r t a n c e  of the pulpwood industry grew rapidly, rising from
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Vhirty ptirccnt. o{ t.h« loial foreBt. hot vest in 1961 to eighty
by jM84. Krom 19f>l to 1984 there wflH a 500 percent

incîeaîiu in pulpwood harvesting and a Rixty percent decrease

in  f îowiog p ro d u c t  ion.'^'

Before the pannage of a modern corporations act, the mist

common itu*t hod ot incorporation was by statute. These

incorporation ntatutee reveal much about the importance of the
forentry induntry to the Nova Scotian economy and the power

.tccordod the Induntrial interests to shape the forests. One

of the firr.t forest industry incorporating acts, for the

Cornwallis Steam Mill and Manufacturing Company in 1852, was

a very simple document dealing only with the name of the

company and the shares of paid up capital The Act

incorporating the Nova Scotia Pulp and Paper Company similarly

tleait primarily with financial matters,’* but when the Young

Brothers Company Limited was incorporated in 1896, the objects

ui the company specified that the company was empowered, inter
alia, to construct canals, water mains, wharves, “ ...or other

work calculated to afford any facility in carrying on or

extending the business of the c o m p a n y " , O n e  year later,

the reincorporated Nova Scotia Pulp and Paper Company Limited

was authorized to;

build dams and sluices on Bass River, Economy River 
and East River, Five Islands in the County of 
Colchester and their several tributaries, and on 
St. lory's River, in the County of Guysboro f i e f 
and its tributaries, and to ij^rove each of said



rivBTB and it» t ributarit»», tu> »» t n m.ikr t*arh atui 
any of t he maid i ivet » nnd ! lit* i ospft-t i vi* 
tributariom thereto naviqai>lt’> 1 ui l u q » , \ imlu*!  and 
lumber

The SiBsiboo Pulp and Paper Company ix,u Id nut only bn i Id dam!, 

and sluices but also expropriate land» tot nncii pni [Mna-n 

The company was empower ttd to expi opr late whenever nei-enn.it y 

for:

the construct inq, ope rat ing and m a i n t n h n n q  ot t he 
works of the company that the comfwiiiy ntuill aeqn i r e 
and be invested with ni ten Sot mil In, 
manufactories, raiiwayr,, tramways;, or water powei 
for the operation thereof, or ntarionn for t lie 
same, together with necessary land connert ioun, 
canals, f lûmes and dams, rightn ot all kindn, ot 
flowage, back flowage, and water nt or age, laruln tor 
booms and piers, and any and ai 1 e.iBemeid n and 
privileges... {s. 18)
Private property was no longer nacr onanci in the lace oj 

further economic oxpant-.ion. Alt hougti the exjoiipr iat ion pnwoi n 

granted were limited by mechanioms providing fromjHinfiftt ion t o 

owners of land expropriated, individual pt opeit y ownern could 

not prevent further industrial expansion by refusing to neiI 

their property. The traditional state power » <» over r irlc 

proprietal rights for common purposes, such as road buiitjing, 

was now extended to private industrial interests. In 1

the government sweetened the inducement to KilJam to build a 

mill in Queens County by providing that Mersey, even though 

not yet incorporated, could force an expropriation oi any land 

that was be required for a mill site or necessary ancillary 

purposes such as dams, wharves, transmission lines, etc
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Although it might be argued that the expropriation powers were 

necessary because oi the notorious title problems in Nova 

Scot in's forest land, one must question why the expropriation 

powers were not then clearly limited to situations where it 

was impossible to discern all interests in the property.’®

Legislative attcinpts to over-ride proprietal rights were 

not always successful. TtKwaas v. 5he Halifax Pmmf 
(1914J, 4 7 N.S.R. b36, concerned expropriation powers similar 

to those granted to forestry con^nies, as well as the 
defendant's authority to construct tramways, dams, pulpmiils, 

etc. The defendant desired to use its expropriation power to 

change the water course of the North East River to divert 

water into the Indian River by a flume and in turn to divert 

the Indian River in order to ultimately generate enough hydro 

power to produce electricity. The plaintiff disagreed with 

this attempt to reconfigure geography and so did the Court. 

Mr. Justice Graham ruled that the legislation empowering the 

company to compulsorily expropriate was to be strictly 

construed and in order to use its power the company had to 

comply strictly with the provisions granting it that pover. 

Further, the Court ruled, such legislation only applied to 

private streams unaffected by other rights and not to public 

waterways ot to water courses over which other cc^^anies had 

by statute acquired special rights. Mr. Thonas was granted 

his injunction to prevent the development. The victory,
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however, was short-lived. Five yenrw later t he Water Art , 

1919, would vest all watercourses in the Ctown, peimilt inq the 

Crown to grant permission to divert watercournes in the manner 

desired by the defendant in Thw e a e , supra.

oa. m a g  a  'sxmxD we b — c w t f A w i E S .  u w m s  a r d

Enormous areas of Crown land were licensed to pulp

ccHBpanies for logging in the 1950's and 1960's. Fostering

economic growth by granting Crown land use was not a new tool.

In fact, the first attempt to tie the development ot depressed

regions to exploitation of Crown lands occurred in 1899. In

the Crown Lands Report of 1899, Attorney General J.W. Longicy

reported that pursuant to discussions in the House in the last

session indicating that Members preferred leasing to conveying

Crown land for lumbering, be had held discussions with

lumbermen on the subject Longlcy continued as follows;

I may state that I am sa* isf led that much the 
greater fxjrtion of the lands so granted is not 
suitable for cultivation and not likely to be 
sought for agricultural purposes. The question of 
the disposal of the remaining portio.i of timber 
lands of Nova Scotia is one worthy of consideration 
but my own j u d ^ e n t  is that any change now in the 
direction of substituting leases for grants would 
have but snmli effect m  relation to the future 
settlement and agricultural development of the 
province.’*”

Mhile the ^ v e r n m e n t  considered general legislation permitting 

lumbering leases on Crown lands, at the same time it 

negotiated a lease of Crown lands, separate from the general
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timber lands leasing statute. Known as the “Big Lease", the 

1899 lease covered approximately 520,000 acres in Victoria and 

JnverncHs Counties. The ninety-nine year lease was granted to 

D.F. Emery, of Portland, Maine, and E.L. S a n W r n  and R.B. 

Blodgett of Massachusetts. Emery was a principal in the North 

American Paper and Lumber Company, already active in Nova 

Scotia. The lessees were obliged to build two pulp mills, one 

in each county, to manufacture all wood before export, and to 

pay an annual rental of $6,000. No royalty was payable on the 

trees cut.’®

Lurking in the background of the lease arrangements was 

Frank Barnjum, "the Canadian Forest Crusader". When the Big 

Lease was granted, Barnjurn was a timber speculator and also 

managed the lands in the Big Lease. He remained manager until 

1916, and in January 1917 operations on the Big Lease lands 

were assigned to Cape Breton Pulp and Paper Company Limited, 

an affiliate of Hugh Chisholm’s Oxford Paper C o n ^ n y .  In 

turn, the Cape Breton Pulp and Paper Company was absorlwl into 

the Oxford parent company. Oxford Paper Company continued to 

work the Big Lease until it ceased operations in 1931. The 

cosqpany did not, however, surrender the lease. It r m m i n e d  in 

effect until bought cut in 1960 to provide t W > e r  lands for 

the Nova Scotia Pulp Limited. Although other leases and later 

licenses were granted to cut on Crown lands, the Big Lease 

remained the most significant until 1958.’®*
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In 1952, another survey ot Nova Scot ian toresur. wan 

conducted in cooperation with the federal cjovornmont . Ai huhI 

with the Survey results, in 1956 the Henry Hicks qovernment 
began talks with the Swedish forest giant, St ora Kop^>ai Iwrg, 

to entice Store to establish a pulp tniil in chionicai iy 

economically depressed eastern Nova Scotia. These talks 

followed earlier negotiations with other forestry companies 

such as Alfred G. Reid Corp., and Anglo Cancdian Corp. and 

Scott Paper.

Robert Stanfield (who succeeded Hicks in 1956) announced 

in 1958 that Industrial Estates Limited (I.E.L.), the 

provincial business development agency, and Stora had 

negotiated a deal for Stora to build a new pulp mill in 

eastern Nova Scotia that would use 250,000 cords of wood 

annually. 150,000 cords would be cut on Crown lands that were 

then producing less than 15,000 cords of word annually (the 

Big W a s e  lands] and the remaining 100,000 cords would be 

purchased from private woodlot owners. The mill would have a 

capital cost of $40 million. Stora was to entablish a 

subsidiary, Nova Scotia Pulp Limited, and on the 19th of 

February, 1958, Bill No. 24, the Nova Scotia Pulp Limited 

Agreement Act was introduced in the House by Stanfield,^

At Second Reading, Stanfield confirmed that the province 

would be required to spend approximately $2 million to provide 

the mill with a minimum of twenty four million Imperial
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qallonti oî Iresh water daily. The mill, it was hoped, would 

provide employment opportunities to 2,000 Nova Scotians and 

bring an estimated $10 million annually in wages and a^terials 
into the Nova Scotian economy. The mill would rely heavily on 

lands that in 1958 were still under lease to Oxford Paper 

Company, (with another thirty-eight years to run on the 

lease), but the government expressed hope that it would not 

have to expropriate to free up the land for use by Stora. 

Most of the land to be leased was in Inverness and Victoria 

Counties, but it also included land in Richmond, Guyskwrough, 

Cape Breton, Antiqonish and Pictou Counties. The bill passed 

second reading smoothly and came back to the House for third 

reading on 24, April, and received Royal Assent on 3 Nay 

1958.’*

The legislation was quite detailed, providing that Stora 

agreed to commence construction of a mill by 30 June 1959 and 

complete construction by 31 December 1961, The mill would 

produce more than 300 tons of high grade bleached pulp per 

day, and the company further agreed that "a high degree of 

processing" would be completed at the mill. Stora contracted 

to cut 150,000 cords per annum or 4.5 million cords in the 

first thirty years of operation.

In the Nova Scotia Pulp Agreea»nt, Stora agre«i that 

within five years of the opening of the mill it would submit 

a forest management plan for the Crown lands under licence,
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and that this plan would cover a period of not lenn than forty 

five years. It would be designed both to impiove yields on 

the Crown land and to provide for a harvest crop on the 

licenced lands in the most economical manner. The cnmiiany 

would pay stumpage of $1.00 per cord on healthy n«ftw«otl and 
$.50 per cord on hardwood or diseased or damaged Holtwt,KMl. 

For the next two successive ten-year periods, a new rate was 

to be negotiated not less than six months prioi to the 

cojtmtencement of the next ten year period and rate so 

negotiated was never to be more than seventy five percent 

higher than it had been in the previous ten year peiiod. For 

each succeeding ten-year period after the third, the rote 

could be negotiated by the government and the company without 

reference to a ceiling stumpage rate.

The province was contractually and statutorily obiiged to 

provide water and to provide the company with a licence to cut 

and reiTOve wood from the designated land. The company was to 

pay maintenance and upkeep on the water facility and to repay 

the capital cost, with interest, in twenty-four annual 

payments. The province would make available to the company a 

site approved by the company's engineers, suitable for « mill, 

and of not less than 100 acres, ready for construction. Point 

Topper, near Port Hawkesbury, in Cape Breton was ultimately 

selected by the parties
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The province was pleased with the Stora agreement, and on 

the strength of its apparent success, negotiated three nsore 

comprehensive licencing agreements between 1958 and 1965. In 

1962, two agreements were ratified, one with Bowater Mersey 

and one with Halifax Power and Pulp Company, a subsidiary of 

the Hearst Corporation. When Izaak Walton Killam died in 

1955, his widow and sole heir, Dorothy Killam, sold her 

seventy-five percent interest in Mersey Paper Company to the 

British multi-national, Bowater, for $53,754,501. In the 1928 

agreement between the province and Mersey, over half Mersey's 

wood supply came from eastern Nova Scotia, particularly Cape 

Breton. By the mid 1950's, there was palpable discontent in 

eastern Nova Scotia that none of the pulp cut in the region 

was procesBed locally. Although this was partially obviated 

by the Stora plant, discontent about Bowater"s presence on the 

Island continued. In 1960, the province bought out the

remainder of Bowater's interest, over one million acres, ami 

added these lends to Store's licence. In return, Bowater

requested that it be licenced land in western Nova Scotia to 

supplement its extensive private holdings in the southern

mainland. The Bowater Mersey Act 1962, to permit the lami

exchange was introduced by the Minister of l^nds and Forests, 

E.D. Haliburton, on 23 March 1962. In second reading, the 

Minister stated that his Department recommendmi the land swap, 

suggesting the government make available 280,000 acres in
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Lunenburg, Queens, Shelburne, Vermouth, Diqby, Annapolis, 
Halifax and Hants Counties from which Bowater con U1 choose the 

areas it wished to lease. Bowater already owned h00,000 acroB 

in the eight-county area and as one of the ditticulties with 

lauch of the Crown land in the region was that it was entirely 

surrounded by Bowater lend {thus the only access was ovci 

Bowater lend on Bowater roads) its licenced value to cit h«t 

forestry operators negligible and the Minister continued, it 

was sensible to lease some of this land to Bowater. The lendw 

to be licenced to Bowater would be placed under a management 

plan similar to that required of Nova Scotia Pulp Limited.'® 

Even though some Liberals spoke against the Bill and at 

least one Conservative member expressed reservations about the 

proposed arrangement, the Bill passed second reading with only 

one vote against and one abstention. The Bill received third 

reading on 13 April 1962. However, even though the Act 

received Royal Assent, no land was ever leased. This may have 

been the result of local opposition.'®’

Three days before the House rose in 1962, the government 

presented Bill No. 123, the Halifax Power and Pulp Company 

Act, 1962. There was no debate on Second Reading and the Bill 

received third reading and Royal Assent on the final day of 

sitting. Halifax Power and Pulp Company agreed to construct 

a newsprint mill at Sheet Harbour which would require 84,000 

rough cords of pulp annually. The licence would last for
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fifty years, renewable for another forty, as with the other 

two licenses, a management cutting plan was required of the 

company. The etumpage arrangement was similar to that with 

Stora- $1.00 per rough cords of 128 cubic feet of net 

merchantable hardwood and damaged softwood for the first ten 

years. Stumpage would rise in the succeeding ten year peritKis 

on the same terms as those set out in the Nova Scotia Pulp 

Limited lease. The mill was constructed and operated in Sheet 

Harbour until 15 August 1971, when it was washed away in a 

rain storm which dropped ten inches of water on the Sheet 

Harbour area in thirty-six hours.

The last licencing agreement was signed in 1965 between 

the government and Scott Maritimes Pulp Limited, a subsidiary 

of Scott International, Scott's mill was to be built in 

Pictou County, and a site at Abercrombie Point was selected. 

Bill No. 139, the Scott Maritimes Pulp Limited Agreraient Act, 

1965, was introduced 17, March, 1965. The Scott a g r e ^ e n t  bad 

a higher stumpage rate than that in the other agreements 

presented to the House, and when questioned about it by the 

Leader of the (^>position, Peter Murray Nicholson, Premier 

Stanfield replied that the rate was higher because the w o W  

allocated to Scott was of a better quality and the lands to be 

licenced contained less old, diseased, dying or dead %mod and, 

besides. Nova Scotia Pulp had to build more roads to access 

the wood it had under licence.^" Two days after Nicholson's
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questions about the stumpage rate, second reading oi the Bill 

began. Host unusually, Walter Miller, President and General 

Manager of Scott Maritimes Pulp Limited and Hector Mclnnen, a 

prœtlnent Halifax lawyer, and corporate counsel tor Scott, 

were seated on the floor of the House as guests of the

Speaker, Harvey Veinot of Pictou West.’’̂

By the terms of the agreement, Scott was to build a $hO 

million bleached kraft mill with a 500 ton per day capacity. 

Construction was to begin no later than 30 April 196b, less

than a month away. In addition to the licencing agreement,
Stanfield noted that there would be a special municipal tax 

arrangement for Scott, Scott would be obliged to sutoit a 

forest management plan that would include an undertaking by 

the company to provide for the highest economic use ot the 

lands under licence. Thus, if saw logs were the highest and 

best use, Scott was to produce saw logs. Scott also undertook 

to run fifteen percent hardwood through the mill as pulp wotwl, 

even though at that time there was no market for hardwood 

pulp.” ’

Nicholson, the only other person to speak at necond

reading, had little to say. C o ^ m n y  officiels on the floor of 

the House indicated the importance, economically, of this 

agreenxsot to the Pictou region and no politician would risk 

votes by questioning the agreement or its terras. On the 30th
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Of March, the Bill received Third Reading and Royal 

ABsent.”*
The cumulative effect of the various pulp CMSpany

licenses, commencing with Mersey in 1928 to Scott In 1965, has

been the domination of the Nova Scotian forest by three large

pulp companies--Mersey, Stora and Scott--together with the

Joudrey interests in Hants County. The im^^ct was not only

economic--each mill effectively controlled not only the

economy of the area in which it was located but also had a

direct and lasting effect on forest composition and

configuration. Although the log drives had been discontinued,
by the mid-twentieth century large pulp companies continued

deleteriously to affect water quality. Clear cutting, the

preferred cutting method, caused erosion which increased

siltation in streams and rivers, often choking riparian life.

Plant discharge was visible (and scentable) and dangerous to

fish and other water inhabitants. David Orton's suiKsission to

the 1984 Royal Consnission on Forestry on behalf of SEPHOG, the

Socialist Environmentalist Protection and Occupational Health

Group, quoted Bowater Mersey’s promotional literature to

demonstrate the multinationals’ attitudes to envirommntal

quality and integrity:

“Bowater Mersey is fortunate to be located on the 
Mersey River estuary where the Atlantic tidal 
action disperses much of the waste material which 
find their way to the harbour."” *
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Unfortunately, Orton does not cite fully the tiouice of thin

alleged quotation but that Bowatci and others were leno than
concerned about the long term environmental effects of theit

forestry practices was confirmed by Ralph Johnson, lot m m

Chief Forester for Bowater Mersey:

In Nova Scotia we have a forest suffering from two 
centuries of, on the one hand, exploitation, and on 
the other, neglect... I have another reason for 
pessimism. It is the prevalence.,.of clear 
cutting...As a professional forester I recognize
that in certain conditions clear cutting in the 
only viable option...Stil1 I remain unconvinced 
that clear cutting is the best option for the 
majority of our forest types, especially in western 
Nova Scotia. After studying the lessonn of hintoty 
and the experience of the United Staten, 
Scandinavia and Germany, I am reasonably certain 
that clear cutting...offers little or no economic 
advantage over partial cutting systemm when all 
costs are added in; and, furthermore, that over the 
long run it is ecologically unsound. Yet clear
cutting with planting is the chief method practiced 
in Nova Scotia today. Down the road I think we 
will pay for this in decreasing water quality.’'*'

Clear cutting, in tandem with other “progressive" forent

management techniques, has had lasting effects on the forent

ecosystem. Responding to David Suzuki's Voices of the Forest
television prograt^e, Tim Whynot, chair of the public

relations and education committee of the Canadian institute of

Forestry, Nova Scotia Section, argued that selective cutting

was not feasible in Nova Scotia because of the limited numbers

of foresters and technicians in the province, the low product

value of Nova Scotian wood products compared to European

output, and the generally jXJor condition of the provincial
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loroBts. The argument, was eomewhat circular; the longer 

partial cutting and selective cutting were delayed, the nwre 
expensive it became to implement and the further the quality 

of the forest declines. Historically, Mova Scotia's 

falye attitude has damaged forest quality when compared to the 

pre-Kuropean contact and settlement woodlands.

Whynot argued that clear cutting was 'not a destructive 

tool when properly employed". Clear cutting, be stated, 

simply permitted forests to revert to an earlier auccessional 

stage. Whynot's assertion is accurate but incomplete. Early 

forest succession in Nova Scotia begin with hardwood brush 

and, if left to grow without human interference, might take as 

long am 200 years to reach a mature habitat with a large 

spruce popularion-*or might never reforest in spruce. The 
pulp companies, as the major purchasers of small woodlot 

production as well as large loggers in their own right, were 

unprepared to wait sc long for a crop regeneration and thus 

resorted to artificial means to bring forth a new crop of 

trees in a 50-60 year time frame. Most planting in Nova 

Scotia was monoculture replanting with spruce or other 

conaserciel species, producing an even aged stand that will 

again be clear cut upon maturity. Further crop manages»nt is 

ac c o ^ l i s h e d  by herbicide application to kill uneconomical 

hardwoods.” ^
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The vast tiacts of Crown land undei licence lot v im y low 

stumpage rates, together with the natuje ot the iitimtMoui» nmn! 1 

holdings coiribined to create low pulpwood pi icen. tine iiumei 
M . L . A .  suggested that the low n t u m p a g e  teoH am o u nt  eti t o  

"giving away" Crown lands. C o n f u s ing and imtair taxing 

structures, together with hintoiically low pt U:cu loi wikhI 

provided little incentive to conserve and manage woodiandi;. 

In 1958, the senior meiWaer for Yarmouth complained t h a t  in tiin 

area, the cost of getting the wood to roadnide war. equal to 

the price paid, leaving no profit for the ownei . Seven ye.u ». 

later when the Forest Improvement Act wan daliated, Taiido 

Kaclssac (P.C.) Guysborough County, a t g u e d  that t h e  p i  i c e  o f  

wood was still too low to force the small womllot owner t o  fwiy 

more attention to conservation, proper cutting and planting. 

As to Whynot's argument that higher prices were not ;xn;i ible; 

when the Cyowa Act Bill was debated in 19H7, it wan

noted that while the stumpage in 1987 was Si.50 per cotd in 

Nova Scotia, it was $50 per cord in Sweden. Sure J y îlwndiuh 

forests were not that much more productive, in the name year, 

pulpwood prices to the small woodlot owner ran approximately 

$50 per cord. The cost to get the pulp to roadside exceeded 

the price paid. For such a return on investment, there wan 

little incentive to spend any further time, money or energy in 

a t t ^ p t i n g  better forest management practices
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The interaction between the government and the lumbering 

and later the pulp companies, and the consequent effect on 

Cfown and private land», belies the myth of forest management. 

The evolving history of forestry legislation indicates that 

tar from moving to a more comprehensive management system, 

much less an ecological perspective approach to competing 

forest uses, the immediate economic exploitation remained the 

foremost consideration in setting forest policy. For early 

Imperial and colonial forest administrators, this meant 

encouraging small agricultural holdings. The legislation was 

designed to foster 100 acres or less family farms rather than 

either large agricultural holdings or forestry. Although this 

legislative intent was clearly at odds with geography, it 

renained central to Crown lands philosophy until well into the 

twentieth century.

However, the government did little to regulate the forest 

companies and, in fact, accorded more and more authority to 

forest companies including control of provincial waterways 

until 1919 and awarding private entities the power to 

expropriate. Indeed, even after the Province reassumed fall 

control of provincial waterways in the 1919 Water Act, it used 

its authority actively to promote greater and greater 

industrial intrusions into Nova Scotian forests.

Throughout the nineteenth century. Nova Scotia's forest 

regulators remained coj^ited to a liberalist vision of the
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forest as an unending inexhaustible resource despite warnings 

to the contrary. They exhibited an unadult erat wi

"imperialist" view of nature and continued until the early 

twentieth century consistently to place short-term economic 

gains ahead of long-term environmental and economic 

considerations.

In the twentieth century, although forest regulation was 

increasingly administered by professional forest managers, 

decisions about the forest continued to be made in an 

environment versus economics context, thus assuring continued 

irresponsible forest exploitation. This was particulatiy 

demonstrated in the small tree conservation measuies, and the 

control over Crown and private land accorded to private 

foreign multinationalists in the various Crown lands licencing 

acts of the 1950's and 1960's. The twentieth century 

legislators, like their nineteenth century ancestors, were 

environmental managers, committed to maximum exploitation and 

minimum conservation.
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This chapter will detail wildlife leqialat ion, 

ï»rtlcularly examining game animal regulatory schomes. Thia 

chapter will show that humans have consistently exploittHl the 

"leaser" animal life, and that "wildlife management” wan. In 

reality, about keeping alive enough animals for hunters to 

kill. In addition, forest protection measures arc reviewed

which highlight the hunan reliance on technology and 

scientific 'advances' particularly in chemical foiest 

management. These measures, fire protection and budworm 

control, when taken together with the wildlife management and 

control measures passed over the years clearly demonstrate >. No 

sustained view of the forest habitat as valuable only for its 

economic productivity.

The earliest wildlife legislation in Nova Scotia, An Act 

for the preservation of Partridges, and blue winged Ducks, 34 

Geo. 3, c. 4 (1794) established a close season from the first 

day of March to the first day of September of each year, under 

penalty of a ten shilling fine. The Act was not a recognition 

of the intrinsic value of wild fowl. Rather, the preamble 

declared:

... the_ preservation, of the W i o r e  mentioned 
epecies of birds, or fowls, d uring the time _of 
their breeding, Mill ^_highl.yL M n e flcjal, tg_t6e 
ia W iWat# of.-ttiAg -Pjeaylaps- > •

Interestingly, the Act exempted "any Indian, or other poor 

settler" <s. 3) from its strictures as long as the duck or 

(Mrtridge shot out of season was for her or his own purpose.
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Thiu protection legislation was but the first of a 

steadily growing lint of animal population management and 

control measures. Almost invariably, only game animals and 

birds or pelt epecies such as mink were subject to regulation, 
partridges and blue winged ducks were followed by trout in 

1823-24.’ Anyone fishing out of season (the first day of 

October to the first day of January) in Halifax County, was 

subject to a fine of one shilling per fish. If the offender 

did not. |»y, then a Warrant of Distress was levied against the 

offender’s goods and chattels. If a distress sale wae not 

possible, than the offender spent eight hours in the County 

jail. Once again, Indians and the poor were exempted frcxs the 

Act's provisions as long as the fish taken were for personal 

consumption. Trout, like partridge, were beneficial to huiwin 

society and the government acted to regulate hunting and 

fishing to preserve the game animals and fish for the benefit 

of all society.

Given that widespread and intensive colonization of Nova 

Scotia did not occur until after the 1749 Cornwallis landing, 

that moose protection legislation was necessary by 1843 

clearly demonstrated the over-exploitation of wildlife. An 

Act for nmking regulations relative to the setting of Snares 

for catching Moose, 5 Vic., c, 19, r e c o g n i z e  that the number 

of moose caught in snares was detrimental to maintaining the 

i3»30se population *... and if persevered in will probably in a 

short tin^ lead to the destruction of all the Moose in the
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Province, thereby depriving the Indianw nnd ĥ h u  Sfttlet» oi 
one of their means of subeistenoe.. . " As the ptenmble 

specifically stated that cattle as well as hhk>w »* wei e caught 

and killed in snares, clearly Nova Scotian t at met u were 

unhappy about the number and placement of moose Hitniett.

Although moose snare prohibitionn demonst: at ed a 

recognition of the connection between hunting pi«et ices and 

moose populations its assumption that a ban on a jwttticulai 

hunting practice would cure declining moose pipulations won 

naive. As early as 1801 02, Titus Smith had lemaiked on the 

scarcity of moose. The moose populat ion was a long st and!ng 

concern of wildlife officials. In 1 act , alt hough ovet liuiit imj 

was a problem, the moose were «uf fering fiom a parasit e a 

fact that would not be discovered until advances in /oology in 

the twentieth century.’
Yet the Btatute was not a general re<|ulat.oiy measuie. 

Rather than a province-wide prohibition on moose snaios, the 

General Sessions were empowered to make rules, oideis and 

regulations about setting, placing, and ofxtning any siiaioo, 

traps, gins, nets or pits (b . 1). In addii ion, locaI

governments were authorized to ewtabiInh the pone)t ion for 

breaching the regulations. This local regulation nuggestwl 

two things; either the damage occasioned by moose snares wan 

not evenly distributed across the province or, alternatively, 

the provincial government was unwiiiinq to cornu 11 enfor cement
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jWinioK and thun prelerred local regulation and local 

ftnl orcoiTîent.

In 1844, nlmoet one year to the day after the moose

finer ing legislation, a more general statute preserving the

iwKjfie population was passed/ The Act provided that the

General Sessions of any county or district could set hunting

and close seasons within the area and regulate the sale and

pur chase ot moose meat. As with the moose snaring

legislation, penalties were locally imposed and enforced but

maximum penalties of five pounds for hunting in the close

season and two pounds for the illegal sale or purchase of

moose meat were set. Wildlife management enforcement wae

viowcfl as a local obligation, like poor rates, rather than an

obligation ot the central government.

The various species pieservation measures indicate a

concern tor wildlife perpetuation and recognition of

humanity's imjsact on species populations. The 1844 Act for

the preservation of moose, for example, stated:

Whereas the killing of Moose Deer, in this Province 
during the season when the Female is in an advanced 
state of gestation, an easy prey to the hunter, is 
highly detrimental to the increase of the species, 
and threatens its extinc t i o n . ( p r e a m b l e )

Species were not perpetuated because of any perceived

intrinsic value, rather species were perpetuated for future

hunters (and saved from irresponsible current ones) for food

and sport for humans. While species were preserved and

protected for human benefit, clearly human activity brought
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legislatorB to the point of passing moose protection 

legislation otherwise why mention that a heavily piegnant cow 
was easy prey for the hunter? Even an 181J aniemlment to the 

1794 partridge protection legislation noted that the original 

close season had not fully answered the intent ot preseiving 

the partridges and ducks and thus the clone season war. 

extended. Clearly excessive duck hunting had not abated,*’
That nature was viewed as something created to seive 

humanity is demonstrated in the chapter title chosen tor the 

amalgamated game bird and moose legislation in the 18'»1 

revision: Of the Preservation of Useful Birds and AnintJiis.^

Human need determined usefulness. Indians and jmjo: settlers 

were still permitted to hunt the protected partridge, sni;m tn 

imodcock out of season . Blue winged ducks were i nexp J j «:abi y 

removed and snipe and woodcock added. As though to undeiline 

the utilitarian nature of the Act, s, 7 dotaiUsl limns and 

penalties to be paid by any dog owner whose animal is "Known 

to kill or accustomed to worry sheep oi lambs..."

The companion piece of the "preservation ol useful id rds 

and animals" legislation presented the converse ol "useful" 

animal preservation: destruction of those considered harmful. 

Two years after passage of the partridge and duck préservât ion 

legislation, the Council and As'^embly had panned bounty 

legislation empowering the Grand Juries to set rules tor 

killing wolves, bears, ioup-cerviers, and wild cat n, and 

paying a reward therefor.^ Bounties were reguirrnj, declared
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the legislators, because predators bad done "great damage" to 

Nova Scotian farmers by killing sheep and cattle. When 

presented together with the conservation legislation, a very 

clear picture is shown: good animals were to be protected,

saving for humans those creatures perceived to be of human 

benefit, while those perceived as damaging to human interests 

were to be hunted and killed.

The original bounty legislation was to be in force for 

only one year (s. 3}, but it was revived in 1801 because

"...great damage still continues to be done to the farmers in 

different parts of this province by wolves, Bears, Loup- 

Cerviers, and Wild Cats, killing and destroying their Sheep 

and other cattle... This time the Act remained in force for 

three years. It was continued again in 1833, as predators 

continued "killing and destroying sheep and cattle".’ The 

wolf bounty must have been especially successful as wolves 

were dropped from the predator list. Local control continued 

with the General Juries empowered to set and pay bounties. 

The Act ran for three years and was continued successively 

until 1850.

The extermination of wolves was not quite as successful 

as the farmers and legislators may have hoped, for only twelve 

years after wolves had been d r o j ^ M  from the predator list, 

the Council and Assembly passed An Act to encourage the 

killing of Wolves, 8 Vic., c. 47 in 1845. This time the 

province set and paid the bounty: forty shillings for an adult
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and twenty shillings for a pup. The incentive was 

insufficient to bring down the desired number of wolves and in 

1846 the bounty was raised to five pounds an animal, whether 

adult or y o u n g T h e  1846 appropriations list provided ten 

pounds to Albro Sweet and associates as bounty on the first 

wolf killed and to Charles Thompson for a wolf killed in 1844 

(two years before the bounty was fixedl). James McDonald of 

Hants County was apparently paid twice for killing the same 

wolf, a total of ten pounds bounty on one animal

The government was quite prepared to "assist" nature and 

to improve its "utility" to society where nature itself had 

not provided sufficiently. In 1867, the Lieutenant Governor 

was reimbursed one hundred pounds for importing and preserving 

pheasants. He wanted to bring in black cock and capercailze 

frcMS Norway and Sweden as well but as it was too late in the 

season to import that year, the C o ^ i t t e e  on Agriculture 

aj^roved the idea in principle but deferred any 

appropriation.’̂  As there was no discernible reason to bring 

pheasants to Nova Scotia except to improve the shooting, one 

readily sees that nature was not valued in its undisturbed 

state but was to be ‘improved", made better by man's 

intervention. This pastoral conception of nature viewed 

humanity as the mist favored of God's creatures who could and 

should "improve*' nature, just as one would and could improve 

a carefully tended garden. Wildlife manipulation did not stop 

at pheasants. Colonel R.B. Willis introduced Hungarian
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partridge and in March, 1896, nine whitetailed deer captured 

in Charlotte County, New Brunswick were released in Yarmouth 

and Digby Counties. In 1910, the People's Forest Fish and 
Game Association released another five deer in Yarmouth and 

Annapolis Counties.'** Not all mid-Victorian Nova Scotians 

shared this view of nature as something to be tended and 

improved. In 1861, the Legislature found it necessary to pass 

legislation preventing people from killing robins, swallows, 

sparrows, and other song birds. The legislation forbade the 

killing of song birds because they were "effectual helpers" of 

the farmers, among the "most beautiful and useful class of the 

Creator's works...

The Act provided that anyone killing or offering for sale 

such dead birds was subject to a one dollar fine plus ten 

cents a bird. Even this statute contains an element of 

utilitarianism. Songbird preservation was necessary for birds 

to fulfill their role as "effectual helpers* of farmers and 

gardeners. While beautiful, sparrows and robins were also 

"useful birds". Interestingly, the Act also provided an 

exemption for "...birds killed for preservation as specimens 

ol natural history" (s, 3). One might question the ethics of 

catching, killing, stuffing and mounting birds as “scientific 

specimens" if there were no birds left in the wild as a 

result. Humans were not the only threat. By the twentieth 

century, fish and game officials noted the birds' greatest 

enemies were feral cats and small boys with pallet guns.
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Farmers and other rural residents were urged to protect the 

birds and were warned that the loss ot small bird population 

would be deleterious to the farmer's ciopsJ**

By 1864, the close season exemption for Indians and the 
poor had disappeared. As it is safe to assume that (wverty 

and Indians continued to exist, presumably the exemption war. 

waived because it was impossible to enforce. The management 

regime was more complex-- pheasants, otter, mink, musquash, 

and caribou were all r e g u l a t e d , r e f l e c t i n g ,  in part, the 

growing Victorian passion for "management", and 

professionalization.

AS with any regulatory regime, the more one at tempi to

manage, the more there was to manage. By 1870, there were

mink ranches to be regulated.’® In 1874, moose wert? so scaie 

in Nova Scotia that a three year hunting bun had it» l>c 

introduced.’̂  Indeed, from 1874 until the mid 1980's, mtwise 

and caribou seasons were closed more often than o p e n . The

first ban on beaver hunting was also imposed in 1874.'^' The

beaver provide an interesting case study of the ditfeiing 

roles of wildlife as an exploitable commtKJity to be pruserved 

(for their fur) and as pests to be done away with {when theii 

dams flooded farm or timber land). Depending on their 

numbers, beavers were alternately protected and hunted.

The province first assumed responsibility for game law 

enforcement in the Act for the Preservation of useful Biids 

and A n i ^ l s ,  37 Vic., c. 13, s . 11 (1874). Game wardens, one
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for each district established by Cabinet, were appointed to 
enforce the Act and especially to prosecute offenders and 

assist federal fisheries officers in protecting inland 

fisheries, {s. 11) Wildlife regulation and enforcement of 

hunting provisions became more centralized, concentrating 

authority in Halifax. As wildlife does not recognize 

geographic boundaries such a comprehensive provincial regime 

was far more sensible than leaving enforcement in the hands of 

local governments; not all of which would have the resources 

or desire to prosecute law breakers vigorously.

In 1874 came the commencement of an experiment in

wildlife management involving government officials and

concerned citizens in a joint management and enforcement

scheme. In 185 3, the Provincial Association for the

protection of the Inland Fisheries and Game of the Province of

Nova Scotia had been formed with each member obliged to:

represent to the Committee of Management 
President, Vice President, or Secretary, 
any unlawful obstruction in any stream or 
river, or any breach of the game laws, he 
may witness or be cognizant of, at his 
earliest opportunity.^

In 1874, the Association was reconstituted as the Game 

and Inland Fishery Protection Society of Nova Scotia, and its 

objects included lobbying for "...the adoption and carrying 

Out of more stringent Rules and Regulations for the 

preservation of game and inland fish..." The resurrected 

Game Society printed 2,000 pamphlets on the game laws as well 

as a number of large posters carrying the laws which were
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distributed throughout the province at the Society’» exponse. 

Although the Society calculated that, it would co»t $2,000 pel 

year to enforce the Act, in 1874 the l.cqimlature grant ed the 

Society only $840 to carry out its dutie». With that »um the 
Society hired six game commissioners, one foi each dintrict 

established in the province, and twenty seven watdei»» It*r the 

whole province. The secretary of the Game Society wan the 

unpaid Co-ordinator of wardens and commissioners. in I87‘>, 

the government raised the Society's appropriât ion, perrait t.inq 

it to hire thirty-eight wardens and the Act was amended to 

create a Chief Game Commissioner to take over t he o i m m o u s  

duties of the voluntary Secretary. In 187/, when licencing 

provisions were introduced, the Society was emp<>wered to issue 

hunting licenses. In addition. Society members were appointed 

volunteer wardens and assisted the provincial 1 y employetl 

wardens and conuniss loners in their duties as garni; law 

enforcers. Local correspondents kept track of d'îer, moose, 

and other game populations. This voluntary assumption ot 

enforcement activities must have delighted the cost conscious 

provincial government. By financing enforcement out of fines 

collected and licenses issued, the call on the goner a i 

revenues was substantially reduced.^*

In 1875, “Useful birds and animals" was amended to 

provide that, if the prosecutor in a game laws intiingement 

charge was anyone other than e provincialiy employed fjame 

coœnissioner or warden, the half of the fine not given to the
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informer would be forwarded to the Treasurer of the Society to 

assist in its activities. Further, the skins and horns of any 

seized poached animal were to go to the Society for disposal 

an it saw fit. The poached meat was to be sent to the local 

overseers of the poor for distribution among their charges; if 

the overseers were too far away, the commissioner could 

distribute the meat directly to the poor

The Society continued its officially sanctioned 

enforcement activities until the passage of “The Game Act, 

1908*, S.N.S. 1908,. c. 17. In 1907, "The Game Act, 1907" 

consolidated the various games laws and amendments retaining 

the Game Society in the regulatory regime.^ Yet, one year 

later a new game act was passed placing all enforcen^nt 

responsibilities in the hands of provincially employed game 

wardens. The Game Society's membership was primarily limited 

to the Halifax elite, and its small size and limited influence 

and funds may have swayed the government to place enforcei^nt 

in the hands ot civil servants--even though in some areas of 

the province sentiment remained strong that all game laws 

should be municipally administered,^

Two game laws were, in fact, before the House in 1908. 

One was the comprehensive 1908 Game Act and the other was a 

private members bill introduced by the Queen's County M.L.A. 

"The Game Act, 1908“, introduced by Prmnier Murray went 

through all three readings without major debate, even on
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clause by clause second reading. The private member's bill, 

which died on the order paper, was fully debated.

Charles Cooper, the Queen's County M.L.A., had two 

problems with "The Game Act, 1907", the length ot the moose 

season s. 3( 1 > and the requirement that non Nova Scot Ian 
hunters have their moose heads stuffmi and mounted in Nova 

Scotia 8. 58(1}. He therefore introduced a bill amentling t ht? 

offending sections. Guides had first been licensed in IB96 

and guiding wealthy foreign hunters was an important source ot 

income in some parts of the province. Cooper wanted to extend 

the moose season by fifteen days, arguing such an exietiüton 

would not have a deleterious effect on the moose population 

and citing the Game's Society's 1907 Annual RcfKJM which 

stated moose were quite plentiful. Setting back the (wjose 

season opening from the 1 Sth of SeptemlMîr to the 1 i,t oi 

October was disliked by Queen's County's liconned Cuidci; and 

others as it had prevented "many foreigners from coming in to 

the County who when they came there left considerable rafiney 

behind them" In support of the second part of this

œstion, removing local taxidermy requirements for mo*;se heads. 

Cooper claimed the protectionist measure was "mad” and just 

another example of economic "protection for protection sake". 

Attorney General William Pipes retorted that the season was 

shortened because moose were still in heat the last Ih days of 

Septea^ber, responding to anything vaguely resembiinq a mtMjne 

call and in the mating season: °... he [Pipes] was opposed to
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pgrmitt ing the hunter to take advantage of the moose that way. 

It must be conceded that the sexual instinct was one of the 
noblest of animated nature and he did not think the moose 

should be called at that season and shot",®

While there was concern that hunting moose during stating 

season was somehow ‘’unsportsmanlike’, the thrust of the 1908 

legislation and succeeding statutes was anthropocentric 

wildlife regulation. indeed, the Lands and Forests Act, 

S.N.S. 1926, c. 4, which created a new Department of Lands and 

Forests, provided that the Minister was, iatar alia to pron»te 
"the protection, preservation and propagation of game and game 

fish’ . {S. 3(d)) The Act's protection extended only to game 

animals. The 1926 legislative regime remained substantially 

intact until the 1987 Wildlifa Act. S.N.S. 1987, c. 13. The 

1926 Act, like nineteenth century legislation held that 

'beneficial" wildlife was to be encouraged, protected, and 

propagated; 'detriwsntal' wildlife was to be discouraged. 

Feral cats were added to the ’pests" list as one of the chief 

predators of ruffed grouse, songbirds, and squirrels. Moose 

hunting was banned completely in 1938 and the season not re

opened for alnx>st 50 years.^

Although first discussed in 1912 and 1913, ^ime 

sanctuaries were not created until the 1920's. In 1927 and 

1928, two reserves of approximately 200 square miles each %mre 

created at Tobeatik and Liscomb. A third reserve at Waverley 

was added in 1929 and a fourth was designated at Cbignecto in
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1937. In 1960, the Act added further a prohibition aqainnt

beaters for deer hunters to the long standing ban on dogs and

disallowed hunting from aircraft. The only exception wan loi
predatory animals, with consent of the Hi ulster.®

By the mid 1980's, the Lands and Forests Act wa« unwieldy

and unworkable. The 1926 comprehensive forest management plan

was distorted and supplemented by adiilthniai leginlat Ion.

Departmental officials and others felt wildlife protec( ion and

management provisions needed extensive revision. The 19H4

Royal Commissioners declared their support for a conservancy

policy arguing that there would be;

a substantial increase in all forms ol wildlife.
In fact, there could be such an abundance that some 
wildlife species could come to be regarded as 
pests, and hunting seasons may have to Iw extended, 
and bag limits increased. Hunting and recreational 
opportunities will be improved and the tourist 
industry will find more opportunit ieo to attract 
sportsmen if the season Is extended.”

From the ecological perspective such pronouncemento were

chilling. The view of wildlife as no more than an income

source with no right to existence outside its rejat iormhip f i>

huawnity, epitomized the worst of 1Ibcralist resource

exploitation. The Commissioners were declaring their nupfRsrt

to increase wildlife numbers so that more hunters (preferably

from out of province) could kill more animals. There was no

a ^ r e c i a t i o n  of humanity as part of the ecosystem. Rather,

the C o ^ i s s i o n e r s  clearly viewed nature as a tool to be used

for the benefit of humanity. No other inhabitants of the

province had a right to existence save as accorded such a
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right by humans. The commissioners evinced as little 

appreciation for wildlife as their predecessors in the early 

nineteenth century who introduced bounties on 'noxious'

animalB.
In the 1987 W i l d l l f  list, (now R.S.N.S. 1989, c. 504), 

the Royal Commissioners' professed greed and self-interest 

carried over into the objectives of the legislation--although 

not in quite such blatant language. In the debate on second 

reading, the Minister of Lands and forests noted that while 

wildlife regulations had changed little since the Lands and 

Forests Act, the new A p t , in concert with the other 

leginlation presented as part of the new forests fHilicy, was 

to change that. The government was taking seriously its role 

as trustee of the wildlife which was ".. . o w n W  by the general 

public as a whole...“ While many ecologists might argue that 

wildlife cannot be "owned" by anyone, na>st would rather have 

wildlife considered a public trust rather than an attribute of 

property privately held by the landowners of the province. 

Section 4 of the Act vested all wildlife "while in a state of 

nature" in the Crown and further stated that no person could 

acquire property or rights in that wildlife except in 

accordance with the ftpt

Recognizing the economic importance of wildlife to Nova 

Scotia the Act charged the Department with imoagiog wildlife 

"...for its optimum recreational and econ<^ic uses" (s. 2(d)) 

The Act's other objectives included developing and
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policies and prograiwneB to maintain npccioa 

diversity at sufficient levels to meet management objectives, 

and integrating woodlands and Crown lands policies with 
wildlife policies to ensure adequate habitat foi wildlile. 

Only one of four objectives was to regulate hunting and the 

sale of and possession of game. While the Act clearly placed 

wildlife within a context which did not dispute the piimacy ol 

humans in the ecosystem, the W i ldlife Act did attempt ui 

implement a ns>re holistic and integrated management f ramework.

U M
Throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth cent ur iez; 

two significant natural and man made phenomena allerttel the 

Nova Scotian forests; insect infestation and fireu. Kite 

danger increased as human activity in the toreia jneteaned. 

Although woodland fires had always occurred 11 om naturai 

causes such as lightning, increased human activity i n n  eanmi 

the number and size of forest fires. Portable steam powered 

saw mills, railway locomotives, arson, careless biush bunting 

and smiking all increased the number and severity of fires. 

As early as 1875, it was recognized that much of what was then 

barren land had been heavily forested in 1783 and that, many of 

these barrens were created by repeated burning of areas which 

had scant topsoil and little vegetation even before ttie fires. 

Some of these fires had been deliberately set to burn off 

ground cover in favour of blueberry bushes. Indeed, some of 

the blueberry barrens were burned over so many times that not
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nven h 1 unbcrrief; would grow. Even where fires began on the 

tjflrionü, they could roj*idly spread and burn virgin or old 
growth lornr.t,, as well as the barrens. Fires on logged-over 

aic-ofi wore frariicularly difficult to control as the refuse and 

slash leit behind at the end of a logging operation dried 

(pilch 1 y and made excellent fire fodder.
Although landscape changes occasioned by fires had been 

observed and decried as early as the mid-nineteenth century, 
governmental reluctance to interfere with private property 

I ightB and reluctance to implement a p r o v n c i a l l y  controlled 

.uui administered lire prevention and fighting scheme, led to 

local ronmiun j t ies being empowered to control "local" problems. 

This torestalled the imposition of an effective fire 

protection regime until well into the twentieth century. In 

Sch ifMbeck ' first annual report to the House he estimated 

that approximately twenty percent of the Province or some 

three million acres wac barren and that an aggressive 

reforestation campaign was necessary to rehabilitate these 

lands.

File prevent ion legislation was passed in 1761, just 

twelve years altei the British began their first sustained and 

systematic effort to colonize Nova Scotia.^ Like the other 

early colonial legislation, its effect was local. The Grand 

Juries were emjwwered to regulate their counties to prevent 

damage caused by fires set to clear land for settlement while 

at the same time prejudicing land clearing as little as
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possible. To give force to any regulations promu Igated, t he 

justices were authorised to set lines up to i W e  jmunds Jot 

breach of any fire regulations.^^

Further concerted attempts to curb lire dankige did not 

occur for another ninety years. The 585] revision was 

remarkably similar to the 1751 legislation adding only a 

provision permitting imprisonment of any offenders who could 

not pay the fine levied, or who did not own chattels and 

personal property which cuuld be seized and sold lo satisfy 

the fine.** By 1888, the fire leqir.laiion was more detailtrd, 
providing legislative standards for set t. iin; tiies, fotfjiddtng 

careless smoking, discharging firearms, or fire setting.*^

Railway engineers and railway companies were not exempt 

from the Legislature's scrutiny. Standards were set for 

engine smokestacks and brush clearing on railway ImmIs. Both 

the engineer and the railway company were expected t o en! or <:e 

these standards and were subject, to large fines !or failure to 

BO do.® By 1913, the Legislature set railway emission 

standards to those of the Intercolonial Railway.*' in 

addition, both portable and permanent steam mills were 

required to employ watchmen when the mills were in operation 

“...during such hours of the day or night as the mill in not 

running, under a penalty of twenty dollars a day for each day 

that such a watchman is not so employed”.*® Timbei bosses 

were obliged to read the fire prevention regulations to their 

crews at least once a week.*’ Fire warning posters were to
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b« posted and rangers, municipal officials, justices of the 
peace, sheriffs, coroners, highway surveyors, and constables 

could dragoon all able-bodied men in the vicinity of a fire 
into firefighting. Anyone refusing an order to join the 
firefighting effort was subject to a penalty ranging from five 

to 100 dollars.^

The Chief Rangers, among their other duties, were also 

charged with holding "formal investigations"— in effect 

inquests into fire origins--complete with power to subpoena 
witnesses. Husbands and wives were competent but not 

coHij>el lable witnesses against each other and no one was 

excused from answering any question put to him or her on the 
grounds that an answer might incriminate. However, the Act 

did stipulate that any such answer was inadmissable at any 

subsequent civil or criminal proceeding--except one for 

perjury.^ The Municipal Chief Forest Rangers were also 

charged with the onerous duty of preparing and collecting the 

annual municii^al assessment for the Forest Protection Fund.** 

I'.ivon the dubious titles i:. much of the province, this could 

be a t ime-consuming and frustrating task. The Chief Rangers 

wore coliecting their own salaries when collecting the Fire 

Protection Funds. The provincial government, ever anxious to 

reduce calls on the provincial treasury, was content to shift 

to the municipalities the cost as well as the responsibility 

for fire protection. As long as fire protection and 

prevention in the rural as well as in the urban areas was
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defined as a local service, the province could shitt the 

administrative costs to the local communities- But, an a 

survey of the annual Crown Lands Report and Itepuii tment ot 

Lands and Forests Reports show, not all counties chone to 

participate in the regulatory regime est ahIinhed hy i he 

province. Thus significant areas of the province weie, at 

times, without forest fire protection. Kiucal connerv.it ism 

detrimentally affected forest management Tax levy

collection duties were transferred to the rounici|Hil tax 

assessors in 1917, but when Crown Lands administrai ion and the 

fire and game laws were consolidated in 1926, tax col li?ct.ion 

duties were again placed on the Chief Rangers.^

With the creation of the Department of l.onds and Fotent n 

in 1926, the province began a concerted effoit t.o iiitpiove jiu 

ability to condîot forest fire. More observation t o w e r  f; w e r e  

built, more equipment purchased, and more fire roads b u i l t  t o 

provide access to remote areas. In addition, the.- At tor rtey 

General was given the authority, on a recoiaaendat ion in 

writing from the Chief Forester, to order an owner or occupier 

to clean up a perceived fire hazard. Upon failure to do no, 

the Chief Forester could remove the danger and the owner or 

occupier would be assessed the cost of the clean up.*'

la 1931, burning permits were introduced, and permits 

were required to operate steam engines at all times except in 

winter. Although having a f^rmit was not a defence in 

negligence, the absence of a permit was prima facie evidence
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of negligently setting a fire or operating a steam engine.*® 
W s t  ly, in 193^, the Attorney General was awarded the 

additional authority to close the woods or restrict access 

during the fire season thus completing a comprehensive fire 

protection regime.*’
Although the wording became more sophisticated, and the 

equipment and resources of the fire prevention officials 

increased, the legislative regime r e m a i n ^  largely intact 

until the reorganization of the Department of Lands and 

Forests commenced in 1986. Although the fire tax was 
aboiitjhed in 1978,^ and replaced by the new municipal 

property tax which was assessed and collected provincially, it 

was not until the 1986 Forest Acft that it was clearly stated 
that the primary responsibility for fighting fires in the 

foiest, was a provincial and not municipal responsibility.®^ 

However the Act explicitly stated that while the Minister bad 

primary responsibility to fight forest fires, the Department 

had no obligation to fight fires on either Crown land or 

private property caused either by a forest fire or by fire 

t iqht inq.^

PESTILENCE
The differing legislative responses to fires and insect 

infestation demonstrates clearly the legislators' perception 

of the environment. While fire protection legislation was 

readily passed, governments refrained from enacting measures 

to combat insect infestations. The battles between the
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scientific managers who advocated technological anHwera to 

forest health and the ecologists and enviionmeulai itita who 

urged non-chemical responses were conductCHt primitiily in the 

courts, not on the floor of the Leginlntuie.

Partly because of the lack of effective foiesl jwstr. 

combat measure until the post World War II e x p 1os ion of the 

chemical industry, the combatting of insect damage was not 

legislatively controlled until the latter half of the 
twentieth century. Fires, save those caused by light iilnq, 

generally resulted from human negligence or intentional 

action, and thus a con^rehensive regulatory regime to decrease 

the number and severity of forest fires could be implement ikI . 

But insects, like Moses's locusts, were beyond control by 

government. Biological evidence suggests foi example the 

spruce budworm has periodically invaded Nova Scotia's forest s. 

Twentieth century infestations occurred in I91h 1917, 192 1

1927, in the 1950's, and again in the 1970's. These 

infestations, and those of the black headed spruce budworm, 

were generally concentrated in the least resistant old growth 

Cape Breton softwood forests. The 1919 and 1923 1 nlest at.ir»m; 

ultimately collapsed with little or no human intervention. 

Efforts to fight forest pests by pesticides were undertaken in 

the 1950's, end in the 1970's proposals to spray jjesticldes 

culminated in court actions and lobbying efforts to stop 

spraying. The anti-pesticide campaigns were followed in the 

1980's by efforts to prevent herbicide spraying in Nova
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Scotia. The pesticide and herbicide issues were closely 

linked. The major pulp and paper companies argued that it was 

necessary for them to reforest the budworm damaged areas (and 

their clear cuts) with herbicided, softwood, even ag%l 

monoculture plantings to provide sufficient raw materials for 

continued operation of their mills.

Spruce budworms are the most significant lepidopterao 

defoliators of conifers in Canada. The moths produce a single 

generation each year. Each female lays an average of ten egg 

masses of approximately twenty eggs per mass on host conifer 

foliage. The eggs hatch after ten days and the first instar 

larvae disperse on silken threads and may move from stand to 

stand by "ballooning" on their threads. The first stage 

moults, over winters, and emerges in late April to early May. 

It feeds on new needles, seeds and male flowers of the host 

tree. The last stage of the caterpillar does the most damage, 

accounting for eighty-seven percent of the total defoliation. 

In early July, the caterpillar pupates emerging as the adult 

nu3th in eight to twelve days. The adult moths may disperse 

widely, typically travelling fifty to 100 km and with a strong 

downwind may move more than 600 km.^

Dead trees occasioned by a budworm infestation ware 

unsuitable for pulp and paper, the main forest imiustry by the 

1950's. Large dry, dead areas increased the forest fire risk 

both to the dead areas and to adjoining healthy areas. 

Dieback also r e s u l t ^  in animal habitat loss. In unchecked
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budworm dieback, forest regeneration took fifty to 100 years 

and the Buccessional forest would be mixed w i h kI, not 
exclusively softwood, and thus less valuable to pulp and 

companies.
Balsam fir is most vulnerable to the budworm, followed 

respectively by white spruce, red spruce and black spiure. 

These species cover n«3st of Cape Breton and significantly 

supply the major pulp mills in the province. Widespread 

dieback can trigger enormous economic displacement as loggers, 

drivers and mill workers are laid off by product 

unavailability. The 1976 spruce budworm outbreak caused a 

lose of the equivalent of ten percent of the total provincial 

softwood reserves and fifty percent of the Cape Breton 

Highlands reserve. As the Store mill at Point Tupper drtïw 

significant pulpwood from its Crown licenses on the Highlando, 

the impact was potentially catastrophic. To forestall a total 

economic collapse of a large part of rural Cape Breton the 

government initiated a massive cutting operation to salvage 

budworm datmged trees.*
Nova Scotia forests are not alone in suffering budworm 

infestations. New Brunswick, equally dependent on lumbering 

and pulp mills, also suffered a severe outbreak ot the pest in 

the I950's, The New Brunswick response and its repercussions 

affected the actions of the Nova Scotian government in the 

1970's when confronted by its own budworm crisis. In 1953, 

the New Brunswick government authorized a massive aerial DDT
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spray to combat the budworm in the Hiraraachi region. In 
addition to being an important lumbering and pulp wood area, 

the Miramachi River was one of the most significant salmon 

spawning areas in Eastern North America. In June, 1954, 

aerial spraying of one half pound of DDT in an oil «nulsifier 

per acre conanenced over a huge area of northeastern New 

Brunswick, The spray drifted through the balsam forest and 

entered the water table. No efforts were iwde to avoid 

flowing water but with ground water contamination and spray 

drift, any such effort in any case would have been futile.

Within days of the first application of DDT, dead and 

dying salmon, brook trout and birds were reported. The 

insects upon which both the fish and the birds fed were killed 

by the spray and thus those birds and salmon which did not die 

directly of DDT contamination were killed by eating ^ i s o n e d  

insects or by starvation when their food web was disrupted. 

By August, not one of the salmon hatched in 1954 remained 

alive. For every six of the 1953 hatchlings, only one 

remained alive after the spraying.*® For all the damage done 

to other wildlife, the budworm proved to be a resilient little 

fÆst and DDT spraying was repeated in the 1955, 1956, and 1957 

seasons. By 1957, almost fifteen million acres had been

sprayed. Still the infestation continued and the planes %fent 

up again in 1960 and 1961.

In part because of the consternation following 

publication of Carson's Silent Soring. DDT, a chlorinated
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hydrocarbon^ was replaced by Fenitrothion, an orqanophorus 

ester. Fenitrothion disrupts the neural system ot the 

budworm, killing it. Twenty-five years after the DPT campaign 

began, the New Brunswick forests were uti11 being sprayed 

annually but the budworm was not eradicated, only 

controlled.®*

Against this background, in 1976, Nova Scotia Forest 

Industries and Scott Paper Limited applied to spray 
Fenitrothion on budworm infested forests in Cumbetlond County 

and the Cape Breton Highlands. The Scott application was 

subsequently withdrawn, concentrating the arising controversy 

on the NSFI application.®’’

After it became public that the Department ot Lands and 

Forests was considering the spray applicationn, a number of 

environmental and natural history groups organized a oy^Kisium 

on the spray issue in Halifax in late January, 1976. Speakers 

included representatives of NSFI, Scott Paper, the President 

of the Conservation Council of New Brunswick, and experts from 

Ottawa, Fredericton and Nova Scotia. Over 160 people 

attended— although no representatives of the Department of 

Lands and Forests were present, apparently on orders from 

Cabinet. Shortly after the symposium, the Department released 

a statement recommending against the remaining aerial spray 

application. However, on 14 February 1976, Cabinet announced 

it was overruling the Department and that it had voted in 

favour, in principle, of spraying 100,000 acres of the Cape
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Breton Highlands with Fenitrothion. Scientific research 
appeared to indicate that Fenitrothion would, after 

application, dinsipate into simple, non-toxic, inorganics 

which did not accumulate in the fotxl web and so would be 

harmless to other life forms. However, as was acknowledged at 

the 1976 symposium, once a spray programme began, spraying 

could turn a temporary outbreak into a chronic problem 

necessitating continuing annual applications of chemical 

pesticides.^

For environmentalists and others, there were serious 

issues involved in the spray question, not the least of which 

were human health concerns. In addition, with the DDT example 

fresh in mind, there were concerns about whether or not the 

proposed chemicals really were as safe as the manufacturers 

stated. The Cabinet announcement in favour of aerial spraying 

iipurred a grass roots campaign to stop spraying before it 

began. In addition to Elizabeth May--now a noted Canadian 

environmentalist, then a Cape Breton waitress-- and her father 

(a former executive with Aetna Life and Casualty and former 

president of the American Society of Insurance Accountants) 

there were carpenters, a Roman Catholic priest, woodlot 

owners, fishermen. University College of Cape Breton officials 

and a printer in Sydney involved in an effort to stop 

spraying,”

The chemical anti-budrorm spray programme was ultbMitely 

shelved in 1976 when the Came B r t c m  carried a front page
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Story about possible links between Reye's Syndrome, a rare, 
often fatal virus, and the New Brunswick spt ay pi A

Halifax doctor noticed the high incidence ot Reye's Syndrome 

in New Brunswick children treated at the I.H.K. Children’s 
Hospital in Halifax. In seeking to identify the reasons for 

the high occurrence of the syndrome in New Brunswick, ho 

investigated, Inter alia, the chemicals used in New 

Brunswick's spray prograime. His findings appeared to suggest 

a link between the programme and children dying from Reye's 

syndrome. Shortly after the goat story. Cabinet announcml 

cancellation of the projnjsed Nova Scotian spray piogranaae.

Despite the best efforts of the pulp companies to revive 

budworm spraying, the ban renmined in effect. As Parker Baiss 

Ikjnbam, then the poet*a editor, noted, Lands and Forests 

Minister Vince MacLean, an astute render ot public opinion, 

engineered a cabinet consensus against sprayintj when an 

i n f o m m l  newspaper poll showed public opinion tu run eleven to 

one against spraying.** The forces opposi ng t he pest, jcide 

spray programme were not wholly negative. Many advocat.cîd non 

chemical methods of combatting the insects, t;uch an immediate 

massive cutting programmes of over mature bslnam fir, the 

highest risk trees. Such measures were more labour intensive 

and thus SK5re expensive than aerial spraying and the 

government and pulp companies, unwilling to commit the 

resources, allowed significant numbers of trees to die.
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After the 1970’a infestation collapsed, large areas of 

the highlands and other affected areas needed reforesting, 

setting the stage for another chemicals versus manual labour 
debate. The pulp ccmpaniee and the government (by this time 

Conservative, not Liberal) were determined to assist the tree 

plantations by herbicide applications to kill hardwoods such 

an alders and scrub to foster softwood regeneration. The 
campaign to stop the spray of 2,4-D and 2,4,5-T (known in 

Vietnam as Agent Orange) united those as diverse as a Digt^ 

surgeon, Dr. William Thurlow, Chief Ryan Googoo of the 

Whycocoraagh Reserve, Victoria Palmer, artist and farmer, and 

even officials of the Department of Lands and Forests. Bob 

Bancroft, a Lands and Forests biologist in Antigonish, was 

twice called to the Deputy Minister’s office to discuss his 

(public) anti spray views. In Annapolis, a citizen's group 

condemned the County Council's decision to spray 2,4,5-T on 

roadsides to prevent the spread of noxious weeds. In Richmond 

County, the County turned down a request from the Department 

of Agriculture to spray for weed control, noting they 

preferred manual weed control to spraying.*^

The real arena for the battle however, was not the 

municipal councils or the Legislature. It was clear that 

government had no intention of using either the Lands and 

Forests Act or the Environmental Protection Act to stop or 

even regulate herbicide spraying so the protesters took their 

battle to the courts. In the first "spray trial" in 1982, a
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group called the Cape Breton Landowners (and others} took on

Stora. The plaintiffs sought a permanent injunction to «top
the "big three" pulp companion from spraying 7,4 D and 7,4,s

T. The action was discontinued aqainnt Bowaior and Scott when

Scott and Bo water withdrew theii spray appl icot ionn In an

interlocutory hearing, Mr. Justice Burcheîl tp ant «xi an inl<*t im

injunction on six areas where adjacent ot tu?arby iaiidtmnci r.

had filed affidavits In support ot the injunction.^’ Nine

days later the injunction was extended to include downnt ream

areas on the Middle, North and Margaree riveiB.^ In

granting the interim injunction, His l^ ordwh i p  l o j i o w i i l

teerlcaa CyaaiiaAd.̂  ̂ finding that the piaintittu’ i-l.iim was

not frivolous or vexatious, that there wan a uer iouu q m o d  ion

to be tried, and that the applicants h a d  yon»* t e a ]  p r o y j K M ' t  o!

succeeding at trial.

The victory was shortlived. The ieH}x>ndent yucceyyIu iI y

appealed the interim injunction and in allowing t he app<*a I,

their Lordships stated:

(ijt is apparent that full and proper trial oî the 
issues herein can and should Iw held well before 
next summer, the earliest date that the spraying 
could commence. In our opinion, the complicated 
issues of fact and law raised in this case sJuniid 
not be determined on an interlocutory appeal such 
as this but only after full trial and hearing un 
the merits.

The appeal accordingly is allowed and the decisions 
are set aside insofar as they authorize interim or 
interlocutory in junctions.**
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Regard]css ui onc'c opinion of the Appeal Division's 
interpretation of the low of interim injunctions, the 

decision'h practice] effect was to send the matter back to tbe 

lower courts and in 1981, Mr. Justice Nunn was assigned to 

hear Falmer et al v. Nova Scotia Forest Industrie*.**̂ The 
plaint iffe were again seeding injunctions to stop 2,4-D and 

2,4,h T spraying, as well as Esteron 3-3E, a mixture of 2,4-D 

and 2,4,5 T. In addition, the plaintiffs sought a declaration 

tuat they had a right to be free from exposure to the above 

cbemicalf;.
Mr. Justice Nunn's decision was a complete loss to the

plaintiffs. On the issue of the declaration sought, His

Lordship staled it was beyond the power of the Court to grant

such a declaration which was a matter more properly addressed

by the government or a regulatory agency.*®

On the complaint that the spraying of herbicides would

violate the Fisheries A c t , R.S.C. 1970, c. F-14, ss. 30,

il{3), and 32{2), the court found there was no nominate tort

of statutory breach. On the question of private nuisance, the

court ruled that no substantial interference with the

enjoyment of property {in this case interference with human

health) and proof of damage bad not been demonstrated by the

plaintiffs. On the issue of trespass, Mr. Justice Nunn

declared that

...the strongest evidence indicates that these 
substances sprayed in Nova Scotia will not get 
into, nor will they travel via the groundwater to
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any lands of the plaintiffs adjacent to or neai the
sites to be sprayed.*^

And, as to any liability capable of sustaininq a favontable 
judgment pursuant to Rylaada v. Fletchar,™ the coin t found 

that the same argument re leakage to the plaintitts' laud that 

sustained the finding against, the plaintiffs in tretqwjsn, 

equally defeated the Rylaads v, Fletctor claim: i here wan no
proof that the substances complained ot would leak onto the 

plaintiffs' lands.

The varying responses to the decis ion in Palmer 

illustrate societal divisions on the spiay issue. While 

lamented by environmentalists and ecologists, spraying was 

applauded by Truth in Forestry, a lobby qioup compi1sixi 

primarily of woodlot owners, pulp tiucK drivers and mill 

labourers. But this support for the herbicide spray prmpafwue 

did not indicate wholesale support for chemical management ot 

Nova Scotian forests. When Lands and Forest r. ol 1 ered a lb K 

(Bacillus Thorigiensis Kurstaki) bacterial anti biniwtnm spray 

programme to private woodlot owners in West Piet ou, only 

twenty-five out of 400 owners demonstrated any int er esi in ! he 

programme.

The struggle was not concentrated tmJy in ( he CVifje 

Breton-Pictou area. In Shelburne County, the B a n  ington 

Council "...succumbed to the wishes of the public and 

abandoned consideration of using herbicide". In Yarmouth, the 

Concerned Citizens of Clare blocked plans of the bep.ji i inent of 

Lands and Forests to spray 174 acres around Mayflower in 1984.
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Five yearfj iatei, in considering another spray proposal, the 

Warden of Yarmouth Municipality said: "Thalidomide was
considered safe, except for children born without arms...Let's 

have a little foresight instead of hindsight with Vision [a 

glyphosate herbicide which kills hardwoods]*. The opposing 

argument was put by a local woodlot owner; "... to spray is 

the only way to get the wood where we should have it...for the 

future of our kids...and you fellas are worrying about the 

environment.

The 1983 court battle did not end the challenges to

province's refusal to deal legislatively with the chemical 

spray issue. In 1988, environmentalists tried again

(unsuccessfully) to challenge the herbicide spray 

programme. In July, 1988, the Ministry of the Environment 

granted permits to Stora and North Inverness Forest Management 

Ltd. to aerially spray 3,455 h.a. aerially in Pictou, 

Antigonish, Guysborough, Inverness, and Cape Breton counties 

with tiie herbicide Vision. These permits were to expire in 

December, 1988.

Oil the first of September, 1988, the Margaree

Environmental Association was incorporated under the Societies 

Act, and on the second of September, the Association commenced 

two actions; one in Supreme Court seeking certiorari; a

declaratory judgment that the permits were null and void; 

■andaama to compel the Minister to withdraw the permits; and, 

a prohibition order preventing the Minister from granting new
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Court appealing the grant of the spray permits pursuant to i ho 

provisions of s. 53 of the Epvtro M ental Protection Act,
S.N.S. 1973, c. 6.

On 14, September, 1988, Anderson, CCJ, sitting both as a 

County Court Judge and as a Local Judge oi t lie Supreme Court , 

granted Store's application to be added to the action an an 
intervenor and then struck both actions, stating that as the 

plaintiff was unincorporated at the time the permits were 

issued, then the plaintiff had no standing to bring the 

actions.

The plaintiff appealed. The Appeal Court upheld Judge 

Anderson. Indeed, the Court went, beyond the irial judge's 

decision, finding that as the permits had been vai id, and the 

company had sprayed Vision under those valid per mits, the 
issues in the appeal were moot The i earned apfrellate

judges dismissed arguments the appellant's argument that the 

nature of the spray issue was such, and because spray permits 

were of a brief albeit recurring duration, that by insist in<j 

on valid permits before hearing any action, both tin; ministry 

and the forest companies were evading judicial sciutiny.^' 

The Court stated that it was “sensitive" to its Jaw imiKing 

function, and found no reason to pronounce upon the provincial 

government's "legislative authority" in the absence of a live 

dispute between the parti es.
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The diflerintj responses to forest protection against fire 

and innectG illustrated that governmental control over the 
environment may be achieved as easily by refusal to implement 

a comprehensive regime as by promulgating one. Where human 

activity was perceived as harmful to the economic interests, 

in this case lumbering and pulp and paper companies, the 

government was prepared to create a programme of control, 

managed by the provincial government, which included public 

input and participation through educational campaigns, and 

voluntary cooperation. But where public demands for 

involvement in forest management were seen as harmful to the 

economic interests of the province by the forest industry 

complex and the government, the government chose to place its 

taith in the chemical industry and to reject public demands 

lor greater accountabi1ity in forest management.

Perhaps because forest fire prevention could tw viewed as 

a 'no lose" political programme, governments traditionally 

were prepared to implement measures to protect the forests. 

However, the pesticide and herbicide spray programmes and 

their management by government pitted two sectors of society 

against each other and the debate assumed the character of 

economy versus environment. In such a dichotomy, governments, 

imbued with the environmental management ethos, placing 

humanity above and outside the ecological life cycle, 

invariably sided with "economy". Where tbe goals of economy 

could be achieved by legislative action, the Legislature was
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prepared to act. Where "economy'e " desires were best met 

through government inaction, the government was equally 

prepared to refrain from exercising its authority.

The same philosophy was evident in wiUilito lequlation. 

The government was prepared to act to protect game animals ami 

other animals which were perceived to have an economic 

benefit. Economy always won out over environment where the 

two were placed in conflict.
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Forests have been modified and adapted for human nurvlval 

for thousands of years. These adaptations, governed by 

unwritten laws or customs of the akKiriginal inhabitant u , 

shaped Nova Scotian forests long before European milture was 

imposed on the ecosystem. But neither the aborigin.il noi the 

European laws governed animal and plant behaviour. Only human 

activities can be controlled by human law.

With widespread and intensive European settlement, ihe 

forests %fere changed more quickly, and more profoundly, and 

twre deleteriously than they were under aboriginal law oi 

custom. After the Acadian expulsion and the lounding ol 

Halifax, the rapacious demand for forest products apfw»ar(*d 

insatiable. Wildlife was captured and killed in ever 

increasing numbers for food, for sport, and for extermination. 

Trees were hewn unceasingly for any number of reononn. An 

Michael Williams has noted, wood wan the basis oi t hi? whole 

North American economy through the eighteenth and ni not i*ent,h 

centuries. At its most basic, wood was necessary for shelter 

and for fuel. The Loyalists' arrival alone put enormous 

demands on the forests surrounding the jjoint» of 

disembarkation. Shelburne, for example, grew from under 1,000 

souls to 13,000 in six weeks. Every new hourre reguittrd i umlMjr 

and a plot of clear land. Every new house meant less for eut. 

Once built, each new house needed more wood for the hearth, 

requiring more trees to be cut. Indeed, it can be argued th.i? 

many contemporary barrens in the Shelburne area are a result
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of Lh« sudden and severe wood and lumber demand by Loyalists 

who hewed, felled and burned without regard for the future 

health of the forest. Wood heated the dwellings and cooked 

the rattlers’ food. Open hearths consumed enormous amounts of 

timber and were very inefficient heating sources. Trees were 
felled for fencing, to open field for agriculture to build 

wagons and flohing boats, and for charcoal to smoke fish.^

Many areas 'opened for agriculture" were geologically 

unsuited for farming. Yet, long after it should have been 

apparent to even the most idealistic provincial officials and 

Members of the Legislature, the laws of settlement and Crown 

land alienation continued to promote agricultural settlement. 

Nineteenth-century politicians and settlers appeared to take 

literally the biblical command that Han was master of all be 

surveyed, continuing despite the physical impossibility to 

attempt to make the Nova Scotian environment conform to human 

economic expectations. But, despite the number of ways the 

legislators rewrote the legislation, it was impossible to turn 

Nova Scotia into an agricultural and pastoral paradise.

The shift from an agricultural, subsistence economy to an

industrial economy provided no relief to the Nova Scotian

forest, Wood fueled industry. Early railway engines burned

wood as did the early steam engines used in forestry. Railway »
engines alone consumed enormous amounts of split wood. Early 

railways were granted huge land tracts to assure wood supply. 

Every mile of new track meant more trees cut and more
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disruption of animal habitat. fc'vt’iy time the i,eninlatuie 

voted more money for railway construction, or paiiKtnl new 

legislation encouraging railway construction nioi c vligin 
forest was cut for the railway. Once these at can ottcn 

remote from the eeacoast or other previously settled ,n e.is 

were opened, lumber barons and settlers toilowml the tiocks, 

opening and clearing even more forest.

With advances in steam engine technology, la;get and 

larger tracts could be cut efficiently and economically. The 

earliest steam engines burnt fuel w o o d , hut cvfji when 

technological improvement permitted the enqiiies to hui n f f l r f i dt  

and debris for fuel the amount of wood cut did not devieuse. 

The wood cut previously for fuel was now cut tor sale ai; 

lumber. Even the switch from wood to coal as the piimaiy f u»? 1 

source did not provide a respite to: the torent . The

expansion of mining, particularly coal mining, placed demands 

on the forest to supply pit props tor shoring up tunnel.: and 

for above ground structures throughout Cape Hreto n , Cumlm:land 

and Pictou.

Trees were cut for export as square t imhci ;;, nhipn mast n , 

spruce deals, shingles, and f inished prtxiucts. i.ate: pu Ip 

wood, wood fiber paper and Christmas trees would be added to 

the export list. The wooden ships which carried these 

products required timber. When the wooden ships were replaced 

by iron ships and the iron horse, demand still did not alxit e . 

Metal ships still required some wood for their interiorti.
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K.iliw.iy!; W'M! u p p o r f b y  wooden ties and vnoden bridges, 

hurt hot , wood «m:, t.ho noai. conunnn packaging material. Barrels 

and flatn ol evorythii;g fiom apples to pickled fish to 

ma :i lit act u red goodr. were shipped out of the province, all in 

womien fjachagcH. When wmjd was replaced by other packaging 

Siuit er in ! t ; een were still cut for cardboard, hardboard and 

p.ickagi nq paper. And, when railways were in turn replaced by 
motor vehicles and niipuines, more trees were cut for highways 

.ind iot dirpottJi.
In a r e a s  where agriculture did manage to gain a foot

hold, trees wore* cut or burned to increase crop land, pasture 

iiind and blueberry Inrrrens. Ai least as damaging as all the 

intent ional destruction of forest land a n d  animal habitat for 

societal "piOjresB' was the unintentional or negligent forest 

d e s t r u c t i o n  )»y lire. Each conflagration had potential to burn 

vast t r a c t s  ol lotted land. Forest loss through fire was the 

most wanton uest ructinn of « 1 1 :  no other inhabitant of the

e c o s y s t  c m  couid c a u s e  a s  much damage as a human with a  fire 

ignitii>n source. And no inhabitant--human, animal or plant-- 

K'ceived any r eal long teitn benefit from a forest destroyed by 

1 ire. Repeated tmrinnq of the same land led to vast increases 

in t he s i ze and number of barrens, often leaving in little or 

no soil in these areas and consequently, no way cf 

reqcneiat i ng.

Wherr scientific management pervaded forestry operations 

gr owl h manageme::! , cutting limits and reforesting concerns
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grew. Although thene conn ide: at ions i opt ov.tMii cd a stiin î s om 

short-term economic consi d é r â t ionn to long t et m econom i c 

concern about the suiety ol supply, lot est tegulatoii-. 

continued to place human economic henc tits al’ovo ecor.yid em 

integrity. At least, however, there was recognition that 

unregulated laisse» faire would rapidly d e p let e the whole oj 

the forest, although, even from an ant hrojHicent ric vjewiHtint 

there ought to have been a greater reetujnit ion ol the eîlecln 

of industrial forestry practices on the ecosystem and on 

humanity. Instead, the liberal capitalist, ethos which 

dominated the nineteenth century assumed that the lutute would 

take care of itself and itimediate wealt h was more iin}K)i t .mt 

than the long-term health of forest and its i nh. i J* i t ant s , 

Unregulated exploitive forest pract ices were o)ton as 

deleterious to humans as they were to the lotest it;.oil. 

Nineteenth century lumbermen- housed in di r ty and ill heat mi 

bunkhouses, ill paid, living an itinerant iitestyle 

benef 1^ t ed as little from forest capital jnm an did the foim.i 

i t self,

All of these t actors - the political cIi mat e , economic 

philosophies, and legal theory combineil to tdiape torent and 

wildlife legislation. The law itsell, never rdatic, e v o 1ved 

as the forest and he demands on . t changeai. These 

modifications in . e g a : philosophy and t tieor y alif'ct ed t tie 

perceptions of forest management and wet e t>ound i nexti Icatil y 

to the shifts in provincial politico econon.ic tori .ner;. An
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f hn p ‘*iception ot the forest's value changed, forest 

nitinnqement adapted to meet the concerns of society and the 

iorent industries. As legislators realized that current 

cutting practices or land holding systems might affect future 

<uf even contemporary) economic growth, they became more 

willing to regulate and manage forest resources. Thus, limits 

on proprietal rights which would have been unthinkable in the 

early nineteenth century, such as stripping landholders of all 

riparian rights, were in force by 1920. When it was realized 

t hat local control was ineffective to ensure "economic"’ 

management of the forests and wildlife, successive governments 

were more willing to enact comprehensive management measures-- 

even in the face of calls on the provincial treasury. 

Occasionally, the blatant need for provincial intervention 

ro<iG the obsession with avoiding deficits.

The legislation and court rulings discussed tend to 

demonstrate the linkage of environment and economy long before 

the Brundtland Commission popularized "sustainable 

development". The environmental management economic model 

pervaded the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Provincial 

government reluctance to shoulder more than token 

responsibility for conservation a nd silviculture had dramatic 

repercussions still felt, in the late twentieth century. 

Recognition that the forests were not inexhaustible rarely 

tianslittcd itself into comprehensive and enforceable 

regulatory regimes.
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Other political, economic and pi oprielaiy tacturn 

consistently overrode envi ronment a I and aestheii*' o n e w . 

Indeed, nineteenth century Nova Scotians evim-cd little 

acknowledgement of how other connideiat Ions and t>t Ium , 

seemingly unrelated, legislation aifoctiHl loicat n . Did 

permission to remove obstructions from waterways ocean ion a 

decline in the beaver population? Did thin in tuin aiteci 

Nova Scotia's trapping industry? ' *sfc connect ions woi «- not 

often made in the last centuiy. Jccasionally, when the 

connection was obvious, such as the relation bet ween i i vet n 

dammed to run mills or laciliiate log t ioat ing and tin- 

spawning salmon, legislation was passed r egu i r i ng lish i unt: on 

dams and spillways. But these connections were ntade b e c a u s e  

a decline in salmon stocks adversely atfect <,?ii anoi he; imtur.i ly 

in Nova S c o t i a - t o u r  ism. Govei ninent, reluciaiit to I ose a n y  

tourism for the province, was prepared to ret|n(ate one 

industry to ensure the survival ot another.

Provincial governments of t lie late e i glit cent h and 

nineteentl centuries, obsessed with balanced budg.-t ;; ,010

minimazing provincial expenditure;;, even forswor o ecruiomi c (as 

well as environmental) considerations in r é g u l â t  in g  t is; forest 

and forest industries. Although New Br jiisw i r.k ' i 1 ceiKtiijq, 

leasing and cutting on Crown land régimes were often 1 gnore<f, 

that province's early moratoria on freelioid conveyajvi ng of 

Crown land in favour of rental of the same added iiuneasurably 

both to the province's ability to protect and jr.anaqe tfd;
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foresi. and to provincial coffers. The sums brought in by 

letting rather than selling Crown land permitted transfer of 

jurisdiction over Crown officials from the Imperial government 

in L<;ndon to Fredericton with less concern than when 

renponsibi 1 ity for Crown officials was transferred from London 

to Halifax. The "cash cow" of New Brunswick forests provided 

t ho revenue ensuring New Brunswick could fulfill its 

guarantees to be fully responsible for the salaries of Crown 

officials. Nova Scotia, on the other hand, by adhering to a 

policy of massive Crown land alienation long after such a 

[K)licy was demonstrably ill advised, did not have a ready 

revenue source to meet the demands for payment of Crown 

of f leers,

European exploitive conceptions of the forest as 

iKHindiess and wildlife as endlessly prolific, so thoroughly 

p*?imeated the collective social and legislative conscience 

that when efforts were made to implement some conservation 

measure the legislation was often too vague or the enforcement 

efforts too minimal for the measures to be effective. Indeed, 

vague legislation and the unwillingness to commit adequate 

lesouices to ensure compliance with legislative provisions 

raises suspicions f hat such measures we r e  only tokens, and the 

real intention of legislators was to foster continued 

unbridled exploitation under the cover of "protectionism'’. 

Koi example, the penalties for hunting in a close season or 

tor using illegal hunting methods, coupled with the paucity of
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enforcement monies and pei i^or.ne i , demons t i at ed little 

political will to deal with the consequences ot over huntimj. 

Equellyr although trespass to Ciown land législation em{u*wei tni 

forestry officials to seize w o o d  c u t  i l l e q a l l y  on Cto w n  !*md, 

and there were cutting restrictions to pi event cutting ytHing 

trees, with so few e r forcement o f f i c e i s ,  thete was little 

chance of getting caught. While forest pter.ei vat ion and 

conservation movements may have gained strength in the P a c i l ic 

Northwest In the last quarter of the nineteenth, t h e y  did not 

gain widespread acceptance in Nova Scot ia.

Anders Sandberg, and Tnomas Roach and Ui< iiaid .hidd have 

separately suggested that extranat ionaJ economic int luencer. on 

the Nova Scotian forest had an undue ettert on the ptovincial 

economy and the forest industries, ennui intj t he cont inued 

harvesting of Nova Scot ian forests for the tM-nef it of 

international financiers and Amei ican lumt«*r Imioii;; to » he 

detriment both of the forests and the Nova Scot ian e c o n o m y , 

Opposition to multinational corjKjrat ions slnnild not fu* view»t«l 

as proof of preservationist and conservationist fo/ces at 

work, they argue. In reality, the o p p o u i ’ ion was not upjKuufd 

to forest exploitation they simply wanted a qriraiei shaie o{ 

the profits of exploitation for themselves. Judd and Hi/tjcji';. 

profile of Barnjura suggests that demands for greater 

legislative control over forests were often attempts to 

protect the woodlands for use by one iiidustr .al seci or . 

Whether or not one believes that Bernjum, like Saui on t h»;
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road to Damascus, suffered a cathartic co:: version to 

conservation ism is immaterial. Although the authors present 
a somewhat cynical view of Barnjum, it must be acknowledged 

that whatever his motives, his efforts occasioned the hiring 

of O M  o Schierbeck and Axel Gold, the passage of the first 
I^inds and Forests Act in 1926 and the first concerted 

reforestation efforts.^
Legislation is usually a reaction, not an initiative. 

Rather than forestalling damage by acting aggressively to 

regulare human activity in the forests, legislators were 

generally passive preferring to react only when it was clear 

that without legislative intervention there would be no 

forests left. As courts were rarely effective - • makers in

the field oi ecosystem management, the absence of legislative 

iiitervenlion created a vacuum leaving the lumber barons, 

railroad compinies and pulp and paper companies free to clear- 

cut and otherwiiie abuse the forest heritage. Fiscally and 

phi lorujphically conservat ive legislatures, heavily influenced 

by the foiest industries moved cautiously, limiting private 

proprietal rights over tinüser land only when absolutely driven 

to regulation. Even when legislation was passed, it did 

little to forestall or inhibit continued drainage of forest 

resouices. Fernow's gloomy assessment of the forest's future 

in his 1910 study was as ineffective in sparking concerted 

conservation as in turn would be the 1944 post-war economic 

reconstruction study and 1984 Royal Commission.
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The nineteenth and early twentieth fentnt Les demons; i at tni 

little concern for wise management and husbanding iesoiu ces. 

The “economy of nature" was forgotten in the headlong race to 

ea^race Adam Smith's liberalism. The leqislatois and the 

general public were political ecunomistf. not Leal

ecologists. Technological advances such as railways, steam 

engines and new manufacturing processes wen- adopted eagerly. 

Natural theology was neglected in favour of the f>ioler:sit»ui I 

science. Although Downs, and Jones and the lish and game 

societies members were nature enthusiasts., they sought 

constantly to "improve" nature so as better to exploit it. 

They removed wildlife from its natural habitat and p:ose:vwl 

animals in zoos and exhibit cases.

The close relationship between the l.egis lat ur «• and t tie 

lumber and pulp and paper companies ensured that l i t t l e  ie a I  

forest regulation and timber conservation was enact e d . Whiie 

there accumulated what appeared to be « great deai ol loi est 

management legislation, very little ol .i substantive nature 

was accomplished. Laisse» faire and Bubt;equetit eiivi i onment.i i, 

economic and legislative management measures 1 or I or est 

resource management throughout the nineteenth and ear ly 

twentieth centuries irrevocably changed the fores? and ii.o 

inhabitants. When all the pieces--from the court cases, to 

water management, to Crown lands policies, to the ^jowe r ik 

awarded to corporations --are put together and theii cr>«biji<HJ 

effect studied, it is clear than whatever advarices the Age ol
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Industry held lor humanity, its effect on forests was far from 
beneficial. Without an intrinsic value ascribed to all forest 

land, whether or not it was “productive", then it becomes 
simple to argue that except for those flora and fauna species 

with an economic value to humanity, nothing need to be 

conserved or preserved.

This is the history of the contemporary forest regulatory 

regime. It remains to be determined if the new societal 

awareness ol the impossibility of separating humanity from the 

ococystem will prove any more effective in forcing a sensible 

and less exploitive forest regime and environmental management 

philosophy than in the past. Unfortunately, the forestry and 

wildlife legislative package of 1986-1988 continued to «î^ly 

environmental management measures first formulated in the late 

nineteenth and eatly twentieth centuries.
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